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Board of Trustees' Preface
The March 1989 announcement by Pons and Fleischmann stimulated
worldwide interest in the cold fusion phenomenon. In Utah the legislature appropriated
$5 million to support cold fusion research and development. As cold fusion inquiries
continue worldwide, this interim report has been written to document the scientific and
legal work that has been funded by the Utah legislature.
More than 10% of the money provided was used by the University in its efforts to
protect the intellectual property and patent rights. We think to have done anything less
would have been irresponsible.
Was the State of Utah wise to have funded the work of the NCFl over the last
two years? We think that as a venture capital investment it was prudent, and as an
effort to protect and advance the state's interest in a property right, and in potential
state economic development, it was a singular opportunity that should have been
pursued.
The work has proven to be more complicated than was expected, as are almost
all new ventures. Piecemeal work will continue at the University of Utah and
elsewhere as funds are found. Patent protection will continue to be pursued in every
way possible. No further funds will be requested from the state at this time.
When the science is fully understood, we predict there will be important new
chapters written on the nature of new scientific claims, on the ownership and
stewardship of intellectual property rights, and on the nature of regional and national
economic competitiveness.
Respectfully submitted,
Ian Cumming, Chairman
Board of Trustees, NCFl
Chase N. Peterson
President
University of Utah
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Summary
A total of 16 calibrations at 100, 200 and 400 mA have been carried out on two
typical Fleischmann-Pons type calorimetric cells (10 x 0.1 mm Pd cathodes in D20LiOD electrolyte).

Although the data scatter considerably, temperature dependence of the cell
constants indicated that heat loss involves a combination of radiation and conduction.
In these measurements, the experimental uncertainties (0's) in total cell power
output, Q, or excess power, WX, was estimated as the larger of 0.05 W or 5% of Q.
During the calibration, no evidence of excess power beyond experimental
uncertainty was observed, but one cell subsequently operated at 800 mA and showed
an apparent power-surge of -1 W (25%) for 2 hours.
Between October 11 and November 5, 1989, we carried out a series of 8
calibration measurements on each of two typical Fleischmann and Pons (F-P)
calorimetric cells with the double objective of determining the temperature
dependence of the cell constants and making an independent estimate of
measurement reproducibility. The cells had 0.1 x 10 cm Pd cathodes in D20 - 0.1 M
LiOD electrolyte, had been running at 100 mA for several weeks, and were believed to
be giving no excess power. Baths, electronics, data recording, and experimental
protocol (except for some minor differences noted below) were those described by F-P
as used in their previous work and in their subsequent matrix experiments.

Measurements
Cells were calibrated and excess power (if any) calculated by first allowing the
cell (operating at constant current) to run for several hours to arrive at a quasi-steady
state, applying a known amount of power (- 0.36 W) with an internal heater for 4 hours
allowing the cell to come to a new steady state, and then disconnecting the power
permitting the cell to drop back to its former state over another 4 hours. Temperature,
T, and cell voltage, E, were monitored during the cycle (Fig. l ) , and calculations based
upon values of T2, E2, Ti and Ei where Ti and Ei were interpolated values presumably
representing T's and E's which would have been observed if the heater power had not
been applied. The greatest difference in T1 and T3 (runs at 400 mA) was -0.2 OC,
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and since initial and final steady states lay satisfactorily on the same lines, such
interpolations should be valid. Values of T's and E's are listed in Table I, together with
derived quantities discussed below.

Data Treatment
The differential equation which we and others at NCFl (including F-P) assume
as describing the behavior of these cells is:
Cp(dT/dt) = (E - 1.54)l + WX

+

WH - WE - k(T- Tb)

(1)

where C, is the heat capacity of the cell (-360 J/OC), I the current passing through the
cell, WX any excess power developed, WH the heater power, WE an evaporative
cooling term, calculated from I and the heat of vaporization and vapor pressure of D20
at T, but almost negligible in our experiments, and k(T - Tb) the rate of heat loss to the
bath, so that k may be thought of as the effective heat transfer constant at T.
Actually, heat loss is thought to be partially conductive and partly radiative, so
that

with kc and kr the conductive and radiative heat transfer constants. Expanding the
quartic expression and dropping all but the first two terms (valid because (T - Tb) <<
Tb) gives (letting T - Tb = AT)
k(T - Tb) = a(l
where a =

(k + 4Tb3kr) and h

+ fMT)AT

(3)

= 6Tb2kr/a. For Tb = 303 OC as here, h would vary

between 0.005 (pure radiation) and 0 (pure conduction).
Under quasi-steady state conditions in our experiments C,(dT/dt) is almost
zero, and we neglect it. At 400 mA (the largest case) it is approximately 0.0025 W, or
only 0.18% of (E - 1.54)1, the major heat-input term (1.4 W). Neglecting it and
substituting (3) into (1) gives
Q = (E - 1.54)l

+

WX

+ WH - WE

=

a(h + fMT)AT

(4)

The cell constant a can be obtained from the AT'S and E's of Table I, via the
relation
3-4

easily derived from (4). With a known, any excess power, WX, can then be calculated
from (4) for any value of h.

Determination of h
We have attempted to determine hfor each cell by plotting AQ/(AT2 - ATi) vs
AT2 + ATi. From Eq (5), the slope should give ah and the intercept a. Results are
shown in Figure 2.
deviatio ns)
Cell 1
Cell 2

Least squares fitting of the data gives (errors are standard

a = 0.160 f 0.002
CY.

= 0.169 & 0.002

h = 0.0041 & 0.001
h = 0.001 0.001

*

The disagreement between the two cells and the scatter of points allows us only
to conclude that h lies somewhere between 0 and 0.005: both radiation and
conduction contribute to the cell constants. This is consistent with an estimate by G. E.
that -40% of the heat loss in this sort of cell should be due to radiation.
The standard deviations of points from the two lines are 0.0025 W/OC (15%)for
cell 1, and 0.0033 W/OC (1.go/,) for cell 2.

Are Cells Giving Excess Power?
We have calculated WX for each measurement, assuming h = 0 and h =
0.005 and results are included in the Tables. Treating data on each cell as a unit and
averaging, we get:

h = 0.005

h=O
Cell 1
Cell 2

0.032 _+ 0.022 W
0.037 k 0.034 W

-0.001 f 0.017 W
0.004 & 0.032 W

Since the best value of h lies between these two quantities, the data provide no
convincing evidence for excess power production during these experiments.
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An Alternate Approach
If we assume no excess power, we may plot Q's vs AT's for all data points in

Tables I and II, and calculate effective cell constants k from line slopes at any
temperature.
Plots are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, in which the data have been fitted to a
quadratic Q = a + bAT + CAT^. Least squares values of the parameters are:

Cell 1
Cell 2

a

b

-0.021
-0.01 6

0.1 641
0.1677

C

0.00065
-0.00002

Here b is equivalent to a calculated previously and c to ah. The two methods
agree fairly well, giving Q's at a given temperature which differ by only 0.01 - 0.02 W.
This is comparable to the standard deviations of individual points from the lines, 0.020
W and 0.014 W for cells 1 and 2 respectively. A little more disturbingly, neither plot
goes through their origins: a's are not zero. This implies that there is some systematic
error in these systems not accounted for by the model. Since a's are negative, this
could mean that AT's are somehow larger than their proper values, perhaps due to
heat loss to the atmosphere as well as the bath, improper thermistor placement if
temperature gradients exist, or error in thermistor calibration.

How Accurately Is Q Determined?
The scatter in determination of WX (0.02 - 0.03 W), the uncertainty in h (as AT
increases values of Q calculated assuming h = 0 and 0.005 diverge by approximately
0.5% per OC); the discrepancy of 0.01 - 0.02 W in determining Q by our two methods,
and the systematic errors implied by negative values of a above, all give some
indication of contributing uncertainties in measuring Q. They are certainly not all
independent, so it isn't clear how they should be combined, but a plausible estimate of
the average total uncertainty might be -0.050 W (about 5% of an average Q). From
several considerations, including the visual scatter of data, this uncertainty increases
at higher current densities and temperatures, so 5% of Q or 0.05 W, whichever is
largest, would seem a plausible estimate of uncertainty (1 0)in measurements of Q or

WX. This is considerably larger than estimates based solely on observed random
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fluctuations in temperature (o -0.01 OC) and might be significantly improved by better
design of cells or even more careful experimental techniques. Thus, in our
measurements room temperatures were not well controlled although bath
temperatures were constant to < 0.01 OC during each calibration cycle, and, although
D 2 0 in cells was replenished regularly, electrolyte levels may have varied slightly
between measurements. Heater power was also supplied by a standard power
source (Iand E frequently monitored) rather than a potentiostat as recommended by FP.

Measurements At Higher Currents
We attempted to extend our series of measurements to 800 rnA. At this point
cell 2 failed in that its resistance rose rapidly and it had to be turned off. We did not
obtain a successful calibration of cell 1 at this current level, but, in the early hours of
the morning when it was unattended, it undervvent a small power excursion as shown
in Fig. 4 during which the temperature rose -4OC for almost 2 hours and then
subsided. Using cell constants from lower temperatures, the indicated excess power
was the order of 1 W or 25%. The cell was turned off shortly thereafter, and it is hard to
assess the importance of the observation.

Additional Data
Some additional related data, together with more detailed discussions of data
treatment and error analysis are available in memoranda by CW dated
10/30/89
1/9/90
3/26/90
4/9/90
4/19/90
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Table I
Calibration Data (cf Fig. 1) ATi = Ti - Tb,
AT2 = T2 - Tb, Tb = -30 OC, WH = 0.36 W

I

AT

AT

0.1 00

1.259
1.262
3.1 40
3.096
3.099
8.285
8.136
8.497

3.436
3.429
5.236
5.1 89
5.234
10.234
10.061
10.464

0.1 00

0.200
0.200
0.200
0.400
0.400
0.400

E

E2
3.371
3.386
3.972
3.980
3.976
4.943
4.981
4.969

3.442
3.453
4.021
4.031
4.031
5.004
5.01 5
5.037

---- WX (W) --(h= 0) (h4.005)
0.01 5
0.01 5
0.030
0.021
0.01 0

0.01 7
0.008
-0.002

0.044
0.077
0.042

-0.023
-0.01 0
-0.027

0.01 1
0.01 2

---- WX (W) --I

AT

0.1 00

1.256
1.244
3.021
3.152
3.1 47
8.1 85
8.574
9.055

0.1 00
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.400
0.400
0.400

AT2
3.350
3.31 6
5.048
5.21 8
5.240
10.103
10.531
11.110

E2
3.41 5
3.431
3.968
3.973
3.998
4.899
5.020
5.210

Ei
3.482
3.498
4.020
4.030
4.054
4.984
5.052
5.250
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(h= 0)
0.01 9
0.01 7
0.027
0.036
0.024
0.01 7
0.1 14
0.035

( h = 0.005)
0.01 5
0.01 4
0.01 4
0.022
0.01 0
-0.048
-0.046
-0.042

Figure 1 :

Cell calibration procedure, heater on at t l , off at t2
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Figure 2:

Determination of h
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Figure 3
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Abstract
The equilibrium behavior of diatomic hydrogen in a potential well is explored.
The amount of "squeezing" experienced by hydrogen in the well is calculated and
compared to that expected for hydrogen within palladium.

Introduction

A useful model for investigating the possibility of cold fusion is that of two
hydrogen (or deuterium) atoms within a potential well. In this case, the potential well
represents any of the "holes" within the palladium metal in which hydrogen collects, be
it the tetrahedral or octahedral sites of the lattice or any lattice defect such as a crack.
The model at present is rather crude, but it does give some general insight into the
behavior of diatomic hydrogen.
1.

The Hartree-Fock Form for The Schroedinger Equation

Consider two or more hydrogen (or deuterium) nuclei sitting inside a potential
well along with their respective charge clouds. The time independent, nonrelativistic
Schroedinger equation for this system is given by
N

N-1

N

N-1

1 1 -

a = l b = l 'ab

+

-1

P(r> O

=

EO

+
where P(r) represents the value of the potential well at the location? and Hi is the one
electron Hamittonian operator defined by

i, j are indices running over all N electrons of the system, and a, b are indices running
over all N nuclei of the system. Charge balance is assumed to exist so that the total
number of electrons equal the total number of nuclei. The first term in Eq. 2 is the
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kinetic energy of a single electron, and the second term is the potential energy of this
electron in the presence of all the nuclei. Hi thus represents the energy of an electron
unconnected to any other electron. The electrons must affect one another, however,
and thus the repulsive term in Eq. 1 is added to take into account electron repulsion.
The Schroedinger equation (Eq. 1) has been subjected to two simplifying
assumptions. The first, as previously mentioned, is that the wave function is time
independent. This assumption eliminates the dynamic behavior of the system in favor
of a steady-state model. The second assumption is the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, i. e., that the nuclei are essentially immobile. The nuclei repulsion
energy terms will then be fixed with respect to changes in the wave function and

+,

thus the third sum in Eq. I may be ignored in wave function calculations.
The Schroedinger equation (Eq. l ) , as shown, is written in terms of atomic units.
These units considerably simplify the bookwork involved in keeping track of units, In
this system,
electron ma33
1
me
e

-

-

=

electron charge

=

Bohr radius

=

unit of energy (Hartree)

-

= 1

unit of le ngth ( A . U . )

2

e4nc a

-

=

0.5292 A

27.21 eV

0 0

The Schroedinger equation (Eq. 1) may be solved by assuming the wave
function is a determinantal form given by

$ = -

1

(3)

m
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.

.

The brackets represent the matrix determinant of the elements contained within.
Thus, the total wave function is a sum of N! product functions yq (2)144(2)...wN (2).
Each of these functions is assumed to be composed of two parts, a spatial part and a
spin part, i. e.,

+

where a and p are orthonormal electron spin orbitals such that

(6)

106-0
9

1 86
3

=

1 aa

=

1

(7)

S

where the sums are over the electron spin orbitals. Further, the indexed functions Qi
are assumed to be orthonormal such that

Equations 6-8 force the total wave function (+ in Eq. 3)to have the property that

since only the products of functions with the same indices survive the integration and
summation, and there exist N! of these products.
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The wave functions $i are called orbitals in reference to atomic orbitals. Each
orbital fills with two electrons, one spin up, the other down. The determinantal form, of
Eq. 3 takes care of the Pauli exclusion principle: The probability of finding two
electrons in the same state is zero. By giving two electrons the same orbital @i
and the
same spin function, two columns of the determinant in Eq. 3 become identical, with the
net result that the determinant value is zero.
The variational theorem [ l ] is invoked to find reasonable wave functions to
solve the Schroedinger equation. This theorem states that any trial wave function
places an upper boundary on the total energy of the system through the inequality

Here, it is the total Hamiltonian of the system, and $ is the total wave function assumed
to satisfy Eq. 9. Substituting the assumed determinantal form for the wave function
(Eq. 3) into Eq. 10 and neglecting the nuclei repulsion terms, the net energy of the
system is given by

N/2 N/2
ill j=l
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where

Most of the terms of the determinantal wave function have dropped out due to
the orthogonality of the spin orbitals (Eqs. 6-8). The first sum in Eq. 11 represents the
net energy of the uncoupled electrons in the potential well. The second (double) sum
represents the effects of the electrons upon one another; these effects break down into
repulsion terms Jij and exchange terms Kij. The repulsion terms are the classical
repulsion energies between the charge clouds of the orbitals &, i = I ...N/2. Recall that
electrons fill the orbitals $i in pairs so that there are half as many orbitals as electrons
(N even). The exchange terms Kij have no classical analogue, but arise due to the fact
that no two electrons can occupy the same state.
The calculation of the Schroedinger solution in determinantal form is called the
Hartree-Fock method [2] after its originators. Implicit in this solution is the assumption
that the wave function is represented by a product of orbital functions, i. e., the
determinantal form given by Eq. 3. Although this form can give very accurate results, it
fails to take into account an effect called correlation. The charge distributions are
averaged in the Hartree-Fock model and fail to take into effect instantaneous
interactions between electrons. Thus, the best energy that may be obtained using the
Hartree-Fock method is somewhat higher than the exact energy, and this value is
termed the Hartree-Fock limit.
2.

The Roothaan Equations

The Hartree-Fock equations are impossible to solve directly in the molecular
case, and Roothaan [3] has devised a tractable method of solution. A good review of
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this method is given by Blinder [4]. It begins by assuming the orbitals @ j in Eq. 3 are
approximated by a basis set of M functions XI, x p , x3,

..., XM such that

M
$1 =

I:

p=l

xp

CiP

Cip are unknown coefficients of the basis set.

(15)

Substituting this basis set

expansion into the energy equation (Eq. 11) produces

M

where ,D

M

is an element of the density matrix defined by

where t denotes the complex conjugate transpose operator. The elements of the
summations are given by
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The basis function expansion is chosen to most closely represent the molecular
wave functions $i. For the case of hydrogen, it is natural to use hydrogen-like atomic
wave functions in the molecular case:

n- 1
Xntm

= Nn

r

e x p (-dr) YQm

where Nn is a normalization factor, YI, is a spherical harmonic, and 6 is a "screening
constant". These types of wave functions are called Slater-type orbitals (STO's).
Unfortunately, the integrals defined by Eqs. 18-20 become almost impossible to
evaluate analytically, as the functions themselves (Eq. 21) may be centered at different
locations in space. The "four center" integral (Eq. 20) is especially difficult, as each
integration is over three spatial dimensions, making it a six-dimensional integral.
Evaluating these integrals numerically is computationally too difficult.
Fortunately, Gaussian-like functions provide a tractable remedy for evaluating
these integrals [5, 61. The advantage of a Gaussian function is that the product of two
Gaussian functions on different centers is equivalent to a third Gaussian centered on
the line between the first two:

-or
e

2

* e

2

-Brg

- (a+B> r2P

= K e

where
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(22)

K

=

exp

aA

P

P

=

+

8B

(- a+B .')

(23)

lJ

(25)

Ll = x , Y l z

a + B

The basic set is defined by

Using Eqs. 22-25, the integrals defined by Eqs. 18 and 19 become [5, 61

exp

<x x
A

1
I Ix,x,>
?2

=

(a

+

B)(Y
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+

6)Ja

+

[-*E2]
a + 8

B

+

Y

+

6

(27)

where Fo is the function defined by

and for the special case of m = 0,

where erf i s the error function. The remaining definitions in Eqs. 27 and 28 are given

by
2

XA

-ar
= e A

2

-BrB
xB

XC

= e
2
-= e-Yr C
2

XD

-= e-brD

-2
AB

=

distance2 between center3 x

-2

CD

-

distance2 between centers x C ' D'

P

=

aA

u

+

A ' B'

BB

P

a + B

u

u

= x,
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Y,

(35)

Q

--

YC

6D

P

(36)

P = x , Y,

Y + 6

P

-2

+

P

PQ

=

d i s t a n c e 2 between c e n t e r s P , Q

-2
C P
a

=

distance2 between nucleus a and center P

The evaluation of Fo is the most time-consuming process in these equations. It
was also found to be the most critical by the authors, as slight inaccuracies in this
function influence the final calculation greatly. The reason for this sensitivity is seen
from Eqs. 16 and 28. The time consumed in evaluating the four center integrals (such
as <pv 1 1I io>) rises to the fourth power of the number of basis functions. Thus, the
r12
function Fo is evaluated numerous times and any small errors can quickly grow to be
unacceptable. Shavitt [6] provides a reasonable means to accurately evaluate Fo.
The function Fmhas the recursion relation,
F (t)
m

1

=

2m

+

1

[ 2t Fm+l

(37)

+

This function is decreasing in order m. By starting at a high order, assuming Fm
(t) = 0, and recursing downward, the accuracy for lower orders rapidly increases. The
authors have optimized this process in order to obtain the most accurate function
possible without starting at too large a function order.
Fort I 15, a polynomial approximation is used to compute the starting order for
recursion:
S t a r t order

=

round [11

+

6.999t

-

Fort > 15, a large order approximation is used for
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0.04988t2

Fm (t) [6]:

+

0.0145t3]

+

(38)

with

and

The usual next step in the Roothaan procedure [3]is to derive the equations
minimizing the electronic energy (Eq.16). These equations are iterative in nature and
involve sets of energy matrices in a pseudo eigenvalue routine. These routines find a
set of coefficients Cip which minimize the energy for a particular basis set. Using a
starting value for the coefficients, an improved set of coefficients is generated until their
values change little from one iteration to the next. The problem is then assumed to be
self consistent.
The authors have found it more convenient, however, to treat the coefficients as
simply a set of variables in a nonlinear minimization routine. In this way, every
parameter of the basis set, the coefficients, center locations, nuclei locations, and
exponent values, may be treated identically. These parameters are varied until the
energy (Eq. 16) is minimized. The procedure favored by the authors for minimization
is the conjugate gradient method [7].

Derivation of the Potential Integrals

3.

The only unknown left in our problem is the form of the potential well and the
subsequent integrals this form creates. A simple but useful form is
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Using the multiplicative property of the Gaussians (Eq. 22), this integral becomes
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x2 dx dy d z

(47)

then,

Define the integral,

Then Eq. 47 becomes

To derive forms for Gn, make the substitution
u=Ji;[x-
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rP)

so that Eq. 50 becomes
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Make the substitution

V r -

U

so that

where F1 is the function defined by Eq. 29. Using this process, deriving the integrals
for potential wells defined by higher order polynomials is straightforward.
4.

Results On Diatomic Hydrogen In A Simple Potential Well

Results have been computed for diatomic hydrogen in a simple potential well of
the form,
p(:)

= a(x2 +
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y2

+

z2)
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ar

2
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The first case to test is for a = 0, i. e., diatomic hydrogen in free space. A six
function, symmetric basis set was used as shown in Table 1. These values were
derived using the basis set defined by Huzinaga [8]as a starting point, then the basis
set parameters were varied to minimize the total molecular energy. A total of 13
parameters are used, although by symmetry, only 7 are independent. Excellent
agreement exists between the minimum distance computed between hydrogen
(1.39981 A. U.) and the observed distance (1.4007A. U.). Also, the total energy
computed (-1.12544Hartrees) is closed to the Hartree-Fock limit [9](-1.13364
Hartrees).
The basis set used is symmetric about the H2 axis. The Gaussian functions are
allowed to "float" about the line between the center axis as shown in Table 1. The
functions are symmetric about the center of the H2 axis, and each set of 3 functions is
centered at the same location, reducing the number of independent center locations to
just one.
In calculating the total energy over diatomic distance, only the coefficients of the
basis set and their center locations were allowed to vary in minimizing the total energy.
At the minimum location for diatomic hydrogen (1.4007A. U.), the full set of 7
independent parameters was varied to obtain an accurate total energy value. This
reduction of parameters for calculating the majority of energies was deemed adequate
for the approximation used; the results seem to uphold the adequacy of the
calculations.
Figure 1 shows the total energy of diatomic hydrogen over interatomic distance
as the parameter a varies. a = 0 is diatomic hydrogen in free space. This case is in
good agreement with published results [9]. Next, Fig. 1 shows the total energy as a
varies between 0 and 1. This value is intended to approximate the "well sizes" within
the palladium lattice. The authors have previously considered the potential profile
within palladium using a Thomas-Fermi model [lo]. A reasonable "width" for the
potential well is about 1.8 A (3.4A. U.) with a "height" of about 50 eV (1.8Hartrees)
creating the coefficient value of 0.4. With this value, the new H2 minimum distance is
1.09A. U. (0.52A) with a total energy of -0.875Hartrees (-23.81eV).
Table 2 shows the minimum distances and total energies of hydrogen in the
potential well as a varies. Not surprisingly, the hydrogen are squeezed together as
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they sit in the potential well. The amount is not adequate, however, to explain the cold
fusion phenomenon or the basis of conventional physics. This model may be easily
extended, however, to include multiple hydrogen (deuterium) nuclei. The model might
then be useful for investigating the behavior of hydrogen collecting within the defects
of palladium.

Conclusions
A model for H2 interaction in a potential well has been presented. Details of the

calculations made were explained. The results of a simple potential profile showed
how hydrogen can be squeezed together, although the amount of reduction in
internuclear distance is insufficient to explain the cold fusion phenomenon.
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Table 2.

The minimum distances and energies
f o r H 2 in a p o t e n t i a l well.

Minimum Distance (A.U.)

Total E ( H a r t r e e s )
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Abstract
Although major controversy still remains as to the source of the excess thermal
power output reported from diverse successful cold fusion calorimetry experiments,
considerable independent evidence does exist that low-level, deuterium fueled, cold
fusion reactions can occur based upon reported neutron and tritium measurements.
Because the specific fusion power output may be very low in present cold fusion
experiments, there are numerous features and conditions associated with cold fusion
experiments which might enhance fusion reaction rates which are important to
consider.
The principal focus of attention in enhancing cold fusion reactions occurring in
an electrolytic cell is the palladium cathode where deuterium is preferentially
absorbed into the cathode. The cathode’s physical, metallurgical and chemical
characteristics such as purity, lattice cell size and orientation, and chemical,
hydrodynamic and its electrical surface conditions and prevailing reactions are known
to be important for maximizing deuterium loading. Even the geometrical size and
configuration of the cathode and the crystalline grain size and conditioning are
apparently important. The composition, pH, flow of the electrolyte, electrolysis
employing rapidly time varying electrical potential and current and very high pressure
and low temperature operation may also enhance fusion reaction rates.

Introduction
After S. Pons and M. Fleischmann announced on 23 March 1989 at the
University of Utah that they had successfully created and demonstrated sustained
fusion reactions at ambient temperatures and pressures in simple electrolytic cells
using heavy water as an electrolyte and palladium metal as a cathode(’), scientific
investigators throughout the world sought to investigate and verify this claim for cold
fusion. The observance of very low-level fusion reactions at ambient conditions has
now been confirmed at other universities and laboratories(2). The confirmation of the
occurrence of cold fusion has been based principally upon the detection of excess
tritium in the electrolyte and neutrons issuing from the cathode in the electrolytic cell
serving as the cathode and other types of cold fusion experiments(3). However, major
controversy exists over the discrepancy between the apparent level of fusion reactions
occurring (approximately nanowatts per cubic centimeter of palladium) and the
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"excess" thermal power output measured by calorimetry (typically watts per cubic
centimeter of palladium). In these experiments, the measured neutron production rate
and increased tritium in the electrolyte is about eight orders of magnitude less that the
value required to account for the excess power production assuming D-D fusion with
equal branching of the triton - proton and the helium-3 - neutron reactions and no
significant occurrence of helium-4 reactions. A possible, but controversial, explanation
for the discrepancy in the observed low neutron output is that the proton branch of the
D-D fusion reaction may dominate in cold fusion reactions(4). Perhaps an adequate
tritium inventory will be found in the cathode to confirm this conjecture.
It appears that the fusion energy producing mechanism is associated with the
volumetric diffusion of deuterons into the face centered cubical lattice of the palladium
cathode where the deuterons are intensely compressed by the surrounding palladium
atoms distorting the coulombic field of the electrons and are brought closer together.
This screening of the coulombic field presumably greatly enhances quantum
mechanical barrier penetration through the coulombic field for fusion of adjacent
deuterons held closely together in the lattice. Thus, the essential conditions for fusion
(high density, long containment time, and reduction in barrier width) are apparently
met by cold fusion experiments.

Enhancement Considerations
Palladium Characteristics and Pre-treatment
The principal component of interest in an electrolytic cold fusion cell is the
palladium electrode where deuterium is loaded by electrolysis onto the surface of the
cathode for volumetric diffusion into the lattice. Palladium has the highest affinity for
deuterium absorption of all Group 8 chemical elements. Interestingly, certain Group 3
chemical elements (e.g., thorium and cerium) exhibit hydrogen-to-metal atom
absorption ratios approaching or exceeding 3. At ambient temperatures and pressures
palladium can be made to absorb deuterium into its face center lattice resulting in a
ratio approaching one or more deuterons per palladium atom which is deemed
essential for realizing cold fusion reactions. Cathode characteristics, particularly
surface characteristics such as purity, crystalline size, casting and mechanical working
are known to be essential for maximum deuterium loading. However, certain trace
contaminants are apparently deleterious in the cathode such as carbon and some
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platinum group compounds. Even the geometrical size and configuration of the
cathode and attachment of the electrical lead are important considerations.
Pre-treatment of the palladium cathode to volumetrically purge the palladium of
absorbed gasses and other light, readily diffusible elements has been reported.
Heating the cathode below the melting temperature (1552 OC) in a high vacuum has
been used to purge the lattice of impurities and anneal the palladium to enhance
crystalline size and orientation. This heating action can then be followed by slow
deuteration (i.e., absorption of gaseous deuterium) and cooling with high purity
deuterium gas to pre-load the palladium with deuterium before introduction into the
heavy water electrolyte. Repetitive arc melting and casting under controlled
temperature and inert environmental conditions has also been reported for purifying
the palladium. For very high purification, repetitive zone refining could be employed
although the consequences upon cell performance of such pre-treatment are not
known. Some experimenters have reported stripping the palladium surface with aqua
regia to remove platinum and other heavy trace elements which might interfere with
uptake of deuterons through the cathode surface. An alternative to stripping with aqua
regia is lathe machining of the surface of the palladium rod with a diamond tool or
even argon beam, ion-milling to remove localized surface contaminants.

Pressure
The beta phase of the hydrogen-palladium (i.e., H-Pd or similarly D-PD) system
is the high hydride, i.e., D/Pd atom ratio greater than about 0.6, phase of palladium
which is presumed to be necessary to achieve a cold fusion reaction. The
dependence of the atom ratio D/Pd upon system pressure and temperature is believed
to be expressible as follows for system pressures less than 1000 atmospheres (5)
D/Pd = A(T/To)

+ B(T/To) Log P/Po

where To and Po are reference temperatures and pressures in the D-Pd system. The
D/Pd ratio is experimentally found to increase with pressure and decrease with
temperature. Furthermore, if the electrolyte is pressurized above the critical point for
heavy water (about 3500 psia) then any liquid-vapor phase change of the electrolyte is
suppressed and the problems associated with electrolyte gasification and
recombination are reduced. Furthermore, operation of the electrolyte at high pressures
promotes increased electrical conduction across the electrolyte-cathode interface by
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decreasing the thickness of the boundary layer. Finally, thermal conductivity in the
electrolyte is increased and heat transfer from the cathode through the electrolyte to
the cell exterior wall is enhanced, promoting cell cooling.

Temperature
For a given pressure, the threshold for the beta phase transition occurs at a
higher H/Pd ratio as the the temperature is reduced. Thus, operation of the cold fusion
electrolytic cell at the lowest practical temperature possible while maintaining the
viability of the electrolysis is desirable. The diffusion coefficient for deuterium diffusion
through the cathode depends upon the cathode temperature in the following way
D = Do exp (-To/T)

where Do and To are reference temperatures. The diffusion coefficient for deuterium
in the beta phase of palladium is about 1.5 x 10-6 cm/s at 30% which is about 10 to
30 times the value for the diffusion coefficient in the alpha phase(5). Thus, an
operational tradeoff exists in selecting the system temperature. It is obviously desirable
to reduce the temperature to increase the D/Pd ratio, but it is also desirable to
maximize the system's diffusion coefficient to facilitate deuterium loading. It is apparent
why for palladium temperatures less than 200oC achieving high deuterium absorption
in massive, cast palladium samples is a very long time duration (many weeks)
process.

Pulsed Electrolysis
Electrolysis of the cold fusion cell above the minimum voltages and currents
required for gaseous dissociation of the electrolyte at the electrodes will result in Joule
heating of the cell. This action results in elevating the temperature of the system and
can reduce the D/Pd ratio within the cathode. However, the same electrical power for
electrolysis can be delivered by pulsed operating voltage if the time integrated cell
voltage and current product is held constant. The employment of high frequency, high
voltage pulses may be beneficial in transporting deuterium cations through the
electrolyte and increasing deuterium absorption in the cathode.
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Electrolyte and Cathode-Electrolyte Interface
Obviously the electrolyte should be heavy water (tritiated water is prohibitively
expensive and poses a radiological hazard) with a selected additive to provide
adequate electrical conductivity for the electrolysis. Although many additives are
possible, lithium deuteride or lithium deteroxide are the most commonly employed.
Identification of superior electrolyte additives is another enhancement possibility.
Purity of the electrolyte is important and minimization of ordinary hydrogen uptake or
exchange with heavy water should be avoided. Arsenic, sulfur, mercury, bromine,
iodine, zinc and silicates should probably be excluded from the electrolyte since they
may contaminate the palladium surface. Poisoning apparently results in inhibiting the
dissociation of deuterium specie and absorptive uptake by the palladium or results in
forming high melting cathodic surface compounds which exhibit low solubility for
deuterium or pose a high diffusion barrier. Cessation of deuterium uptake by the
palladium has been reported with the small addition of such contaminants to the
electrolyte, although a short duration of reversal of the cell voltage may restore
cathode uptake.
The rates of absorption and desorption of deuterium@) show that electrode
surfaces can be achieved with such high catalytic activity for both the gain and loss of
deuterium, that these rates are governed by transport of deuterium species through the
interfacial layer of the cathode. The rate of deuterium transport is dependent upon
conditions of electrolyte pressure, temperature, fluid agitation and deuteride vapor
pressures as derived from measurements of electrode potential. The rate of mass
transfer in the vicinity of electrodes is generally analyzed using the concept of a
diffusion layer. According to the Bruenner-Nernst theory(-/) there exists at the surface
of the electrode a fluid layer in which there is no macroscopic motion of the fluid. If the
reacting species in solution is brought to this layer by mechanical or thermal agitation,
material transfer through the layer is controlled by diffusion. It has been observed that
solution motion can exist with rapid stirring within 60 micrometers from the surface
while the diffusion layer thickness of Bruenner-Nernst predicts a layer 50 times this for
cessation of solution motion. Agitation of the electrolyte in an electrolytic cell can
result in turbulence and even cavitation because of gaseous evolution. The limiting
electrolysis current depends on the geometry of the cathode and the cell. In general
the current is not proportional to the area of the cathode, but is proportional to the
concentration of the deuterium specie in the vicinity of the cathode. Furthermore, the
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current depends on the diffusion coefficient and the viscosity of the solution in a
complicated manner.

Monitoring Deuterium Loading in the Cathode
The absorption of deuterium by palladium produces several significant changes
in physical, chemical and electrical properties in palladium which can be measured
and interpreted in terms of the D/Pd atom ratio. These measurement techniques
include

-

Electrical resistivity measurements to determine the quasi-linear increase of
electrical resistance with deuterium concentration

- Gravimetric measurements to determine the linear increase of cathode mass
with deuterium loading

- Acoustical measurements of lattice cell noise arising from deuterium loading
- Measurements of the change in sonic velocity associated with the linear
change in elastic modulus

- Magnetic susceptibility measurements
- Measurements of electrode potential change with D/Pd increase in the beta
phase

- Direct measurements of deuterium concentration in the cathode by embedded
conduit sampling

- Crystallographic analysis using

x-rays, PAC or neutron radiography

Monitoring Cold Fusion Reactions
Tritium (emitted at 1.01 Mev in the proton branch of the D-D reaction) Evolution
of tritium has been reported in the electrolyte and gas evolved from the cathode in
numerous cold fusion experiments. The quantity of tritium evolved can greatly exceed
the background tritium occurring in the heavy water and has been a major source of
evidence supporting the occurrence of cold fusion. To provide a thermal power output
of 1 watt from D-D fusion via the proton - triton branch requires a reaction rate of
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about 1012 deuteron fusions per second. The rate implies the production of 1012
tritons per watt-second deposited in the cold fusion cathode.
Neutrons (emitted at 2.45 Mev in the neutron branch of the D-D reaction). The
range of a 2.5 Mev neutron is about 10 cm in palladium, 100 cm in heavy water and 6
cm in light water. Thus, the bulk of neutrons produced within the palladium cathode
will escape from the cathode into the electrolyte and the medium surrounding the
electrolytic cell. These neutrons are able to activate most nuclides through radiative
capture reactions. A particular radiative capture reaction of current interest in
monitoring cold fusion experiments is the capture of neutron by hydrogen (principally
in light water) which results in the emission of a characteristic 2.224 Mev gamma
photon.
Protons (emitted at 3.02 Mev in the proton branch of the D-D reaction). The
range of a 3 Mev proton in palladium is only about 0.01 mm and thus essentially all of
the protons produced in a D-D fusion reaction within the cathode are contained and
liberate heat primarily. However, these high energy protons are capable of exciting
palladium x rays from electronic excitation and even some proton reactions with nuclei
composing the cathode are possible. For example, proton - gamma reactions in Pd104, Pd-105 and Pd-110 produce the radioactive isotopes Ag-105 (41.3 day half life),
Au-106 (24 minute half life) and Au-1 11(7.47 day half life), respectively. The presence
of these isotopes can be determined by high efficiency, low background gamma
spectrometry. It is also important to note that protons (and also gamma rays) with
kinetic energies greater than about 2.2 Mev can release neutrons from interaction with
deuterons contained in the cathode. However, most of the protons interact and
dissipate their energy through Coulombic scattering in the palladium lattice.
Helium-3 and Helium-4 Mass spectrometry is the principal means for
measuring the presence of these nuclides in a cold fusion cell, which are found
principally in the gaseous products evolving from the cathode. Adequate accounting
must be made of natural background levels of these nuclides and their masses must
be distinguished from other mass 3 and 4 atoms and molecules present in the system.
Gamma and x rav photons Gamma photons are the principal means by which
nuclear processes undergo massless, energy emission, while x rays are generated
following excitation of K and L shell electrons due to interaction with charged particles
or photons. Both of these photon classes may be evident in cold fusion reaction.
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Gamma and x ray spectrometry may be employed to determine the energy and
probable cause of these photon emissions.
Activation producb Radioactive nuclei resulting principally from neutron-nuclei
and to a lesser extent proton-nuclei capture reactions can serve as important evidence
and indicators of specific cold fusion reactions.

Summary
Possible enhancement of the reaction rate in cold fusion experiments has been
projected for a variety of physical, chemical and operating conditions. What the
combined effects are that might occur with implementation of many of these potential
enhancements is difficult to assess without considerable experimental data. It would
be very satisfying if the result were cold fusion reaction rates which delivered many
watts per cubic centimeter of cathode. If cold fusion can be demonstrated to occur at
sufficient high specific power output to prove of commercial and industrial interest,
possible applications of this new energy source are extensive and significant. A major
application of cold fusion is, of course, as a universal, inexpensive energy source for
heating, material and chemical processing, electrical power generation, etc. The
obvious application of cold fusion as the primary energy source for implementing an
environmentally rewarding "hydrogen economy" is particularly appealing.
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Abstract
Nuclear reactions between deuterons under ambient conditions have now been
observed in a variety of physical settings generally classified under the title of "cold
fusion" experiments. The claim that these reactions are nuclear in nature is derived
primarily upon the experimental detection of tritium and low levels of neutrons (with
energies of 2.45 MeV) presumably from the neutron branch of the deuterium fusion
reaction. However, the estimated fusion energy yield associated with the neutron
output is insufficient to account for the reported energy gain if the neutron and proton
branch of the deuterium fusion reaction is about equal at ambient conditions. The
excess energy gain must arise from an unobserved chemical reaction or an unfamiliar
nuclear reaction. This paper explores these issues, attempts to provide physical
mechanisms and explanations for the cold fusion experimental observations, and
suggests means for enhancing such nuclear reactions by deuterons.
1. Introduction

Two chemists (1) at the University of Utah have successfully created and
demonstrated a sustained fusion reaction at ambient or cold temperatures and
pressures in an simple electrolytic cell using heavy water as the electrolyte and source
of the fusion fuel and palladium metal cathodes which apparently catalyze the fusion
reaction. The two chemists are Martin Fleischmann, Professor of Electrochemistry at
the University of Southampton, England and B. Stanley Pons, Professor of Chemistry
at the University of Utah. Similar experiments verifying this result and demonstrating
that neutrons are released in the reaction in a titanium cathode as a result of
deuterium-deuterium fusion have been reported by Steven E. Jones and his
associates (2) in the Physics Department at Brigham Young University. The actual
operational basis of the claimed cold fusion reaction which apparently occurs under
solid state conditions within the metal matrix of palladium or titanium at ambient
conditions is uncertain. It appears that the basic mechanism is associated with the
volumetric diffusion of deuterons (a very slow process in metals which can be
enhanced by the application of an electrical voltage potential derived from the
electrolytic cell with the palladium electrode serving as the cathode) into the face
centered cubical lattice of the palladium cathode where the deuterons contained
within the palladium lattice are intensely compressed by the surrounding palladium
atoms distorting the coulombic field of the electrons. This alteration of the coulombic
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field presumably greatly enhances quantum mechanical barrier penetration through
the coulombic field for adjacent deuterons held closely together in the lattice. The
pressure imposed upon the deuterons by the surrounding face centered lattice is on
the order of 100,000 atmospheres or greater where the deuterons are held as quasioscillators in the lattice occasionally fusing via barrier penetration. Thus, the essential
conditions for fusion (containment and reduction in barrier width) are apparently met.
Palladium was chosen for the cathode by Fleischmann and Pons because of its
extremely high affinity for hydrogen isotope absorption through volumetric diffusion. At
ambient temperatures and pressures palladium will absorb over 900 times its volume
of hydrogen resulting in a ratio approaching one deuteron per palladium atom.
Similar cold fusion reactions have been observed by Jones in titanium cathodes, and
it is possible that cold fusion may occur in electrolytic cathodes composed of tantalum,
vanadium, zirconium and possibly other materials.
These recent announcements of the fusion of deuterium in deuterated
palladium and titanium metals at ambient conditions have produced a flurry of
experimental activity directed at confirmation and evaluation of the experiments, fueled
major scientific controversies regarding the deuterium fusion processes and initiated
a reassessment throughout the United States and the world regarding familiar fusion
processes and the new phenomena of cold fusion. Of particular interest are assertions
by the principal proponents that deuterium-deuterium (D-D) fusion or other related
nuclear reactions occur at a sufficient rate to generate nearly ten times the amount of
energy needed to initiate and sustain the reactions(1). The observance of fusion at
ambient conditions has now been confirmed at many universities and laboratories.
The actual occurrence of fusion has been based principally upon the detection of
tritium and neutrons issuing from the metal electrode in the electrolytic cell serving as
the cathode.
However, in the University of Utah experiments, the measured neutron
production rate is about eight orders of magnitude less that the value predicted from
the excess heat production if the reaction arises from D-D fusion producing equal
branching of the triton - proton branch and the helium-3 - neutron branch. Thus
questions persist as to the origin and the nature of the excess heat production
observed in the experiments. In the BYU experiments where no attempts were made
to measure net heat production the neutron production rate is about six orders of
magnitude less than the University of Utah measurements.
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2. Background

Ambient or cold fusion of deuterium occurs when two deuterium nuclei with
ambient kinetic energy quantum mechanically tunnel through their mutual coulombic
charge barrier and can potentially undergo the following nuclear fusion reactions.
----->T (1.01 MeV)

D

+ D

+

------> He-4 (excited state) ----->He-3 (0.82 MeV)

----->He-4

+

H (3.02 MeV)

(1a)

+ n (2.45 MeV)

(1b)

Q (23.85 MeV)

(1c)

The probability of two positively charged, ambient kinetic energy deuterons
tunneling through the coulombic barrier is less that 10-600. In an isolated deuterium
molecule where the internuclear separation is 0.74 angstroms and were the molecular
binding electrons provide some charge screening of the nuclei, the D-D fusion rate is
calculated to be 10-70 per second.(3)
It is well known that certain metals are capable of absorbing large amounts of
hydrogen isotopes within their molecular structure at ambient conditions. Palladium,
vanadium and titanium exhibit this property. In palladium, absorbed deuterium atom
densities can approach the palladium atom densities of the palladium matrix. Despite
these high deuterium concentrations, molecular deuterium does not occur and the
deuterium electrons form part of the electronic band structure of the overall metallic
host system. This dissolved deuterium in the palladium matrix is highly mobile. Thus,
conditions for observable fusion of the deuterons can exist at ambient conditions.
These are the primary factors that led Pons and Fleischmann at the University of Utah
and Jones and co-workers at Brigham Young University to perform their historic
experiments of deuterium cold fusion in palladium and titanium.

3. Cold Fusion Experiments
In the University of Utah experiment, deuterium from 99.5 percent D20 and 0.5
percent H20 electrolytes with LiDO was compressed galvanostatically into sheet, rod
and cube samples of palladium. The most successful results were obtained with metal
rods of 0.2 cm diameter and 10 cm length exposed to a surface electrical current
density of 512 mNcm2. After "conditioning" the rods for an appropriate time, a net
heat generation rate of 9.6 wattskm3 was observed in the cathode as measured in a
large, constant temperature light water bath. Excess heat production was observed
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for up to 120 hours. Neutrons were detected with a Bonner-Sphere neutron dose
equivalent rate monitor which has an efficiency of about 2 x 10-6. A neutron output
was observed over a period of 50 hours at a rate of about 4 x 104 neutronskec from
the palladium rod when the electrolytic current was 64 mA/cm2. The 2.2 MeV gamma
rays observed by a sodium iodide scintillation detector in the water bath were
attributed to neutron absorption in hydrogen. However, no attempt was made to relate
the gamma activity to either the neutron flux or the neutron production rate. A second
verification of fusion was made by measuring the generation and accumulation of
tritium. The tritium concentration was measured in the electrolyte and then related to
the required tritium generation rate in the palladium to achieve the measured
concentrations in the electrolyte. The generation rate deduced from this approach was
1 - 2 x 104 tritium atoms per second, which is consistent with the neutron production
rate measurements.
The Brigham Young University experiments were conducted with 3 gram
titanium pellets, 0.5 gram palladium foils, or 5 gram mossy palladium pellets placed in
4 cm diameter, 4 cm high electrolytic cells. The electrolyte was a mixture of 160 grams
of D20 plus about 0.2 grams of each of the following salts: FeS04-7H20, NiC12-6H20,
PdC12, CaCO3, Li2S04-H20, NaS04-1OH20, CaH4(P04)2-H20, TiOS04-H2S04-8H20
and a very small amount of AuCN. The pH was adjusted to 3.0 or less with HNO3. DC
power supplies provided 3 to 25 volts across each cell at currents up to 500 mA. The
neutron spectrum issuing from the cell cathode was measured with a scintillation
spectrometer consisting of a liquid organic scintillator contained in a glass cylinder in
which three lithium-6 doped glass scintillation plates were embedded. Neutron
energy was deposited in the organic scintillator and the pulses from the organic
scintillator were counted when a light pulse from a thermal neutron capture was
detected in the glass scintillator. The neutron detection efficiency for this experimental
configuration was estimated to be about 0.01. The measure production rate for 2.45
MeV neutrons was 2 x 10-3 neutronskec. Neutron output was observed in one
experiment for about eight hours.
4.

Discussion of Experimental Results

Before addressing these questions, some characteristics of deuterium absorbed
in palladium should be addressed (7). Palladium has a filled 4d atomic election sshell with ten elections and an empty 5s-shell. Palladium metal forms a face-centeredcubic (fcc) crystal lattice at ambient conditions. Absorbed deuterium is very mobile in
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palladium and exhibits a large diffusion coefficient. When deuterium is absorbed in
palladium, two phases (alpha and beta) can exist. Both palladium phases have a
face-centered cubic structure. At low deuterium concentrations, the alpha phase exists
with a lattice parameter (unit cell dimension) of about 3.88 angstroms. As additional
deuterium is introduced into the palladium, the alpha and beta phases coexist in
equilibrium until a D/Pd atom ratio of about 0.7 is reached and the palladium system
assumes a pure beta phase. The lattice parameter increases with increasing
deuterium absorption until it reaches a value of about 4.02 angstroms. In the beta
phase, deuterium is located in the octahederal positions of the palladium lattice(8).
The Pd-D structure, shown in Figure 1, is similar to the structure of NaCI. The small
neutron cross section of deuterium in the Pd-D system, as measured in neutron
diffraction studies(8), indicates that the deuterons are loosely held in a very shallow
potential well. This is confirmed by the very high H/D separation factor for absorbed
hydrogen and deuterium in palladium(9).

Fig. 1. Positions of deuterium atoms in the palladium lattice for beta-phase deuteriumpalladium.
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4.1

Fusion Rates
The heat production rate for deuterium fusion is given by the following equation

(10)

P = 3.3x 10-’3n$cCJv>
where
P = fusion power density (wattskms)
nD = deuteron density (deuteronskm3)
= deuteron fusion cross section (cm2)
(T
v = deuteron speed (cm/sec)
c C J ~> = energy averaged fusion rate per pair of fusing deuterons (cms/sec)
I

A fusion rate of 3 x 10’3 fusions/sec is required for a power output of 10
wattskms. Assuming a deuterium to palladium atom ratio (D/Pd) of unity, gives about
6.8 x
atoms/cms. If the deuterium-palladium system is at ambient conditions, and
employing the related kinetic energy producing the maximum fusion reaction rate for a
Maxwellian energy distribution (10) results in an average deuterium fusion cross
section of about 10-14 barns. Extrapolating experimentally measured deuterium cross
section values below 1 keV and using theoretical models for the fusion cross section in
the thermal range, which agree with measured values above 1 keV, gives a predicted
cross section of about 10-860 barns. However, using the fusion rates predicted from
the measured neutron production rates observed in the cold fusion experiments
requires a fusion cross section of about 10-23 barns. The main factor affecting the
magnitude of the fusion cross section in the thermal energy range is the probability of
tunneling through the coulombic barrier. In order for D-D fusion to occur in palladium,
the magnitude and shape of the potential between the deuterium atoms must be
drastically altered from the simple two nuclei potential.

The deuteron ion in the D/Pd system exists in a very shallow potential well,
almost as a free deuteron. Thus, deuterons are held closely together by the electronic
configuration of the entire lattice system, so that as one deuterium ion approaches
another due to thermal motion, it moves through the electronic field of the deuterated
palladium system. This field can greatly enhance the probability of deuteron tunneling
through the coulombic barrier. In order to examine this effect for ambient thermal
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energies, calculations have been made for barrier penetrations of two deuterons in a
uniform electronic charge distribution. The calculations have been made with the
charge density treated as a variable. Calculations have also been performed using
the potential from a one s-shell electron surrounding a deuteron. In these calculations
the radius of the s-shell has been varied. The calculations are related to the cross
section for D-D fusion according to the relation
G =

KO/ E exp (- y)

(3)

where
KO = constant = 1.72 x 10-20 (cm2 eV)
E = initial kinetic energy of a deuteron in center of mass coordinates (eV)
exp (- y ) = transmission coefficient
y = transmission coefficient exponent

Applying equation (3) with the assumption that cold D-D fusion occurs, assumes
that the deuteron fusion cross section at ambient conditions must be about 10-14 barns
and yields a value of about 45 for the transmission coefficient exponent.
For the conditions being analyzed, the WKB method (11) may be used to obtain
the values for the transmission coefficient exponent

y = (8M) -u2/ {(h/2n)c}

rl

J

[U(r) - E]1/2 dr

(4)

r0

where
M
= reduced mass equivalent energy (eV)
(hMn)c = 1973 (eV angstroms)
ro = nuclear radium (angstroms)
r l = radius at which the nuclear potential is equal to the initial kinetic
energy (angstroms)
U(r) = system potential (eV)

For the energies under consideration s-wave nuclear motion dominates, so that
U(r) is given by
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where
n = charge density multiplier
rb = effective radius of the screening electrons (angstroms)
The first term on the right hand side of equation (2) is the contribution to the
system potential from the coulombic barrier between two point charges. The second
term accounts for the electron screening.
Equation (4) has been solved numerically for various values of n to provide the
curves for the transmission coefficient exponent shown in Figure 2. The curve for n = 0
is associated with the traditional coulombic barrier (11). The curve for n = 1 is for a
uniform electron charge density equivalent to one electron within a sphere defined by
the Bohr radius (rb = 0.53 angstrom). Besides reducing the value of transmission
coefficient exponent, electron screening also essentially eliminates the dependence of
transmission coefficient exponent on deuteron kinetic energy for the thermal energies
of interest.
rb (IN UNITS OF 0.53 A)

2

10-2

lo-’

100

10‘

102

E (eV)

Fig. 2. Values of the transmission coefficient exponent for various values of the
electron screening and electron radius.
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Calculations have also been made for n = 1 and 2, and for reduced values of
rb. The results of these calculations are also shown in Figure 2. The reduced orbit
radius is also equivalent to a corresponding increase in the effective electron mass.
The required value for the transmission coefficient exponent is obtained when either n
= 10 or when rb = 0.053 angstrom. To achieve the fusion rate characterized by the
neutron and tritium production rates observed in the cold fusion experiments, a
transmission coefficient exponent of about 63 is required. This value of the
transmission coefficient exponent is realized for a value of the charge density
multiplier of about n = 5 or for an effective electron screening radius of about rb =
0.078 angstroms.
It is interesting to note that for the same conditions, the transmission coefficient
exponent for the tritium- hydrogen reaction is about 13 percent less than for the D-D
reaction, resulting in an increase in barrier penetration probability of about three
orders of magnitude. However, the smaller value of KO in equation (3) more than
compensates for the decrease in the transmission coefficient exponent.
Approximate values for e (N > can be obtained by integrating equation (3) over
a Maxwellian energy distribution. In the cathode lattice, the energy distribution for the
absorbed deuterons may deviate slightly from a Maxwellian distribution because of the
electrical potential and other factors, but the use of a Maxwellian distribution
demonstrates the approximate form for e GV >. Analytical values for n = 0 and for a
transmission coefficient exponent which are independent of the deuteron energy are
given by

where T is measured in electron volts and the transmission coefficient exponent is
independent of energy in the range of interest.
Thus, if the ambient temperature does not change the lattice potential for the
deuteron ion or the deuteron ion density, then the fusion reaction increases
significantly with increasing temperature for no electron screening and decreases only
slightly with significant electron screening. However, increasing the lattice's ambient
temperature alters these conditions within the D/Pd lattice system.
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4.2

Branching Ratios

One possible explanation for the discrepancy between the excess heat
generation rate and the neutron production rates is that for ambient thermal energies,
the branching ratio for proton emission may become many orders of magnitude larger
that for neutron emission branching. The experimental value for the neutron-to-proton
branching ratio in the keV energy range and higher is approximately unity. The 23.8
Mev energy of formation of the excited He-4 compound nucleus from D-D fusion,
coupled with the charge independence of the nuclear force field, seemingly implies
that the branching ratio be about unity, even at ambient thermal energies. This is also
observed in muon catalyzed fusion at ambient conditions(4). However, if proton
emission dominates, and if essentially all of the tritons produced in the deuterium
fusion reaction given in equation ( l a ) undergo D-T fusion in the palladium, then the
residual tritium in the electrolyte may correspond only to the small fraction of tritium
that escapes from the surface of the palladium cathode without undergoing fusion.
Another possible explanation for the discrepancy between the excess heat
generation rate and the neutron production rates is that the reaction products may be
different from those given in equations (1a) and (1b). The excited compound nucleus
He-4 could predominantly decay by gamma emission or internal conversion electron
emission as given in equation (lc). With either a significant electron screening or a
reduced effective electron orbital radius, the probability of electrons being within the
vicinity of the excited He-4 nucleus is greatly enhanced, increasing the probability for
this decay mode reaction. The residual nucleus is in the ground state of He-4, so
evidence of occurrence of decay via the gamma or internal conversion electron
emission channel is the experimental observation of He-4 found in the cold fusion
system above natural background. However, if hydrogen or neutron emission branch
predominates and the recoil tritons undergo deuterium reactions, He-4 is also
produced. In a recent series of cold fusion experiments conducted at the University of
Utah, a He-4 evolution rate of about 10’2 atoms/sec from the palladium cathode has
been reported.
In general, if excited He-4 can decay energetically by particle emission, it will.
Measurements and calculations (12) indicate that neutron or proton emission is
favored over gamma radiation emission by about eight or nine orders of magnitude.
This result is also confirmed by the relative reaction cross sections for He-3(n,p) and
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He-3(n, gamma) where the cross section ratio is about 108. The compound nucleus
for these reactions is also He-4 and the reaction energy Q is 20.6 MeV.

A reaction that can compete with gamma radiation emission is internal
conversion emission. Under normal conditions, internal conversion coefficients for
these reactions are negligible. However, in the reduced potential caused by the many
band electrons in the deuterated palladium cathode, internal conversion can be
greatly enhanced, and this effect has been suggested by recent University of Utah
experiments (13). However, applying approximate theory for internal conversion (14)
to the conditions associated with the University of Utah fusion rates inferred from the
excess heat generation (i.e., n = 10 and rb = 0.053 angstroms) yield internal
conversion coefficients less that unity. If a zero spin excited state is formed in the
compound nucleus, the partial energy width for internal conversion emission is still
less that
eV, compared to the partial energy widths of 103 to lo4 eV for particle
emission. These estimates are confirmed by the internal conversion rates observed
for muonic helium isotopes (15). For this situation, n = 207 or rb = 0.0026 angstroms.
Yet, the partial width for muon conversion is then about 0.07 eV, and the internal
conversion coefficients are then of the order of 1 to 10. Internal conversion processes
associated with the phenomena of cold fusion warrant further, careful investigation to
resolve this issue.
4.3

Other Nuclear Reactions

It is difficult to postulate other nuclear reaction which will account for the excess
heat generation measured in the University of Utah experiments. Secondary fusion of
He-3 and H-3 have been suggested and if these reactions to go to completion then
about 24 MeV of energy is available for each D-D fusion reaction. This energy
liberation is similar to the energy produced by internal conversion or gamma emission
from excited He-4 after D-D fusion.
4.4

Chemical Reactions

It is difficult to conceive of a chemical reaction that generates an energy output
exceeding 100 eV per atom and would account for the excess heat generation
observed in the University of Utah cold fusion experiments. The energy of solution for
the deuteron is less that 2 eV. Another source of energy in the cathode is the energy
available from contraction of the expanded palladium cathode produced by
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electrolysis. The energy required to expand the palladium lattice can be estimated
from the lattice compressibility index, and the result is found to provide less that 0.2 eV
per palladium atom. Considering other credible chemical reactions still only results in
an excess available energy output of a few electron volts per atom. Therefore, known
chemical reactions apparently cannot account for the excess heat generation
observed in the University of Utah cold fusion experiments assuming that correct
calorimetry was performed.
4.5

Experimental Operating Times
It was reported that the Brigham Young University experiments terminated after

a few hours of operation due to surface contamination of the cathode. This may also
have occurred with the University of Utah experiments. Proper cathode surface
conditions are essential for the required loading of deuterium into the cathode. The
cathode surface conditions can also affect the flux rate of deuterium through the
surface into the volume of the cathode.
Fusion apparently occurs principally in the highly deuterium loaded beta phase
of the palladium cathode at D/Pd atomic ratios exceeding the equilibrium for the beta
phase. This departure from equilibrium may be unstable and difficult to sustain for
long periods of time and is probably sensitive to system perturbations. Another factor
that may affect the operating time is the condition of the palladium crystal lattice. To
achieve maximum cold fusion rates, presumably the palladium should be very pure
and acceptably free of crystal imperfections, interstices, inclusions and mechanical
defects. Thus, the palladium electrode should be carefully cast and not extruded or
mechanically worked. Since deuterium is very mobile in the palladium lattice, it can
readily migrate to crystal grain boundaries and form deuterium molecules and damage
or escape the cathode lattice. This is probably one reason why similar experiments by
other investigators have not successfully produced the fusion rates or excess heat
generation reported in the University of Utah experiments. Even if the palladium lattice
is initially free of imperfections and inclusions, subsequent damage to the palladium
lattice caused by the deuterium fusion reactions and internal pressures produced by
the deuterons many be sufficient to reduce the deuteron loading and terminate the
fusion reaction.
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4.6

Enhancement of Cold Fusion Reaction Rates

Although considerable controversy still remains as to the origin of the majority
of the thermal energy reported in cold fusion experiments, persuasive evidence does
exist that low-level hydrogen isotope fusion reactions are occurring in cold fusion
electrolysis based upon tritium and neutron emission observations. There are
numerous potential methodologies which could enhance these low fusion reaction
rates and increase specific thermal energy output.
The principal experimental component of primary focus in an electrolytic cold
fusion cell is the cathode where the isotope hydrogen is loaded via electrolysis of the
electrolyte into the electrode for volumetric diffusion into the lattice. Cathode surface
characteristics such as purity and lattice cell orientation are known to be important for
maximum hydrogen loading. The geometrical size and configuration of the cathode
and the crystalline grain size and conditioning are also important. Alloys of palladium
and other cathode metals and their alloys may be of interest. The composition of the
electrolyte and possibly pulsed electrolysis as well as very high pressure and
temperature above the critical point for the electrolyte operation may also enhance
energy output.
The quantity of hydrogen isotopes transformed by electrolysis is related by
Faraday's Law to the quantity of electricity consumed. The hydrogen transformed in
electrolysis in which Q coulombs are expended is

W = M Q / 96,484 (N=l )
where M is the atomic weight of the hydrogen isotope and N is the number of electrons
per atom (i.e., one) involved in the process. Since there is a direct proportionality
between W and Q, it is desirable that current efficiency be maximized and sidereactions be minimized.
Either the voltage applied to the electrolytic cell or the current through the cell
can be controlled. Voltammetry entails three mass transfer processes. Electrode
processes are reactions which can be divided into the following three step kinetics
process: electron transfer at the electrode, transfer of the species being electrolyzed
toward the electrode and removal of the reaction processes. The level all rate at
which an electrode reaction proceeds generally depends upon these three steps. In
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addition absorption phenomena may be effect and there may be complications
resulting from the coupling of the electron transfer process with purely chemical
reactions. Three modes of mass transfer may occur, viz, diffusion, convection and
migration. Diffusion is observed when there exists a difference of concentration of
solute or difference in the chemical potential of a given species from one point in a
solution to another. Convection results from mechanical agitation and density
gradients resuIting from concentration, pressure or temperature differences. Migration
is the motion of charged particles in the presence of an external force field such as an
electrical field.
Voltammetry with changing electrical potential assumes that the voltage
between the electrodes within the cell vary with time. Initially as the potential changes
from zero there is virtually no current flowing through the cell. As the voltate increases
in the proper direction, the rate of electron transfer at the electrode increases and the
current increases correspondingly. The substance reacting at the electrode is
progressively removed from the solution in the immediate vicinity of the electrode and
the current is reduced. This depletion increases until the current-potential product
exhibits a maximum.
5.

Areas For Further Investigation

The deuteron consists of a proton and a neutron. The binding energy of these
two nucleons in a deuteron has been experimentally determined by both neutron
capture experiments and gamma ray irradiation experiments to be 2.225 MeV. The
specific heat and molecular spectra of deuterium prove that the proton and neutron
spins are parallel in the ground state of a deuteron and in spectroscopy this condition
is called a triplet state. Since the neutron and proton spins are parallel in a deuteron,
the deuteron ground state is an S-3 triplet.
From the Schroedinger wave equation with a Yakawa potential [i.e., V(r) = -g/r
exp(-rho) for a central force field where r is the separation distance between nucleons]
we obtain the wave function for the two body system. The relationship between the
range of the n-p nuclear force and the depth of the potential well Vo is given by

where M is the reduced mas of the deuteron and ro = h/Mc.
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It is observed in D-P and D-N reactions the emitted nucleon goes predominantly
in the forward direction which is in contradiction to the back-to-back symmetry
expected from the compound nucleus, one-level resonance model. The large size of
the deuteron allows the neutron to enter the target nucleus even though the proton is
too far away to interact with the nucleus. If there are allowed bound states of the
nucleus target and neutron, the neutron may bind with the nucleus and the proton
detaches and continue onward. This detachment process can occur only when the
proton has the proper momentum required by energy and momentum conservation.
The proton can then proceed with this momentum without being significantly impacted
by the strong nuclear force field with the target nucleus. This process is often referred
to as a stripping reaction because the neutron is stripped off from the deuteron by the
target nucleus.
Peaslee [2] has shown that almost all D-P reactions proceed in the following
way. The deuteron is stretched out radially (i.e., polarized) because the Coulombic
field repels the proton within the deuteron but does not repel the neutron. The loosely
bound deuteron breaks apart with the neutron entering the target nucleus unimpeded
by the Coulombic repulsive force while the proton is repelled and departs the target
site. At low deuteron energies the breakup can occur when the deuteron has only
begun to tunnel through the Coulomb barrier, the neutron continues its travel into the
nucleus where it may become bound. Thus, what appears to require a standard
quantum mechanical barrier penetration model, for the loosely bound deuteron,
actually assumes the behavior of a quasi neutron capture process. So at low energies
the D-P reaction will always be more favored that the D-n reaction because of the
Coulomb barrier.
Oppenheimer and Phillips proposed in 1935 a mechanism for deuteron
induced nuclear reactions which assumed the partial penetration of of the deuteron in
the nucleus. Rather than assume the compound nucleus model which assumes
incorporation of the deuteron entirely within the capturing nucleus, the deuteron as it
approaches the nucleus is polarized by the strong electrical forces between the
nucleus and the proton in the deuteron. If the height of the Coulomb barrier on the
nucleus greatly exceeds the deuteron binding energy of 2.225 MeV, the polarization
may be so strong that the deuteron will break up into a neutron and proton and the
neutron may be captured by the nucleus while the proton continues past the nucleus.
Thus a D-P reaction may proceed in such a way that the proton does not enter the
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nucleus while the neutron has to overcome only a small potential barrier to enter the
nucleus. This barrier is equal in magnitude to the deuteron binding energy and
because this energy is comparatively low (2.225 MeV) the neutron, even with thermal
energy (.025 eV), can tunnel into the nucleus. Thus the observed yield of the D-P
reaction is explained and the suppression of the D-N reaction is also evident. This
mechanism accounts for the anisotropy in the angular distribution of reaction products
observed in accelerator experiments. Since the proton does not enter the nucleus, it
proceeds preferentially in the direction of the incident deuteron.
When the nucleus captures a neutron with very small kinetic energy, the
excitation of the nucleus cannot be less that the neutron binding energy (about 8 Mev
except for capture by another deuteron where the energy is only about 3 Mev). An
unusual feature of the Oppenheimer Phillips model is that a neutron released from a
deuteron can enter the nucleus not only with zero energy but also with a negative
kinetic energy (as does an alpha particle penetrating a nuclear potential barrier). To
remove the a neutron from the deuteron it is necessary to expend about 2.225 MeV.
The neutron may be considered to have a negative kinetic energy of 2.225 Mev inside
the deuteron. The deuteron stripping process results in the redistribution of this
energy between the neutron and proton so that one has a large positive kinetic energy
and the other large negative kinetic energy. The result of this energy distribution is
that the nucleus which is produced by the neutron capture is excited to an energy less
than the particle separation energy and may be formed in the ground state. The
kinetic energy of the proton is determined by the excitation energy of the resulting
nucleus. When the neutron is captured by a nucleus into the ground state, the proton
occupies higher nuclear energy levels and the kinetic energy of the proton is lower.
The deuteron is distinguished from all other nuclei by its very small total binding
energy of 2.225 Mev or average binding energy of 1.1 13 MeV per nucleon. Typical
binding energies for most nucleons is about 8 MeV so the deuteron is a very weakly
bound nuclear structure. Because of the small binding energy the deuteron may be
considered as an extended nucleus. The mean distance between the proton and the
neutron in the deuteron is rather large and the wave function for the nucleons is nearly
constant for some 10-12 cm distance. This distance exceeds the range of the strong
nuclear forces between nucleons. This extended nucleus results in some unique
nuclear reaction characteristics exhibited by deuterons. Obviously the deuteron can
be elastically scattered by a nucleus and the deuteron can be completely captured by
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a nucleus forming a compound nucleus. However, because of the extended structure
of the deuteron, it is not necessary for the deuteron to enter the nucleus and at low
thermal deuteron energies it is only necessary for the neutron to enter the nucleus.
The neutron does not have to overcome Coulomb repulsion to penetrate the nucleus.
Hence for low deuteron energies this neutron stripping reaction is more probable than
entry of the entire deuteron.
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Abstract
Nuclear fusion between deuterons under ambient conditions has been
observed in the metal cathode of an electrolysis cell with an electrolyte of heavy water.
The evidence for the fusion reaction is derived primarily from the detection of a low
level of 2.45-MeV neutrons presumably from the neutron branch of the deuterium
fusion reaction. However, the estimated fusion energy yield associated with the
neutron output is insufficient to account for the majority of the reported energy gain if
the neutron-proton branch of the deuterium fusion reaction remains about equal to
ambient conditions. The excess energy gain may arise from an unobserved chemical
reaction or an unfamiliar nuclear reaction. Reported evidence of an excess of 4He in
the vicinity of the cathode may indicate that a 4He branch from the deuterium fusion
reaction may proceed at ambient conditions through internal electron conversion
without a large release of gamma rays. These issues are explored, and attempts are
made to provide physical mechanisms and explanations for the cold fusion
expe rimenta1 observations.

Introduction
Two chemists1 at the University of Utah claimed that they have demonstrated a
sustained fusion reaction at ambient or cold temperatures and pressures in a simple
electrolytic cell, using heavy water as the electrolyte and source of the fusion fuel and
palladium metal cathodes, which apparently catalyze the fusion reaction. Similar
experiments verifying this result and demonstrating that neutrons are released in the
reaction in a titanium cathode as a result of deuterium-deuterium (D-D) fusion were
reported by Jones et al.2 at Brigham Young University (BYU). The actual operational
basis of the claimed cold fusion reaction, which apparently occurs under solid-state
conditions within the metal matrix of palladium or titanium at ambient conditions, is
uncertain. It appears that the basic mechanism is associated with the volumetric
diffusion of deuterons (a very slow process in metals that can be enhanced by the
application of an electrical voltage potential derived from the electrolytic cell with the
palladium electrode serving as the cathode) into the face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice of
the palladium cathode, where the deuterons contained within the palladium lattice are
intensely compressed by the surrounding palladium atoms, distorting the coulombic
field of the electrons. This alteration of the coulombic field presumably greatly
enhances quantum mechanical barrier penetration through the coulombic field for
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adjacent deuterons held closely together in the lattice. The pressure imposed on the
deuterons by the surrounding fcc lattice is on the order of 1010 Pa or greater, where
the deuterons are held as quasi-oscillators in the lattice, occasionally fusing via barrier
penetration. Thus, the essential conditions for fusion (containment and reduction in
barrier width) are apparently met. Palladium was chosen for the cathode by
Fleischmann and Pons because of its extremely high affinity for hydrogen isotope
absorption through volumetric diffusion. At ambient temperatures and pressures,
palladium will absorb over 900 times its volume of hydrogen, resulting in a ratio
approaching one deuteron per palladium atom. Similar cold fusion reactions have
been observed by Jones et al. in titanium cathodes, and it is possible that cold fusion
can occur in electrolytic cathodes composed of tantalum, vanadium, zirconium, and
possibly other materials.
These recent announcements of deuterium fusion in deuterated palladium and
titanium metals at ambient conditions have produced a flurry of experimental activity
directed at confirmation and evaluation of the experiments, have fueled major scientific
controversies regarding the deuterium fusion processes, and have initiated a
reassessment of familiar fusion processes and the new phenomena of cold fusion
throughout the world. Of particular interest is the statement that D-D fusion or other
related nuclear reactions occur at a rate sufficient to generate nearly ten times the
amount of energy needed to initiate and sustain the reacti0ns.l The observance of
fusion at ambient conditions has now been confirmed at many universities and
laboratories. The occurrence of fusion has been based principally on the detection of
neutrons issuing from the metal electrode in the electrolytic cell serving as the
cathode.
However, in the University of Utah experiments, the measured neutron
production rate is about eight orders of magnitude less than the value predicted from
excess heat production if the reaction arises from D-D fusion, producing equal
branching of the triton-proton and the 3He-neutron branches. Thus, questions persist
as to the origin and nature of the excess heat production observed in the experiments.
In the BYU experiments, where no attempts were made to measure net heat
production, the neutron production rate is about six orders of magnitude less than the
University of Utah measurements.
In this technical note, the University of Utah and BYU cold fusion experiments
are reviewed and their results evaluated. The conditions necessary to obtain the
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results of the experiments are identified, as are the inconsistencies between the
reported results and traditional calculation approaches for fusion reactions. Possible
explanations for and solutions to these inconsistencies are given, together with a
discussion of topical areas requiring further research and experimental evaluation.
Finally, consideration is given to requirements for scaling up these small laboratory
experiments to permit possible commercial applications of cold fusion.

Background
Ambient or cold fusion of deuterium occurs when two deuterium nuclei with
ambient kinetic energy quantum mechanically tunnel through their mutual coulombic
charge barrier and can potentially undergo the following nuclear fusion reactions:

D + D + 4He (excited state) + T (1.01 MeV) + H (3.02 MeV)

+ 3He (0.82 MeV) + n (2.45 MeV)
4He + Q (23.8 MeV) .

(14
(1b)
(1c)

The probability of two positively charged, ambient kinetic energy deuterons
tunneling through the coulombic barrier is c 10-600. In an isolated deuterium molecule
where the internuclear separation is 74 pm (0.74 A) and where the molecular binding
electrons provide some charge screening of the nuclei, the D-D fusion rate is
calculated to be 10-70/s.3
Muon-catalyzed fusion can occur rapidly at ambient conditions by replacing the
atomic electron in a deuterium molecule with a massive electron-like mu0n.~,5
Because the muon has -207 times the mass of an electron, the muon's orbital radius
around the nucleus is correspondingly less than the orbital radius of the electron, and
the equilibrium internuclear separation in the deuterium molecule is reduced by a
factor of -207. This reduction in the separation of the deuterium nuclei increases the
nuclear fusion rate by -80 orders of magnitude and deuterium fusion proceeds rapidly
at ambient condition^.^ However, the half-life of a nonrelativistic muon is only -2 ps,
and creating muonic deuterium molecules is a formidable and expensive task.
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Creating muonic deuterium molecules is not the only way to reduce the
internuclear separation between deuterons and enhance fusion rates. Liboff6 has
suggested that the statistical affinity between bosons can cause fusion of deuterium
nuclei if these nuclei occur in a liquid phase as metallic deuterium at extremely low
temperatures and if the equilibrium internuclear separation is less than -66 pm (0.66
A).
It is well known that certain metals are capable of absorbing large amounts of
hydrogen isotopes within their molecular structure at ambient conditions. Palladium,
vanadium, and titanium exhibit this property. In palladium, absorbed deuterium atom
densities can approach the palladium atom densities of the palladium matrix. Despite
these high deuterium concentrations, molecular deuterium does not occur and the
deuterium electrons form part of the electronic band structure of the overall metallic
host system. This dissolved deuterium in the palladium matrix is highly mobile. Thus,
conditions for observable fusion of the deuterons can exist at ambient conditions.
These are the primary factors that led Pons and Fleischmann at the University of Utah
and Jones and coworkers at BYU to perform their historic experiments of deuterium
cold fusion in palladium and titanium.

Cold Fusion Experiments
In the University of Utah experiment, deuterium from 99.5% D20 and 0.5% H20
electrolytes with LiDO was compressed galvanostatically into sheet, rod, and cube
samples of palladium. The most successful results were obtained with 0.2-cm-diam x
10-cm-long metal rods exposed to a surface electrical current density of 512 mA/cm?
After "conditioning" the rods for an appropriate time, a net heat generation rate of 9.6
W/cm3 was observed in the cathode as measured in a large, constant temperature
light water bath. Excess heat production was observed for up to 120 h. Neutrons were
detected with a Bonner-Sphere neutron dose equivalent rate monitor, which has an
efficiency of -2 x 10-6. A neutron output was observed over a period of 50 h at a rate of
-4 x 104 n/s from the palladium rod when the electrolytic current was 64 mNcm2. The
2.2-MeV gamma rays observed by a sodium iodide scintillation detector in the water
bath were attributed to neutron absorption in hydrogen. However, no attempt was
made to relate the gamma activity to either the neutron flux or the neutron production
rate. A second verification of fusion was made by measuring the generation and
accumulation of tritium. The tritium concentration was measured in the electrolyte and
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then related to the required tritium generation rate in the palladium to achieve the
measured concentrations in the electrolyte. The generation rate deduced from this
approach was 1 to 2 x l o 4 tritium atom/s, which is consistent with the neutron
production rate measurements.
The BYU experiments were conducted with 3-g titanium pellets, 0.5-g palladium
foils, or 5-9 mossy palladium pellets placed in 4-cm-diam x 4-cm-high electrolytic cells.
The electrolyte was a mixture of 160 g of D20 plus -0.2 g of each of the following salts:
F e S 0 4 - 7 H 2 0 , NiC12-6H20, PdC12, CaC03, Li2S04-H2OI NaS04-1 OH20,
CaH4(P04)2-H201TiOS04-H2S04-8H20, and a very small amount of AuCN. The pH
was adjusted to 3.0 or less with HNO3. The dc power supplies provided 3 to 25 V
across each cell at currents up to 500 mA. The neutron spectrum issuing from the cell
cathode was measured with a scintillation spectrometer consisting of a liquid organic
scintillator contained in a glass cylinder in which three 6Li-doped glass scintillation
plates were embedded. Neutron energy was deposited in the organic scintillator, and
the pulses from the organic scintillator were counted when a light pulse from a thermal
neutron capture was detected in the glass scintillator. The neutron detection efficiency
for this experimental configuration was estimated to be -0.01. The measure production
rate for 2.45-MeV neutrons was 2 x 10-3 n/s. Neutron output was observed in one
experiment for -8 h.

Discussion of Experimental Results
Because the University of Utah cold fusion experiments generated more heat
and more neutrons, and a wider variety of measurements were performed with this
system, those measurements are examined here. The University of Utah experiments
provoke the following questions:
1. How can D-D fusion occur at the rates inferred from the neutron and tritium
production rates?
2. Can D-D fusion alone account for the rate predicted from the excess heat

generation observed?
3. If D-D fusion is the main source of excess heat generation, why aren't the

neutron and tritium production rates orders of magnitude higher than observed?
4. What other chemical sources of excess heat production might exist?
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5. What other non-D-D nuclear reactions could contribute to the excess heat
generation observed?
6. Why did the observed excess heat generation end after -100 h?

Before addressing these questions, some characteristics of deuterium absorbed
in palladium should be addressed.7 Palladium has a filled 4d atomic election s-shell
with ten elections and an empty 5s-shell. Palladium metal forms an fcc crystal lattice at
ambient conditions. Absorbed deuterium is very mobile in palladium and exhibits a
large diffusion coefficient. When deuterium is absorbed in palladium, two phases
(alpha and beta) can exist. Both palladium phases have an fcc structure. At low
deuterium concentrations, the alpha phase exists with a lattice parameter (unit cell
dimension) of -388 pm (3.88 A). As additional deuterium is introduced into the
palladium, the alpha and beta phases coexist in equilibrium until a
deuterium/palladium atom ratio of -0.7 is reached and the palladium system assumes
a pure beta phase. The lattice parameter increases with increasing deuterium.
absorption until it reaches a value of -402 pm (4.02 A). In the beta phase, deuterium
is located in the octahederal positions of the palladium lattice.8 The palladiumdeuterium structure, shown in Fig. 1, is similar to the structure of NaCI.

Fig. 1. Positions of deuterium atoms in the palladium lattice for beta-phase deuteriumpalladium.
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The small neutron cross section of deuterium in the palladium-deuterium system, as
measured in neutron diffraction studies,8 indicates that the deuterons are loosely held
in a very shallow potential well. This is confirmed by the very high hydrogen/deuterium
separation factor for absorbed hydrogen and deuterium in palladium.9

Fusion Rates
The heat production rate for deuterium fusion is given by the following
equat io n:10

where
P = fusion power density (W/cm3)
nD

= deuteron density (deuteron/cms)

(J

= deuteron fusion cross section (cm2)

2)

= deuteron speed (cm/s)

<(TU>

= energy-averaged fusion rate per pair of fusing deuterons cm3/s).

A fusion rate of 3 x 1013 fusion/s is required for a power output of 10 W/cm3.
Assuming a deuterium-to-palladium atom ratio of unity gives -6.8 x 1022 atom/cm3. If
the deuterium-palladium system is at ambient conditions, and employing the related
kinetic energy, producing the maximum fusion reaction rate for a Maxwellian energy
distributionlo results in an average deuterium fusion cross section of -10-14 b.
Extrapolating experimentally measured deuterium cross-section values c 1 keV and
using the theoretical models for the fusion cross section in the thermal range, which
agree with measured values > 1 keV, gives a predicted cross section of -10-860 b.
However, using the fusion rates predicted from the measured neutron production rates
observed in the cold fusion experiments requires a fusion cross section of -10-23 b.
The main factor affecting the magnitude of the fusion cross section in the thermal
energy range is the probability of tunneling through the coulombic barrier. In order for
D-D fusion to occur in palladium, the magnitude and shape of the potential between
the deuterium atoms must be drastically altered from the simple two nuclei potential.
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The deuteron ion in the deuterium-palladium system exists in a very shallow
potential well, almost as a free deuteron. Thus, deuterons are held closely together by
the electronic configuration of the entire lattice system, so that as one deuterium ion
approaches another due to thermal motion, it moves through the electronic field of the
deuterated palladium system. This field can greatly enhance the probability of
deuteron tunneling through the coulombic barrier. To examine this effect for ambient
thermal energies, calculations were made for barrier penetrations of two deuterons in
a uniform electronic charge distribution. The calculations were made with the charge
density treated as a variable. Calculations were also performed using the potential
from a 1s-shell electron surrounding a deuteron. In these calculations, the radius of the
s-shell was varied. The calculations are related to the cross section for D-D fusion
according to the relation

where
KO = constant = 1.72 x 10-20 (cm2. eV)
E = initial kinetic energy of a deuteron in center-of-mass coordinates (eV)

exp(-y) = transmission coefficient
y = transmission coefficient exponent.

Applying Eq. (3) with the assumption that cold D-D fusion occurs assumes that
the deuteron fusion cross section at ambient conditions must be -10-14 b and yields a
value of -45 for the transmission coefficient exponent.
For the conditions being analyzed, the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin method' 1 can
be used to obtain the values for the transmission coefficient exponent:

r:6

y = (8M)-1/*/[(h/2n)c]

[U(r)-E]-1/2dr ,

where
M = reduced mass equivalent energy (eV)
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(4)

( h / 2 ~ )= 1973 (eV pm)
rg = nuclear radium (pm)
r l = radius at which the nuclear potential is equal to the initial kinetic energy
(A)

U(r) = system potential (ev).
For the energies under consideration, s-wave nuclear motion dominates, so that U(r) is
given by

where
n = charge density multiplier
rb = effective radius of the screening electrons (pm).
The first term on the right side of Eq. (2) is the contribution to the system potential from
the coulombic barrier between two point charges. The second term accounts for the
electron screening.
Equation (4) was solved numerically for various values of n to provide the
curves for the transmission coefficient exponent shown in Fig. 2. The curve for n = 0 is
associated with the traditional coulombic barrier. (1 1) The curve for n = 1 is for a
uniform electron charge density equivalent to one electron within a sphere defined by
the Bohr radius [rb = 53 pm (0.53 A)]. Besides reducing the value of the transmission
coefficient exponent, electron screening also essentially eliminates the dependence of
the transmission coefficient exponent on deuteron kinetic energy for the thermal
energies of interest.
Calculations were also made for n = 1 and 2, and for reduced values of rb. The
results of these calculations are also shown in Fig. 2. The reduced orbit radius is
alsoequivalent to a corresponding increase in the effective electron mass. The
required value for the transmission coefficient exponent is obtained when either n =
10 or when rb = 5.3 pm (0.053 A). To achieve the fusion rate characterized by the
neutron and tritium production rates observed in the cold fusion experiments, a
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Fig. 2. Values of the transmission coefficient exponent for various values of the
electron screening and electron radius.
transmission coefficient exponent of -63 is required. This value of the transmission
coefficient exponent is realized for a value of the charge density multiplier of n = -5 or
for an effective electron screening radius of rb = -7.8 pm (0.078 A). Several other
authors have also recently proposed theoretical models for explaining the cold fusion
rates.
Note that for the same conditions, the transmission coefficient exponent for the
tritium-hydrogen reaction is -13% less than for the D-D reaction, resulting in an
increase in barrier penetration probability of about three orders of magnitude.
However, the smaller value of KOin Eq. (3) more than compensates for the decrease in
the transmission coefficient exponent. Approximate values for < o w can be obtained
by integrating Eq. (3) over a Maxwellian energy distribution. In the cathode lattice, the
energy distribution for the absorbed deuterons may deviate slightly from a Maxwellian
distribution because of the electrical potential and other factors, but the use of a
Maxwellian distribution demonstrates the approximate form for cow. Analytical values
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for n = 0 and for a transmission coefficient exponent, which are independent of the
deuteron energy, are given by

and

where T is measured in electron-volts and the transmission coefficient exponent is
independent of energy in the range of interest.
Thus, if the ambient temperature does not change the lattice potential for the
deuteron ion or the deuteron ion density, then the fusion reaction increases
significantly with increasing temperature for no electron screening and decreases only
slightly with significant electron screening. However, increasing the lattice’s ambient
temperature alters these conditions within the deuterium-palladium lattice system.

Branching Ratios
One possible explanation for the discrepancy between the excess heat
generation rate and the neutron production rates is that for ambient thermal energies,
the branching ratio for proton emission may become many orders of magnitude larger
than for neutron emission branching. The experimental value for the neutron-to-proton
branching ratio in the kiloelectron-volt energy range and higher is approximately unity.
The 23.8-MeV energy of formation of the excited 4He compound nucleus from D-D
fusion, coupled with the charge independence of the nuclear force field, dictates that
the branching ratio be about unity, even at ambient thermal energies. This is also
observed in muon-catalyzed fusion at ambient condition^.^ The nearly equal neutron
and triton production rates observed in the University of Utah experiments are
consistent with this conclusion. However, if proton emission dominates, and if
essentially all of the tritons produced in the deuterium fusion reaction given in Eq. (la)
undergo deuterium-tritium (D-T) fusion in the palladium, then the residual tritium in the
electrolyte may correspond only to the small fraction of tritium that escapes from the
surface of the palladium cathode without undergoing fusion.
Another possible explanation for the discrepancy between the excess heat
generation rate and the neutron production rates is that the reaction products may be
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different from those given in Eqs. ( l a ) and (lb). The excited compound nucleus 4He
could predominantly decay by gamma emission or internal conversion electron
emission as given in Eq. (IC).
With either a significant electron screening or a reduced
effective electron orbital radius, the probability of electrons being within the vicinity of
the excited 4He nucleus is greatly enhanced, increasing the probability for this decay
mode reaction. The residual nucleus is in the ground state of 4He, so evidence of
occurrence of decay via the gamma or internal conversion electron emission channel
is the experimental observation of 4He found in the cold fusion system above natural
background. However, if hydrogen or neutron emission branch predominates and the
recoil tritons undergo deuterium reactions, 4He is also produced. In a recent series of
cold fusion experiments conducted at the University of Utah, a 4He evolution rate of
-1 012 atom/s from the palladium cathode has been reported.
In general, if excited 4He can decay energetically by particle emission, it will.
Measurements and calculations1 indicate that neutron or proton emission is favored
over gamma radiation emission by about eight or nine orders of magnitude. This result
is also confirmed by the relative reaction cross sections for 3He(n,p) and 3He(n,y)
where the cross-section ratio is -108. The compound nucleus for these reactions is
also 4He and the reaction energy Q is 20.6 MeV.
A reaction that can compete with gamma radiation emission is internal
conversion emission. Under normal conditions, internal conversion coefficients for
these reactions are negligible. However, in the reduced potential caused by the many
band electrons in the deuterated palladium cathode, internal conversion can be
greatly enhanced, and this effect has been suggested by recent University of Utah
experimenk’3 However, applying approximate theory for internal conversiol4 into the
conditions associated with the University of Utah fusion rates inferred from the excess
heat generation [i.e., n = 10 and rb = 5.3 pm (0.053 A)] yields internal conversion
coefficients less than unity. If a zero-spin excited state is formed in the compound
nucleus, the partial energy width for internal conversion emission is still <lo-4 eV,
compared to the partial energy widths of 103 to l o 4 eV for particle emission. These
estimates are confirmed by the internal conversion rates observed for muonic helium
isotopes.15 For this situation, n = 207 or rb = 0.26 pm (0.0026 A). Yet, the partial width
for muon conversion is then -0.07 eV, and the internal conversion coefficients are then
of the order of 1 to 10. Internal conversion processes associated with the phenomena
of cold fusion warrant further, careful investigation to resolve this issue. In any event,
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internal conversion would also generate copious amounts of bremsstrahlung
radiation. This radiation or the gamma radiation emission would generate in excess of
106 n/s from the photodisintegration of deuterium.

Other Nuclear Reactions
It is difficult to postulate other nuclear reactions that could account for the
excess heat generation measured in the University of Utah experiments. Secondary
fusion of 3He and 3H has been suggested, and if these reactions go to completion,
then -24 MeV of energy is available for each D-D fusion reaction. This energy
liberation is similar to the energy produced by internal conversion or gamma emission
from excited 4He after D-D fusion.
Lithium ions migrate to the surface of the palladium cathode and are distributed
throughout the heavy water electrolyte. But nuclear reactions involving these lithium
nuclei are much less likely than the nuclear reactions already discussed.

Chemical Reactions
It is difficult to conceive of a chemical reaction that generates an energy output
exceeding 100 eV/atom and would account for the excess heat generation observed
in the University of Utah cold fusion experiments. The energy of solution for the
deuteron is <2 eV. Another source of energy in the cathode is the energy available
from contraction of the expanded palladium cathode produced by electrolysis. The
energy required to expand the palladium lattice can be estimated from the lattice
compressibility index, and the result is found to provide ~ 0 . 2eV/palladium atom.
Considering other credible chemical reactions still results only in an excess available
energy output of a few electron-volts per atom. Therefore, known chemical reactions
apparently cannot account for the excess heat generation observed in the University of
Utah cold fusion experiments assuming that correct calorimetry was performed.

Experimental Operating Times
It was reported that the BYU experiments terminated after a few hours of

operation due to surface contamination of the cathode. This may also have occurred
with the University of Utah experiments. Proper cathode surface conditions are
essential for the required loading of deuterium into the cathode. The cathode surface
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conditions can also affect the flux rate of deuterium through the surface into the volume
of the cathode.
Fusion apparently occurs principally in the highly deuterium-loaded beta phase
of the palladium cathode at deuterium-to-palladium atomic ratios exceeding the
equilibrium for the beta phase. This departure from equilibrium may be unstable and
difficult to sustain for long periods of time and is probably sensitive to system
perturbations. Another factor that may affect the operating time is the condition of the
palladium crystal lattice. To achieve maximum cold fusion rates, presumably the
palladium should be very pure and acceptably free of crystal imperfections, interstices,
inclusions, and mechanical defects. Thus, the palladium electrode should be carefully
cast and not extruded or mechanically worked. Since deuterium is very mobile in the
palladium lattice, it can readily migrate to crystal grain boundaries and form deuterium
molecules and damage or escape the cathode lattice. This is probably one reason
why similar experiments by other investigators have not successfully produced the
fusion rates or excess heat generation reported in the University of Utah experiments.
Even if the palladium lattice is initially free of imperfections and inclusions, subsequent
damage to the palladium lattice caused by the deuterium fusion reactions and internal
pressures produced by the deuterons may be sufficient to reduce the deuteron loading
and terminate the fusion reaction.

Areas For Further Investigation
Based on the preceding investigation and evaluation, the following topics
should be investigated further for better understanding and evaluating of these historic
cold fusion experiments:
1.

determination of the potential energy configuration of the deuteron in the
deuterated cold fusion cathode

2.

determination of the following nuclear reactions in the cold fusion cathode:
D(d,n)sHe, D(d,p)3H, D(d,y)4He, and D(d,internal conversion)4He

3.

detection of the 40-keV K X rays from electronic excitation of the palladium
cathode

4.

measurement of the neutron spectra from an operating system, including the
14.1-MeV neutrons produced in the D-T reaction
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5.

optimal cathode (palladium) lattice configuration and conditioning procedures to
maximize fusion rates

6.

measurement of the energetic electrons produced in the cathode. If internal
conversion does dominate the deuteron fusion reaction in the cathode, large
amounts of bremsstrahlung radiation should be emitted. In addition, some of the
emitted electrons would exit the cathode and enter the heavy water electrolyte,
causing Cerenkov radiation that should be observable.

7.

examine cold fusion conditions and operations for extending the operating time
for useful fusion energy output from the cathode.
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Abstract & Introduction
On 23 March 1989 two chemists, Dr. Martin Fleischmann, Professor of
Electrochemistry at the University of Southampton, England and Dr. S. Stanley Pons,
Professor of Chemistry at the University of Utah (U of U), announced that they had
created and demonstrated(1) a sustained fusion reaction at quasi-ambient
temperatures in a simple electrolytic cell using heavy water as the electrolyte and a
solid metal palladium cathode which presumably catalyzed and contained the fusion
reaction.
Several days after the University of Utah announcement, a group of researchers
headed by Dr. Steven Jones in the Physics Department at Brigham Young University
(BYU) in Provo, Utah announced that they had submitted a scientific manuscript to
NATURE(*) indicating that the Provo group had achieved fusion in their laboratory
under conditions similar to the U of U studies. The Jones group also asserted that D-D
fusion reactions may be continuously occurring within the crust of the earth where
similar conditions exist, particularly in collisional regions between tectonic plates. The
evidence for this claim of fusion in the earth's lithosphere is based in part upon
elevated levels of tritium and He-3 (which is also the radioactive decay product of
tritium) observed near such tectonic regions on the earth.
The BYU researchers did not perform calorimetric analysis to demonstrate their
claim, but they did measure the neutron output from the cold fusion experiments with
an efficient neutron spectrometer which they constructed. The energy of the detected
neutrons was about 2.5 MeV, which is consistent with the energy of the neutron emitted
in the neutron branch of the D-D fusion reaction. The highest neutron output measured
from an array of electrolytic cold fusion cells was realized using titanium instead of
palladium as the cathode. Several of the BYU researchers had been previously
engaged in investigating, both theoretically and experimentally, cold fusion catalyzed
by muons. In this case, a mu-meson assumes the role of a very massive electron
orbiting closely around the deuteron. Because of the enhancement of barrier
penetration, the deuterons are then able undergo fusion much more easily than is
possible with natural deuterium.
However, the very low release of the neutrons observed in both the U of U and
BYU experiments and cold fusion experiments do not account for the total measured
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energy release if the neutron and proton branches of the D-D fusion reaction are
approximately equal as is known to be the case for deuteron fusion at high (keV)
kinetic energies. Thus, the general claim asserted by proponents of cold fusion is that
the branching ratio of the D-D fusion reaction is highly skewed towards the protontriton branch in cold fusion reactions. However, there are fundamental nuclear physics
difficulties with this claim and the actual distribution of fusion products in deuterium
fusion reactions occurring at ambient conditions has not been fully established.
Other researchers at laboratories throughout the world have, within the weeks
following the two Utah announcements, attempted to reproduce and confirm these
cold fusion experiments in some form. To date some 35 different sets of "successful"
cold fusion experiments purportedly showing some positive indication of excess heat
output and/or neutron production and/or tritium production are claimed.
Cold

Fusion Mechanism

The physical mechanism generally proposed by which the phenomena of "cold
fusion" is believed to occur is associated with the volumetric diffusion of deuterons into
palladium. Deuterium diffusion into dense, solid materials such as metal is a very slow
process, but can be enhanced by the application of a driving voltage and an enhanced
deuterium concentration gradient realized in an electrolytic cell with a palladium
electrode serving as the cell cathode. The deuterons are driven through the
electrolyte-cathode interface and thereupon diffuse into the face centered cubical
lattice of the palladium. In the cathode these deuterons are intensely compressed by
the surrounding palladium atoms distorting the local coulombic field and limiting the
degrees of motional freedom available to the deuteron. This alteration of the
coulombic field presumably greatly enhances barrier penetration through the
electromagnetic field for adjacent deuterons held closely together in the lattice.
Furthermore, the confinement pressure imposed upon the deuterons by the
surrounding face centered palladium lattice is very large and the deuterons are held
as constrained quasi-harmonic oscillators in the lattice occasionally fusing via barrier
penetration. Thus the essential conditions for fusion at ambient conditions, or "cold
fusion" are apparently met. Although other materials may also provide adequate
confinement conditions, palladium is generally chosen as the cathode material by
most cold fusion experimenters because of its extremely high affinity for hydrogen (or
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deuterium) absorption. At ambient temperatures and pressures palladium can absorb
hydrogen at atom ratios of hydrogen to palladium of 0.6 or greater
However, the actual operational basis of the claimed cold fusion reaction which
presumably occurs at solid state conditions within the lattice matrix of palladium at
ambient conditions is unknown and has not been satisfactorily explained or quantified.
There is not agreement on how the deuterons are distributed in the lattice, the nature
of the coulombic field surrounding the deuterons and how the cathode lattice actually
catalyzes and recovers the energy from the fusion reaction. There are strong
suggestions that the bulk of the energy release in these cold fusion experiments may
actually be attributable to unknown chemical reactions. There is considerable
uncertainty regarding numerous parameters and best conditions for successful cold
fusion experiments. Even the effect of impurities in the electrolyte and the importance
of the cathode's crystal lattice and grain size has not been quantified.
As a result of innumerable, unsuccessful cold fusion experiments, many in the
scientific community have dismissed the Pons and Fleischmann claim of cold fusion
because of difficulty in confirming, evaluating and repeating these experiments. The
claim of cold fusion has been under intense scrutiny and verification by laboratories
around the world. There are numerous, important verification and system evaluation
experiments that must be performed and corroborated before the claim of cold fusion
is widely endorsed by the scientific community.

Cold Fusion Reactions
Presumably the nuclear fusion reactions that are occurring in the cold fusion
electrolytic device are those associated with deuterium - deuterium (D-D)fusion
reactions since the electrolyte for the cold fusion electrolytic cell is D20 and fusion of
low atomic number nuclides is favored by nature. The known deuterium fusion
reactions and their output branches and energy distribution are as follows:
He-3 (0.82 MeV)

+ n (2.45 MeV)

H-2 + H-2 --> He-4 (excited state) --> H-3 (1.01 MeV) + H-1 (3.02 MeV)

He-4
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+

Q (23.85 MeV)

(1)
(2)
(3)

At high kinetic energy the neutron and proton branches [i.e., Eqs. (1) and (2)]
occur with about equal probability. Generally, the fusion branch given by Eq. (3) is not
favored in D-D fusion reactions and is unlikely to occur. Furthermore, most cold fusion
experiments have reported an absence of significant, gamma radiation release
indicating that the He-4 branch, if it does occur, does not result in any measurable
release of gamma photons. Proposals have been made that the very large fusion
energy (23.85 MeV) might be delivered to adjacent electrons or even to the cathode
lattice directly and be manifest as internal heating within the lattice, but this is also
unlikely to occur.
Alternative and supporting fusion reactions which may occur in cold fusion
involve fusion reactions between deuterons, hydrogen, tritium and even Li-6 which is
often employed to render the heavy water as an electrolyte for the cell are shown
below. Tritium is generally present as a slight contaminant in the heavy water and
more importantly tritium is produced as a consequence of the tritium - hydrogen
branch of the D-D fusion reaction.

H-2

+

H-3 --_-_>

He-4 (3.5 MeV)

+ n (14.1 MeV)

(5)

The observation of any of these fusion reaction products or associated energy
emissions produced by interaction with the system and the fusion products would
constitute important evidence for fusion actually occurring within the system. Sufficient
fusion products and associated energy emissions to account for the entire "excess
heat" would be particularly attractive. On the other hand, the absence of any of these
"nuclear signatures" at levels sufficiently above background levels would argue
against cold fusion as the source of any observed excess heat output. With the release
of the high kinetic energy neutrons from the D-D (neutron energy of 2.45 Mev from the
He-3 component) and D-T reaction (neutron energy of 14.1 MeV) the neutron
activation of adjacent isotopic components is possible. A question has been posed
that the 2.45 MeV neutron produced in the neutron branch may induce a D-T reaction
when the neutron encounters a deuteron in the palladium. However, calculations
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show that non fusion interactions dominate and the ratio of D-T fusion to non fusion
reactions associated with this 2.45 MeV neutron is about 10-9.

Status of Cold Fusion Experiments
University of Utah Cold Fusion Experiments
Reportedly in the University of Utah experiments('), deuterium from electrolytes
(composition of 99.5% D20 and 0.5% H20 with 0.1 molar LiDO) was compressed
galvanostatically into sheet, rod and cubical samples of palladium cathodes. The most
successful results were claimed with 0.2 cm diameter and 10 cm long cast, solid
palladium rods exposed to a surface electrical current flux of 512 mA per square
centimeter. After "conditioning" the rods for an appropriate time (typically a few weeks),
a net or excess heat generation rate of 9.6 W per cubic centimeter was observed in the
cathode as measure in a large, constant temperature light water bath. Excess heat
production was observed for up to 120 hours. Neutrons were detected with a BonnerSphere neutron dose equivalent rate monitor, which had an efficiency of about
0.0002% . A neutron output was observed over a period of 50 hours at a rate of about
40,000 neutrons per second issuing from the palladium rods when the electrolytic
current flux was 64 mA per square centimeter. The 2.2 MeV gamma photons
monitored in a sodium iodide scintillation detector in the water bath were attributed to
neutron absorption in hydrogen. No attempt was made to relate the gamma activity to
either the neutron flux or the neutron production rate, and the interpretation of both
measurements has been questioned. A second verification of fusion was made by
measuring the generation and accumulation of tritium. The tritium concentration was
measured in the electrolyte and then related to the required tritium generation rate in
the palladium to achieve the measured concentrations in the electrolyte. The
generation rate deduced from this approach was about 2 x l o 4 tritium atoms per
second which is consistent with the neutron production rate measurements.
A few weeks after the U of U announcement of cold fusion, an independent
group at the U of U was invited into the Pons' laboratory to perform independent
measurements of fusion reaction products that might be emanating from the
electrolytic cells. The group sought to measure neutrons, x-rays and gamma rays
associated with possible fusion reactions in cold fusion cells producing "excess heat"
output(3).
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Neutron detectors (as 80% enriched U-235 fission track foils) were prepared,
sealed in water tight covers and placed in the cooling water bath surrounding the cold
fusion cells. Background neutrons present in the Pons' laboratory yielded a mean
fission track background signal of about 0.6 neutrons per second averaged over 67
hours. No neutron flux above background level was observed by the group from any
apparently operational cold fusion cell.
The group also monitored four cold fusion cells for any significant x-ray or
gamma photon spectra during the period 9 May 1989 through 17 June 1989 with a
3300 cubic centimeter Nal detector. Potential photon peaks of particular interest were
the 2.224 MeV photon released in the capture of neutrons by hydrogen, any gammas
associated with the 23.85 MeV energy release associated with the He-4 branch of the
D-D fusion reaction, and photons at 0.374, 0.433, 0.513, and 0.555 MeV which arise
from Coulombic excitation by the 3 MeV protons (from the proton branch of the D-D
reaction) with the even-even isotopes of Pd. Candidate photo peaks were considered
for analysis if the peak had an excess of 12 sigma counts above background. The
group reported that no significant gamma peaks apart from background were found(3)The group claimed that if any portion of possible excess heat output episodes
were due to cold fusion, the presently known D-D fusion branches were limited to less
than about 1.O mW for the proton branch, 1.2 pW for the He-3 branch and 0.9 nW for
the He-4 branch or it proceeded via a nuclear channel which avoided the production
of high energy (i.e., MeV) nuclear particles(3).
Wadsworth(41, also at the U of U, has reported excess heat observations in long
sustained bursts from cold fusion electrolytic cells. In one experiment 18 watts per ml
was observed for 17 hours.
The University of Utah with financial support from the State of Utah has
established a National Cold Fusion Institute to pursue cold fusion research with
researchers from physics, chemistry, engineering at the U of U.

Brigham Young University Cold Fusion Experiments
The BYU experiments(2) were conducted with 3 gram titanium pellets, 0.5 gram
palladium foil and 5 gram mossy palladium pellets placed in 4 cm diameter by 4 cm
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high electrolytic cells. The electrolyte was a mixture of 160 gram of D20 plus 0.2 gram
of each of the following salts: FeS04 -7H20, NiCI2 - 6H20, PdC12, CaC03, Li2S04 H20, NaS04 - 10H20, CaH4(P04)4 - H20, TiOS04 - H2SO4 - H2SO4 -8H2O and a
very small amount of AuCN. The pH was adjusted to 3.0 or less with HNO3. The dc
power supplies provided 3 to 25 volts across each cell at currents up to 500 mA. The
neutron spectrum issuing from the cell cathode was measured with a scintillation
spectrometer consisting of a liquid organic scintillator contained in a glass cylinder in
which three Li-3 doped glass scintillation plates were embedded. Neutron energy was
deposited in the organic scintillator and the pulses from the organic were counted
when a light pulses from the organic scintillator were counted when a light pulse from
a thermal neutron capture was detected in the glass scintillator. The neutron detection
efficiency for this experimental configuration was estimated to be 0.01. The measured
production rate for 2.45 MeV neutrons was 2 x 10-3 neutronk. Neutron output was
observed in one experiment for a duration of about 8 hours.

Cold Fusion Reaction Products and their Measurement ( 5 ~ 6 ~ 7 ~ 8 ~ 9 )
At least 35 different investigators have reported measurements or observations

which appear to imply that cold fusion experiments produce excess heat output,
neutrons, tritium production and even gamma and x-ray emissions associated with
possible fusion at ambient conditions. Tables 1, 2, and 3 provide a preliminary
indication of the experimenters, institutions and observations associated with
purportedly successful cold fusion experiments.
Fxcess Heat Output Measured throuah Calorimetry, The primary detection
mode for assessing successful cold fusion experiments to date has been based upon
calorimetrical measurements of cell thermal energy output, as shown in Table 1. The
heat measurements are based primarily upon excess thermal output during quasisteady state operation of the electrolytic cell when Joule electrical heating is balanced
by heat transfer to a heat sink (generally an external heat bath) and D2 and 0 2
recombination within the cell. The excess heat episodes have been observed to occur
as steady excess heat outputs when cell conditions are varied. Often, however, these
excess heat episodes occur as heat bursts which occur randomly when cell conditions
are not apparently being altered. Measurements of excess heat are generally based
upon heat transfer models (e.g., Newton's law of cooling); and total mass and energy
balances have not generally been performed because of the long times required to
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volumetrically charge the cathode with deuterium by diffusion. This calorimetry
procedure has resulted in criticism by many observers of cold fusion because it
permits the possibility of slow storage of chemical or mechanical energy in palladium
with subsequent release of this energy in an anomalous manner which could be
interpreted as excess heat output due to cold fusion.
Heutron Monitoring. A reaction product that is never observed in ordinary
chemical reactions is the release of neutrons from the reactants. Thus, the detection of
neutrons, particularly those with energies in the range of 2.45 MeV from D-D fusion
and 14.1 MeV from D-T fusion in the vicinity of cold fusion experiments and
significantly above background levels is strong evidence that a nuclear reaction
(probably D-D fusion) is occurring in that vicinity. The experimenters reporting neutron
measurements associated with cold fusion experiments are given in Table 2. Of
course there are certain unusual conditions that can occur naturally which will result in
an increase in the neutron background. For example, the neutrons bound in deuterium
are only rather loosely held and can be dislodged by deuterium nucleus capture of
gamma rays of energy 2.224 MeV or greater. Furthermore, uranium and thorium are
both spontaneous neutron emitters and can increase the local neutron background.
The ideal neutron measurement for confirming cold fusion experiments would
be to measure both neutron quantity and energy as was performed in the BYU
experiments. Unfortunately, the neutron count level measured at BYU was low, only
about 3 sigma above background which is promising but not absolutely convincing.
However, other experiments associated with cold fusion have reported much higher
level neutron measurements. Accurate neutron spectrometric (energy distribution)
measurements are difficult to perform, particularly at very low neutron count rate
levels of less than a neutron per second.
The range of a 2.5 MeV neutron is about 10 cm in palladium, 100 cm in heavy
water and 6 cm in light water. Thus the bulk of neutrons produced in the palladium
cathode will escape from the cathode into the heavy water electrolyte and any medium
surrounding the electrolytic cell. These neutrons are able to activate most nuclides
through radiative capture reactions. A particular radiative capture reaction of interest
for monitoring neutron emission in cold fusion experiments is the capture of neutrons
in the hydrogen in the light water used as the cell heat sink. This reaction results in the
emission of a characteristic 2.224 MeV gamma photon.
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Standard means and equipment for measuring free neutrons include BF-3
detectors, fission chambers, He-3 detectors, proton recoil scintillation detectors, and
fission track counters. These systems have various advantages and disadvantages in
detecting the very low level of neutrons reported to issue from successful cold fusion
experiments.
The presence of neutrons can also be assessed indirectly through their
interaction with nearby nuclei. The capture of a neutron by a proton leads to the
release of a 2.224 MeV prompt capture gamma photon. There are numerous other
nuclei which exhibit strong neutron capture gamma reactions and these have promise
of being employed in neutron measurements in cold fusion experiments.
Tritium Monitoring. Evolution of tritium has been reported in the electrolyte and
gas evolved from the cathode in numerous cold fusion experiments as shown in Table
3. The quantity of tritium evolved can greatly exceed the background tritium occurring
in heavy water and has been a major source of evidence supporting the contention
that cold fusion is possible. To provide a thermal power output of 1 watt from D-D
fusion resulting in the proton-triton branch requires a reaction rate of about 2 x 1012
fusions per second which implies a production of about 2 x 1012 tritons per wattsecond deposited in the cold fusion cathode and the electrolyte. Background levels of
tritium in the electrolyte also increase during prolonged operation of the cell.
Helium lsotooe Monitoring. Another possible nuclear product associated with
most fusion reactions is He-4. Of course He-4 is universally present in nature as a
ubiquitous trace element arising principally as the decay product from radioactive
alpha emitters such a thorium and uranium and their radioactive daughters. Thus a
measurement of excess He-4 in any cold fusion experiment must be corrected for the
universal background presence of helium.
The detection of the rare isotope of helium, viz., He-3 is probably a more
significant finding in cold fusion experiments because of its very low occurrence in
nature. But to determine the levels of He-3 that might be present in a cold fusion
experiment generally requires careful mass spectroscopy measurements which can
distinguish between He-3 atoms, tritium, HD and other mass-3 molecules. To date no
known cold fusion experiments have monitored statistically significant quantities of He3. This finding implies that either no measurable D-D fusion reactions are occurring or
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that the He-3 branch [Eq. (2)] of the D-D fusion reaction is negligible (at least 10-9
times smaller that the triton branch - Eq. (3) under cold fusion operating conditions
(viz., ambient temperatures)
X-rav Monitoring. There are several different reactions associated
with the fusion of deuterium that could result in the production of discrete energy
gamma or x-ray photons. The emission of gamma photons represents the principal
mechanism by which an excited nucleus releases excess energy and goes to its
ground state. The emission of x-rays generally follows the excitation or removal of K
and L shell atomic electrons by charged particles or photons. Also, neutrons produced
in a fusion reaction will eventually be captured by surrounding nuclei typically with the
emission of a capture gamma ray. The capture of neutrons by hydrogen (generally
present as ordinary water used as the heat sink for the electrolytic cells) results in the
production of a 2.224 Mev gamma photon. Furthermore, the stimulation of the
palladium by the high kinetic energy fusion products such as tritons, He-3 and He-4
particles results in the emission of x-rays. For palladium, the principal x-rays emitted
have an energy of about 20 keV. Unfortunately, this x-ray has insufficient energy to
effectively penetrate the electrolyte, cell containment and external water bath and still
provide a statistically significant measurement.
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TABLE 1. COLD FUSION EXPERIMENTSWITH EXCESS HEAT OUTPUT
(Experiments are given alphabetically by investigator or institution)
QBSF,RVATlONS

JJJSTlTUTlON
U Ottawa, Canada
Texas A&M
Belorussian State U, USSR
Texas A&M
Chinese Academy Science-PRC
Portland State University
U Rome, Italy
Rome
Stanford
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
lndira Ghandi Center, India
Moscow State U, USSR
Karpov Institute, USSR
Brookhaven National Laboratory
McBreen
M a c k ~ b r e ( ~ 1 ~ 9 ~ ~ ) Stanford Research Institute
UC, Santa Barbara
Milikan(’
Novotek
Tokyo
Ohta(8)
Oriani(11912)
University of Minnesota
University of Utah
Pons & Fleischmann(l)
NCFI, U of Utah
Riley
Tata Institute, India
Santhanam(8)
U of Florida
Schoessow
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Scott
Texas A&M
Srinivasan(8)
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Storms / Talcott(’ 2,
University of Utah
W a d ~ w o r t h2,( ~ ~ ~
Werth(g112)
Englehart
Texas A&M
Wolf
Case Western University
Yeager & Adzic(12)
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excess heat
19 W/ml excess heat (100 hours)
excess heat
10 W excess heat
5 times Joule output
400% > background
excess heat
heat burst (AT= 80 C)
22% excess heat (10 hours)
25% excess heat
excess heat
excess heat
excess heat
excess heat
3 heat bursts excess heat
excess heat
18% excess heat
bursts of excess heat
excess heat
10 W/ml excess (100 hours)
excess heat
48% excess heat
excess heat
excess heat
15 W/ml excess heat
excess heat
18 W/ml excess heat (17 hours)
excess heat
excess heat
excess heat (10 hours)

TABLE 2. COLD FUSION EXPERIMENTS WITH NEUTRON OUTPUT
(Experiments are given alphabetically by investigator or institution)

Alquasmi
Bertin
Blanco(8)
Cads)
Celani
Claytor
De Maria
Faler & Vegors
Gozzi(8)
lyer
Joned2)
Jordo n( 2,
Jorne
Kishan
Kuzmin
Landau
Matthewd9)
2,
Menlove / Claytor
Milikan(lo)
Mizzuno@)
Palamalai
Pons & Fleischmann(’
Raghaved8)
Sanchez
Santhanam
Scaramuzzi(8)
Schoessow
Scott
Srinivasan
Tanigucho
Venkakes-Waran
Wada
Ze lensky

INSTITUTION

QRSF,RVATlONS

U Kiel, Federal Republic Germany
University of Bologna, Italy
ORNL
Chinese Academy Science, China
Frascati Research Center, Italy
Los Alamos National Laboratroy
U Rome, Italy
Idaho State U
Rome
Bhabha Center, India
Brigham Young University
Pennsylvania State University
Case Western U
Moscow State U
Moscow State U
Case Western U
lndira Center, India
Los Alamos National Laboratory
UC Santa Barbara
Hokkaido University, Japan
lndira Ghandi Center, India
University of Utah
AT&T
U Madrid, Spain
Tata Inst, India
Sao Paulo U, Brazil
Frascatti Research Center, Italy
U of Florida
ORNL
Bhabha Ctr, India
OPRRT, Japan
Bhabha Ctr, India
Nagoya U, Japan
Kharkov Inst, USSR

> background
> background
> background
> background
> background
> background
> background
> background
300% > background
> background
3 sigma
neutron blips
> background
> background
> background
> background
30%> background
11 sigma
35 sigma
500% > background
> background
2x1 04 neutrons/s
15 sigma
> background
> background
200 Yo > background
>> background
> background
> background
> background
> background
> background
> background
> background
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TABLE 3. COLD FUSION EXPERIMENTSWITH TRITIUM OUTPUT
(Experiments are given alphabetically by investigator or institution)

Claytor@)
Cherepin
Gozzi(8)
lyer
tyengar(9)
Kuzmid9)
McBreen
McKubre
Moraledg)
Pons & Fleishchmann
Riley
Sanchez
Santhanam
Scaramuzzi
Schoess~w(~)
Seminoz-Henko
Srinivasan
Storms & Talcott(I2)
Wadsworth(499912,
wolf
Yeager & Adzic
Zelensky

lNSTlTUTlON

OBSERVATlONS

Ottawa U, Canada
U Kiel, Federal Republic of Germany
Perm State University, USSR
Texas A&M

> background

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Meat1 Physics Inst, Kiev, USSR
Rome
Bhabha Center, India
Bhabha Research Center, India
Moscow State University, USSR
Brookhaven National Laboratory
SRI International
Mexico
NCFI, U of Utah
NCFI, U of Utah
U Madrid, Spain
Tata Inst, India
Frascaii, Italy
University of Florida
All Union Inst, Monocrystals, USSR
Bhabha Center, India
Los Alamos National Laboratory
University of Utah
Texas A&M
Case Western University
Kharkov Inst, USSR
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> background
5 times background
1O6 dprnlrnl (solution)
1O8 dpm/ml (off-gas)
several times background
> background
l o 3 dpmlml
> background
2x1O4 dpmsbackground
5 times background
> background
> background
6x103 dpmlml
> background
> background
> background
> background
> background
4x105 dpm/ml
> background
> background
4x105 dpm/ml
3 times background
> background
7 times background
> background

NUCLEAR PHYSICS ASPECTS

OF COLD FUSION(13)

The heat production rate for deuterium fusion is given by the following equation
P =

3.3 x 10-10 N D <
~ ai>

(7)

where
P
ND
0

v
<ov >

= fusion power density (W / cubic centimeter)
= deuteron density (deuterons / cubic centimeter)

= deuteron fusion cross section (fusions - square centimeter1 deuteron

pair)
= deuteron speed (cm / second)
= energy average fusion rate per deuteron pair

A fusion rate of about 2 x 1012 fusions /second is required for a power output of
1 watt per cubic centimeter. Assuming a deuterium to palladium atom ratio of
approximately unity gives a deuteron atom density of about 7 x 1022 atoms per cubic
centimeter, and an average deuterium fusion cross section of about 10-14 barns is
required. Calculations have been made for the electron potential conditions that could
result in a cross section of 10-14 barns(10). The required value for the cross section is
obtained with a charge density or effective electron mass of ten electrons or
equivalently, with a reduced electron orbit of about and order of magnitude.

Evaluation of Cold Fusion Claims
If D-D fusion in the palladium or titanium cathode is the source of the observed
excess heat reported in the experiments in Table 1, then sufficient excess neutrons
and/or tritium from reactions in Eqs. (1) and (2) should be observed in these
experiments. As Table 2 shows, any excess neutrons observed are only a few times
background values. However, as shown in Table 3, the excess tritium is several
orders of magnitude above background values, and in some cases is consistent with
the degree of excess heat reported. This gives rise to the possibility that for cold D-D
fusion, the reaction in Eq. (2) is favored over the reaction in Eq. (1). At mean deuteron
temperatures exceeding about 5 keV, the two output chains occur with about equal
probability. However, some theoretical evidence exists that at sub-keV deuteron
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energies, the tritium-proton branch dominates over the neutron-helium branch by a
large value (14). A correlation of the neutron to proton cross section ratio data in the
1.O to 100 keV range with the functional form predicted from theory gives
a n / a p = 1.15 exp(-0.6/dE)
where
an

= fusion cross section for the neutron branch D-D fusion reaction

ap
E

= fusion cross section for the proton branch D-D fusion reaction
= deuteron energy in center of mass coordinates (keV)

The cross section ratio experimental data, correlation and theoretical prediction
are shown in Figure 1. Observe the absence of experimental data below about 10
keV.
FIGURE 1
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Summary
Considerable experimental and theoretical work remain before the phenomenal
claims of "cold fusion" are accepted and understood. If the excess heat from
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deuterium-palladium electrolytic cell experiments actually is due to cold D-D fusion,
the predominant fusion reaction is probably the triton-proton branch, with tritium
production and very little neutron production. This surprising, but fortunate result
would greatly reduce the radiation protection and shielding requirements associated
with large scale cold fusion devices.
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Abstract
Cold fusion reactions and excess heat production have been reported in the
electrolysis of heavy water with a palladium metal cathode. Solution of the standard
diffusion equation for deuterium without fusion indicates that the deuterium
concentration distribution rapidly becomes constant in the palladium lattice. Solution
of the nonlinear diffusion equation for deuterium undergoing fusion also gives
constant deuterium concentrations, suggesting that any fusion occurs uniformly
throughout the palladium lattice. The hypothesis that fusion reactions occur
predominantly at the palladium surface is shown to be inconsistent with experimental
data.

Introduction
Excess energy production in the form of heat has been reported in the
electrolysis of heavy water with a palladium metal cathode.' Although attempts to
duplicate the experiments have met with varied success, at least two other laboratories
have also reported measurable excess thermal power production from similar
experiments.' Because the magnitude of heat production is on a scale not reconciled
with any known chemical reaction and because small amounts of neutrons and/or
tritium have been detected in some similar experiments,' the source of the excess
heat production has been associated with deuterium-deuterium (D-D) fusion reactions
occurring at ambient temperatures in the lattice of the palladium cathode. This
technical note examines the deuterium concentration distributions in the palladium
and, assuming D-D fusion is the source of the reported excess heat, presents fusion
and heat rate distributions. Fleischmann and Pons claim that their measured excess
heat production rate scales with the volume of palladium.' However, it has been
postulated that the fusion reactions may occur only near the surface of the palladium.1
This is suggested by the reported presence of excess 4He in the evolved gases from
an operating cell? because helium generated inside the palladium cannot escape the
lattice at ambient temperatures.
Excess heat production rates of -1 Wkm3 have been reported.ll* If this energy
is from D-D fusion, it corresponds to -1'0 fusion/s.cm3. However, major controversy
exists over the source of the excess heat production and the apparent fusion rates
deduced from measured fusion reaction products.
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The transport of deuterium into a palladium lattice is generally described by
diffusion theory! The fusion mechanism is postulated to be associated with the
diffusion of deuterons into the face-centered-cubic lattice of the palladium cathode,
where the deuterons are intensely compressed by the surrounding palladium atoms.
At a deuterium/palladium atom ratio exceeding 0.6, a palladium deuteride is formed in
which the deuterons behave as though they were nearly free deuterons within the
confines of the palladium lattice.5 Furthermore, the screening of the deuterium nuclei
by the surrounding increased atomic electron density has been proposed as the
mechanism that increases the microscopic D-D fusion cross section, creating the
essential conditions for D-D fusion at rates consistent with the excess heat
production.216

Deuterium Concentration Distributions
When D-D fusion has been observed in a deuterium-palladium system, it has
been sustained at relatively constant levels, indicating the occurrence of a stable or
quasi-stable condition. The solution of the time-dependent diffusion equation
neglecting fusion is given in Ref. 7 and indicates that the deuterium distribution is
essentially constant in the palladium when the following relation is satisfied:
2

t 2 ro/Df ,
where
ro

=

palladium rod radius (cm)

Df

=

deuterium diffusion coefficient in palladium (cm2/s).

Equation (1) is satisfied for times greater than -1 day for any reasonable
palladium electrode size. Since the deuterium-palladium systems must operate or be
conditioned for times > 1 day, the deuterium is essentially uniform throughout the
palladium, neglecting fusion reactions.
It has also been observed that when excess heat production or fusion occurs, it
reaches its steady-state value within a few minutes and when it ends, it ends rapidly.
Since changes in the deuterium concentration from diffusion occur at much slower
rates, the diffusion of the deuterium, or kinetic energy gain by the deuterium, is not the
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trigger for fusion. A more likely candidate is a rapid change in the fusion cross section
that may be caused by a rapid change in the localized atomic electron configuration
and a resulting quantum reduction in the barrier penetration factor.
The deuterium concentration distribution during fusion and heat production is
given by a nonlinear diffusion equation for the steady-state distribution of deuterium.
For a one-dimensional palladium sheet of thickness XO, the equation is

where
C

=

deuterium concentration as a function of depth in the palladium
(-at o m/cm3)

(r

=

microscopic cross section for D-D fusion (cm2)

v

=

average deuterium speed (cm/s).

The bounding conditions for Eq. (2) are
dC
-= 0 at x = 0 (sheet center) ,
dx
C(x = 0) = co,

(3b)

and
dC
J(x) = -Drdx = -S at x = xo/2 (sheet surface) .
The complete solution to Eq. (2) involves elliptic integrals; however, it is more
instructive to obtain the deuterium concentration at the surface in terms of the
boundary conditions. This is done by substituting

into Eq. (2), using the chain rule, then integrating once and applying the boundary
conditions. The result is
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where
Cs =

C (x = xo/2) = deuterium concentration at sheet surface

S

net deuterium surface current from electrolysis (atom/cm2. s).

=

For the steady-state condition, the loss rate of deuterium is equal to the net
source of deuterium from the surface:
S=;i-C
xo -2 ( o ) = ~
XO- F ,

(5)

where F is the fusion rate in the sheet given by C2 (or)/2.
Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) and rearranging gives

Since C is greatest at the surface, it follows that

Rearranging gives

Even if D-D fusion rates are as high as those estimated from measured heat
production,ll2 the last term in the denominator of Eq. (7) is much less than unity. Under
cm2/s,
fusion/s-cm3, Cs is -4 x 1022 atom/cm3, Df is
these conditions, F is
and xo is -1 cm or less. Substituting these values into Eq. (7) gives
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Clearly, fusion rates and palladium thicknesses can increase many orders of
magnitude and the last term on the denominator will still be much less than unity.
Therefore, taking the cube root of both sides of Eq. (7) and using the binomial
expansion for the denominator of the right side yields

This same result also applies to cylindrical palladium rods, where the rod radius
ro replaces the sheet thickness xo in Eq. (9). Based on the typical values resulting from
reported measured heat production conditions [Eq. (8)], it is generally true that

Therefore, the deuterium concentration distribution in the palladium is nearly uniform,
even when fusion is occurring. Because fusion rates are proportional to the square of
the deuterium concentrations, fusion rate distributions and heat production rates are
uniform throughout the palladium sheet or rod.
The experimentally observed constant heat production rates with time are not
consistent with a surface fusion reaction mechanism. This further supports the
volumetric fusion distributions indicated by diffusion theory. Surface fusion reaction
rates are not sufficiently high, under the reported conditions, to produce the observed
excess heat. The surface fusion rate Fs is given by

where
FS =

surface fusion rate (fusion/s)

Ca

=

surface concentration of deuterium on palladium (atom/cm*)

A

=

surface area of palladium.
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The maximum value of 1018 atom/cm2.s for S is obtained by assuming an
electrolysis current density of 0.5 A/cm2 and by the conservative assumption that all of
the atoms generated by electrolysis enter the palladium. Furthermore, a value of 1O-40
cm2 is an upper-bound estimate for the fusion cross section under the most favorable
experimental conditions.6 Assuming that as many as 10 deuterium atoms per
palladium atom can attach to the surface gives a Cs value of -1015 atom/cm2. Finally,
assuming the palladium surface area is 10 cm2 and substituting these values into Eq.
(11) gives Fs = 10-6 fusion/s. This value is 18 orders of magnitude too low to account
for a fusion rate that generates 1 W/cm3. Furthermore, it is three orders of magnitude
less than the lower fusion rates estimated from reaction product measurements in
other experiments.8 Thus, D-D fusion at the palladium surface is not a likely source for
the observed excess heat production or fusion reaction product measurements. This
analysis suggests that the reported 4He attributed to fusion reactions3 may have
originated from other sources.
In conclusion, deuterium concentrations in a palladium lattice are essentially
uniform under conditions associated with excess heat production and cold fusion in a
D20/palladium electrolytic cell. If the excess heat production comes from D-D fusion,
then the fusion reaction and heat production rates are also predicted to be uniform
throughout the palladium. Maximum heat production and fusion rates that could occur
on palladium surfaces are too low to account for observed rates of heat production and
fusion product generation.
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Abstract
Emissions of y-rays from the cold-fusion cells used by Pons and Fleischmann
were monitored in Pons' laboratory at the University of Utah by Nal detectors nearly
continuously over a five-week period. No evidence of fusion activity was observed
above power limits varying between 10-12 and 10-6 W for the known fusion reactions.
In addition, neutron-track detectors indicated an integrated upper limit of
approximately 1 emitted neutron per second from any of the cold-fusion cells over a
period of 67 hours.

Introduction
Pons and Fleischmannl claim to have achieved 'cold fusion' of deuterium
nuclei in electrolytic cells containing palladium cathodes and D20 (with 0.1 M LiOD)
electrolyte, which produced excess heat of the order of a few watts. Their claim was
based on the lack of a known electrochemical mechanism for the observed heat
excess and the emission of y-rays and neutrons at levels slightly above background.
These latter data have been ~riticizedz-~,
but reports of tritium production in similar
cells5 and the discrepancy between cell power inputs and outputs in several
laboratories6 have sustained the controversy despite a large number of negative
resuIts4.
The known d + d and d + p reactions and their energy yields (Q) are7: d(d, p)t (Q
= 4.03 MeV); d(d, n)3He (Q = 3.27 MeV); d(d, y)4He (Q = 23.85 MeV); d(d, e-)4He
(internal conversion) (Q = 23.85 MeV); d(p, y)We (Q = 5.49 MeV).
Several weeks after his initial press announcement, Pons allowed us into his
laboratory to make independent measurements of any radiation emanating from his
operating electrolytic cells. Using equipment that was immediately available, a
leadshielded sodium iodide (Nal) detector (8 x 4 in.) was installed below his cells (Fig.
1) and collected data nearly continuously for over five weeks in a y-ray energy range of
0.1 -25.5 MeV. In addition, several neutron detectors, which integrated the neutron flux
over a period of approximately three days, were placed within the water tank adjacent
to the cells; these were made of 23511 foils sandwiched between nuclear-trackdetecting plastic film.
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FIG. 1 Side view of the geometry of the electrolytic cells and Nal detector,
and top view of the cells with neutron-detecting sandwiches in place
(thickline segments). Cells 2-1, 2-5 and 2-7 have palladium cathodes
with diameters/lengths (in cm) respectively of 0.4/1.25, 0.4110.0 and
0.1/10.0; cell 2-3 has a platinum cathode of dimensions 0.1/10.0. The two
numbers (n, rn) shown for each sandwich in the top view are the number
of fission fragments counted in the plastic film adjacent to the uranium foil
(without, with) Cd covers. Only one plastic film per foil was analysed.

Nal Detection of ?-Rays
Four open cells (no gas collection) underwent electrolysis nearly continuously
while the Nal detector was collecting data (9 May to 16 June). These cells consisted of
D20 (0.1 M LiOD) electrolyte with platinum anodes; the cathodes were as described in
Fig. 1. The cells were run in constant-current mode, and current settings were varied
over the five-week interval.
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The Nal detector system was placed under the table supporting the water tank
and cells, so as not to interfere with other research activities in Pons' laboratory. Any yrays produced in the cells would thus pass through water, water tank and table before
being detected by the 8 x 4 in. Nal detector. The energy-dependent, absolute
efficiency for y-ray detection in the photopeak (corresponding to complete y-ray energy
conversion within the scintillator) was determined with standard y-ray sources in a
separate laboratory, where an identical configuration of water, tank, table and detector
could be installed or removed at will. Radiation limits given below are based on the
absolute efficiency for a source at the location of cell 2-1.
Spectral data accumulated by a pulse-height analyser were downloaded to a
microcomputer every 0.5 or 1 h (live time) continuously over the five-week observation
period, thereby minimizing the effect of integrated background on transient signals.
The system's gain was set so that y-rays in the energy interval 0.1-25.5 MeV were
recorded. An aggregate spectrum corresponding to 785 h of operation is shown in Fig.
2a, b.
Individual spectra (1,116), each of 0.5 or 1.O h live integration time (for a total of
831.0 h of live time), were searched for transient y-ray signals above background.
Background for each individual spectrum was obtained by averaging several (10-50)
successive spectra to form an aggregate spectrum, which was then subtracted from
the original spectrum to form a 'residual spectrum'. This was performed for each
individual spectrum yielding 1,116 residual spectra. Any transient anomalous signals
of duration < 10-50 h would then appear in the residual spectra as positive excesses
amidst Poisson fluctuations about zero. Signals of longer duration were searched for
with even greater sensitivity by performing a similar operation on the collection of
aggregate spectra.

To correct for temporal variations in the detector system's gain and pedestal
(the pulse-height-analyser channel corresponding to zero energy), the gain and
pedestal were determined for each individual spectrum by fitting to the background yray lines. All spectra were then rescaled to a common gain with zero offset before
background subtraction, thus minimizing artefacts in the residual spectra arising from
gain or zero shifts, or both.
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FIG. 2 a, b, Aggregate 'y-ray spectrum for 785 h of live collection time. The
dominant background lines are 40K (1.4608 MeV), 214Bi (1.7645 MeV),
208T1 (2.6146 MeV), a backscatter peak at -0.23 MeV, and a broad peak
at -2.17 MeV due to two lines, 214Bi (2.1 186, 2.2042 MeV). The detector
energy resolution is given by R=0.07€-1/2 (1 + 1.3/€)1/2, with € in MeV,
where the leading factor is the detector's optimal resolution and the
additional factor is caused by the presence of noise at the chargeintegrating input of the pulse-heig ht analyser's analog-to-digital
converter. The integral nonlinearity of the system electronics was found
to be ~ 0 . 1 %over the interval 0.1-3.5 MeV, and 0.2% over the full interval
0.1-25.5 MeV. System gain variations (owing to phototube drift, for
example) were monitored and found to be ~3.5%over the full five-week
interval and ~0.5%over any 24-h interval. c, 'y-ray source emission-rate
limit against energy for the general 'y-ray search over the range 0.1-25.5
MeV (see text). The probability of falsely rejecting a signal at these limits
is <IO-3.

Neutron flux limits: d(d,n)sHe.
Neutrons from the d(d,n)3He fusion channel have an initial kinetic energy of
2.45 MeV and a mean free path in water of 4.9 cm, which decreases to -0.4 cm as the
neutron thermalizes. Because each cell is surrounded by several inches of water, most
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FIG. 3 Estimated rates for the four d+d fusion reactions. For each of the
1,114 y-ray spectra obtained from data-collection episodes lasting 0.5-1
h, a residual spectrum was obtained by subtracting an averaged
background spectrum from the signal. A fit was then made to each
residual by scaling the expected form of the y-ray spectrum for each
reaction; the fit yields a magnitude that can be positive or negative. The
figures here are histograms of those 1,114 magnitudes. In a and b, the
rate is expressed in units of fusion power (a: pW; b: mW); for c and d,
reaction rates are used (c: s-1; d, 103 s-1). In each case the histogram is
approximately a gaussian distribution of amplitudes centred around zero,
indicating no measurable rates for any of the fusion reactions.
neutrons emitted would thermalize in the surrounding water bath and generate a 2.22MeV y-ray from the n(p, d)y reaction; Monte Carlo calculations show for a point source
of 2.45-MeV neutrons located at cell 2-1 that 62% of the emitted neutrons would be
captured by hydrogen in the water bath. The absolute photopeak detection efficiency
(for cell 2-l), measured with a Am-Be neutron source, was found to be 3.0 x 10-3.
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The presence of a y-ray signal above background at 2.2 MeV was sought in
each residual spectrum by fitting a gaussian (of central energy 2.2 MeV and variance
determined by detector resolution) to the residual spectrum in the energy interval 2.02.4 MeV. The frequency distribution of the fitted amplitudes, in units of pW of fusion
power, is shown in Fig. 3a. Of these 1,114 spectra, the maximum fitted amplitude is 10
pW. In this distribution (and others following) we have excluded two spectra that
contained photopeaks due to 2zNa and 137Cs sources brought into the laboratory by
other personnel.

TABLE 1 Radiation yields of 3-Me.V protons in palladium electrodes
Isotope (E2 energy)
(MeV)

Isotopic
fraction

Proton energy

' 9 d (0.555)

11.0

(0.513)

27.3

(0.433)

26.7

(0.374)

11.8

3.30
2.40
3.30
3.00
2.70
3.30
3.00
2.70
3.30
3.00
2.70

'*d

'
I
%

Excitation/&

(MeV)

5.08(0.16)X id
4.330.17)X lo4
7.47(0.18)
x 10'
4.W0.12)X I d
1.WO.06)x 105
1.19(0.03)x I d
7.020.19)x i d
3.76(0.0s)X i d
1.820.04)x i d
l.ll(0.02)x 106
6.130.13)X i d

'

Nal detector
efficiency q

Pd escape
probability

2.3x 10-3

0.81

2.3 x 10-3

0.80

2.2~ 1 0 - 3

0.77

2.1x 10-3

0.73

Proton flux limits: d(d,p)t.
The fusion channel d(d,p)t (Q= 4.03 MeV) has been a leading candidate for the
cold-fusion process, both because of reports of excess tritium productions and
because its reaction products come to rest within the palladium electrode (the range of
a 3-MeV proton in palladium is -30 pm; ref. 8 ) , thereby presumably avoiding the
paradox of watts of fusion power being generated without observed particle emissions.
In fact, a strong and distinct y-ray signature exists for this reaction: the 3.02-MeV
protons cause Coulomb excitation of the even-even isotopes of Pd, whose radiative
de-excitations, between 0.37 and 0.56 MeV, are detectable by the Nal detector with
efficiencies q given in Table 1. This table, adapted from ref. 9, lists for each Pd isotope
its E2 (electric quadrupole) y-ray energy and thick-target radiation yield (excitations
per microcoulomb of protons) for 100% isotopically enriched samples, along with
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photopeak detection efficiency assuming cell 2-1 as the source, plus a factor
accounting for absorption of the E2 y-ray within the Pd cathode. Figure 4 shows a Nal
y-ray spectrum from a 3-mm target of natural Pd exposed to a beam of 3.02-MeV
protons from a Van de Graaf accelerator (W. Schier, personal communication). Peaks
at 0.37, 0.43 and 0.51 MeV are observed with their expected strengths.
Convolving these line strengths with the resolution of the Nal detector, and
using the efficiency factors from Table 1, a theoretically generated spectrum was
scaled to optimally fit the 0.362-0.613-MeV region of each residual spectrum. The
frequency distribution of the 1,114 fitted scaling factors (in units of mW of fusion power)
is shown in Fig. 3b. None of the scaling factors exceeds 10 mW. This limit is
comparable to the sensitivity of the calorimetric measurements made on these cells.
More stringent limits can be placed on this channel by recognizing that the
tritium, emitted with kinetic energy of 1.0 MeV, can initiate the t(d, n)4He reaction. By
integrating the energy-dependent reaction cross-sectionlo over the range of the tritium
within the Pd, we obtain a d + t fusion probability of 4 x 10-5 per emitted tritium,
assuming a 1:1 d:Pd ratio in the lattice. (We note that the probability p that a 1.O-MeV
triton will produce a neutron within a deuterated palladium lattice via the reaction t(d,
n)4He can be expressed as a function of r, the deuterium-to-palladium ratio (by
number): p = ao+ a1 r+ a2r2,where a0 = 9.63 x 10-8, a1 = 4.48 x 10-5 and a2 = -5.40 x
10-6. This expression, based on nuclear cross-sections from ref. 10 and hydrogen
stopping power from ref. 17, is accurate to S10% and is valid for 0.4 I r I 1.5). Monte
Carlo calculations show that 39% of the resulting -1 4-MeV (centre-of-mass) neutrons
will thermalize and be captured by protons within the water tank, yielding a 2.2-MeV yray signal. From the absence of this signal, we obtain an upper limit of the fusion
power amplitude of 0.4 pW.

y-ray flux limits: d(d, y)4He, d(p, y)3He, monoenergetic y.
A search was performed for 23.85-MeV y-rays from d(d, y)4He by fitting the
expected line profile of a 23.85-MeV y-ray to the residual spectra over the energy

interval 23.6-24.1 MeV. Figure 3c shows the resulting distribution of fitted source
emission rates; the maximum fitted rate is 5 s-1, corresponding to a fusion power of 20
pW. A similar search was performed for 5.49-MeV yrays from d(p, y)3He; the maximum
fitted source emission rate of 10 s-l corresponds to a fusion power of -1 0 pW.
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A general search was also performed throughout the entire 0.1-25.5-MeV
energy interval for possible 'y-ray lines above background in each residual spectrum.
Candidates were required to have at least one channel with counts in excess of 30 (0
being the propagated Poisson error for that channel's count) and a summed excess of
90 in the adjacent channels spanning the full width at half maximum of a 7-ray peak at
the sampled energy. The only candidates found were due to imperfect rescaling of the
spectrum's gain and zero relative to averaged background; these were identified by
the presence of adjacent positive and negative excursions of equal magnitude, with a
zero-crossing at a known background peak position. No other candidate y-ray lines
were found. Allowing for detector efficiency, this yields the relationship between 'y-ray
emission-rate limit and energy (for cell 2-1) shown in Fig. 2c

Internal-conversion electron flux limits: d(d, e-)4He.
Even though nuclear de-excitation by internal conversion is greatly suppressed
relative to radiative de-excitation for low-atomic-mass nuclei and for photon energies
much greater than the electron mass, it has been suggested that cold fusion may in
fact be occurring via internal conversionl1, which would produce an electron that
carries off 23.8 MeV in kinetic energy.
Figure 4 shows the calculated bremsstrahlung spectrum emerging from a pointisotropic source of 20-MeV electrons located at the centre of a cylinder of water 36 cm
in diameter (-4 MeV are assumed to have been lost within the Pd cathodelz). The
spectrum, normalized to one source electron, has an integrated area of 1.1 photons
per electron. This bremsstrahlung spectrum, modified by detector efficiency, was
scaled to obtain an optimal fit to each residual spectrum, giving a best-fit number of
bremsstrahlung photons for each spectrum. Figure 3 d shows the frequency distribution
of the electron emission rate corresponding to the fitted bremsstrahlung photon
number. The maximum fitted election emission rate, 2.6 x 103 electrons per second,
corresponds to a fusion power level of 10 nW.

Neutron Detection with Nuclear Track Detectors
A significantly lower limit than the 10 pW discussed above on the mean neutron

production rate during a 67-h interval (16-19 May) was obtained with neutrondetecting sandwiches made of 235U-enriched (80%) uranium foils and nuclear-track-
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FIG. 4 Electric-quadrupole (E2) 'y-ray lines from the isotopes of Pd,
excited by 3.02-MeV protons, as measured by a 3 x 3 in. Nal detector.
Three lines at 0.37, 0.43 and 0.51 MeV constitute a clear 'y-ray signature
for the reaction d(d, p)t (a fourth line at 0.56 MeV from 104Pd is too weak
to be seen here). Their collective backscatter peak is at -0.16 MeV. Inset:
The emergent bremsstrahlung spectrum for an electron emitted at 20
MeV at the centre of a cylinder of H20, of height 36 cm and diameter 36
cm. The normalization is for a single electron, with the y-ray flux
integrated over the cylinder surface; the area under the spectrum
corresponds to 1.1 photons per electron, including a small &function
contribution of 0.51 1-MeV annihilation quanta not shown in the figure.
This spectrum was obtained using the Monte Carlo code ETRAN15,
which treats the coupled electron-photon transport using a recently
developed set of bremsstrahlung cross-sections16.

detecting plastic, Lexan polycarbonate. Six sandwiches were installed in the water
tank containing the cells (Fig. 1); each consisted of two uranium foils, each with an
area of 1.4 cm* and mass -0.078 g, held between two pieces of 0.01-in.-thick Lexan
polycarbonate. One of the two foils was shielded against slow neutrons (~0.5
eV) by
two cadmium covers.
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The fission capture cross-section for 235U is 1.4 barn at 2.5 MeV, increasing to
580 barn at thermal energies. Some of the neutrons emitted at 2.45 MeV from the cells
will be captured by 2351) nuclei during their diffusion within the water bath. The fission
fragments have a typical range of a few micrometres in U; those that escape the foil
enter the plastic film and rupture polymer bonds, thereby creating a nuclear track that
can be viewed microscopically after chemical etching with NaOH (ref. 13). (The track
registration threshold of Lexan is such that the numerous a particles produced by the
23511 component of the U foils do not produce visible tracks.)

The absolute neutron detection efficiency was measured with a 252Cf source in
a large water tank, with foil sandwiches placed relative to the source identically to
those in Pons' laboratory, and was found to be 1.3 x 10-5 fission tracks per emitted
neutron for a foil with no Cd cover; for those foils with Cd covers, the efficiency was a
factor of about three lower.
Fission track counts for each sandwich's pair of foils are shown in Fig. 1, the first
number being the count for the foil without a Cd cover and the second being that with.
There was no indication of an excess neutron signal from any of the cells; in fact, the
control sandwich, adjacent to the water-tank wall, registered one of the highest fissiontrack counts, these being a measure of the dominant background source, cosmic-ray
neutronsl4. If we assume zero background, however, the fission track counts at cell 25 correspond to a mean neutron emission rate of 0.8 s-l over the 67-h integration
period, with a 99% confidence-level upper limit on neutron emission rate from cell 2-5
(based on counts in foils without Cd covers) of 1.8 s-1, corresponding to a fusion power
level of 0.9 pW.
Pons has informed us that "no neutron detectors were ever placed in a tank
when a cell in that tank was generating excess enthalpy".

Fusion Limits and Excess Heat Production
During the 831 h (live time) of monitoring 'y-ray emissions from electrolytic cells
in Pons' laboratory, no evidence was seen of radiation from any known d+d (or p+d)
fusion reaction. The upper limits placed on power from these reactions range between
10-12 and 10-6 W, which are many orders of magnitude lower than the sensitivity of the
calorimetric measurements made by Pons' group; therefore, if a heat excess were to
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have occurred during our period of observation, one could conclude that no known
fusion process contributed significantly to that excess.
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FIG. 5 a, 'y-ray spectrum accumulated over a 2.5-h interval that included a
-2-h period during which cell 2-1 was observed to boil the D20
electrolyte. The inset is an expansion of the low-energy end of the
spectrum. b, Residual spectrum after subtraction of the spectrum
accumulated for the preceding 2.5 h. The negative excess at low energy
is due to a slight (0.1%) gain shift that occurred during this 5-h period
(these spectra were not rescaled).
At one point, the D20 in cell 2-1 was observed to boil for -2 h. Figure 5a shows
an aggregate pray spectrum for the 2.5 h that included this boiling episode, and Fig.
5b is the residual spectrum after subtraction of the previous 2.5 h of data. No spectral
features of fusion are present in this residual spectrum. After completing our analysis,
we were informed that we should not "reference these events as being due to release
of excess thermal energy" (S.Pons, personal communication), because this boiling
event may very well have a conventional explanation. Unfortunately we have not
received any numerical data on excess heat production during the 831 h of our
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monitoring, so we are not able to correlate the absence of nuclear signatures with the
presence of anomalous heat.
We were told, however, that "there was a two-hour segment in which there was
excessive thermal release from cell 2-1 . . . Unfortunately, your computer and detector
were not under power at that time since they had not been reset from a power failure
which had occurred in the lab" (S. Pons, personal communication). Although 48 h of
data were indeed lost because of a lightning strike, we can nevertheless estimate
mean upper limits for fusion power of -10-2 W for d(d, p)t and 10-6 W for d(d, n)3He
during this 2-h episode, because a fraction of the neutrons produced from these
reactions would activate the 23Na in the Nal detector, producing z4Na. As z4Na
decays with a 15.0-h half-life, a spectral signature of a neutron burst would be present
even several days after the burst. None was observed, leading to the conclusion that
neither the d(d, p)t nor the d(d, n)3He reaction was responsible for this anomalous
heat burst.
In addition, we later learned that a low-level, d.c. heat excess was observed
during our monitoring period (S. Pons, EPRl Conference, University of Utah, 16 August
1989); if this is the case, this excess did not originate from known nuclear processes.
\
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Abstract
An ab initio electronic structure study is presented on DD interactions in which
the electronic environment is perturbed by the presence of palladium atom clusters. In
particular, we investigated changes in the DD intermolecular potential when the
deuteriurns were trapped inside a fcc palladium octahedral hole, and when the
deuteriums were separated from each other by a (111) plane of palladium atoms. The
(1 11) plane was modeled with a cluster of three palladium atoms. Self-consistent field
(SCF) level calculations were performed, and palladium atom pseudopotentials were
employed to make the systems studied computationally tractable. For 0 2 placed within
the octahedral hole various lines of DD approach were considered (along the (loo),
(1IO), and (1 11) directions). Lattice deformations and electronic excitations were
examined for their effect on the DD intermolecular potential. In no instance did we find
a D2 intermolecular potential curve similar to those used in model studies which
examined enhanced fusion rates at low temperatures.
1. Introduction

Before the controversial announcement of cold fusion (CF) by Fleishman, Pons1
and Jones,;! many researchers had been involved in the study of palladium-hydrogenlike systems. This is not surprising when one considers that palladium is a nearly
ubiquitous catalyst,3 that palladium can load surprisingly large stoichiometric amounts
of hydrogen,4 and that superconductivity has been discovered in palladium hydrides.5
There exists, therefore, a plethora of theoretical papers which give accounts of the
electronic structure and molecular dynamics of palladium hydrogen systems.6
Although the primary thrust of this work is to look for a concerted palladiumdeuterium interaction which might screen the D+ D+ Coulombic repulsion, we also
hope to increase our knowledge of the basic electronic structure of palladiumhydrogen systems. We have investigated the ground electronic states of PdD and
Pd2D2, singlet and triplet states of Pd6D2 and Pd3D2, and electronic states resulting
from various deformations of the Pd6 octahedral hole containing a D2 molecule.
The probability of a fusion event occurring between two deuterons is
proportional to the DD tunneling probability. The tunneling probability, in turn, is
sensitive to the shape of the interaction potential, V'(R), between the centers. In
ordinary D2 molecules, the fusion rate is estimated to be on the order of 10-74s-1.8 It
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has been suggested that the rate of tunneling might be enhanced via screening of the
DD repulsion from the surrounding palladium lattice.9 This observation has
encouraged many theorists to pursue calculations on palladium-deuterium systems.
Mintmire et al.10 carried out local-density functional theory calculations on a
system of 108 palladium atoms in a fcc structure with a single hydrogen atom located
in each octahedral hole. They seeded this structure with first one and then two
additional hydrogen atoms, and found that the relaxed structure was such that the
hydrogens repelled each other with no potential energy minimum found. Mintmire et
al. also performed Xa calculations with the hydrogens constrained to approach each
other along the (1 11) direction.11 Again, only repulsive H2 interactions were
discovered.
Sun and Tomanek12 and Wang et al.l3 employed density functional
calculations to show that a minimum exists in the H2 curve at 1.76 au provided that the
hydrogen molecule was aligned in the (100) direction. This distance is even greater
than the bond length of gaseous H2, which is approximately 1.4 au, (1 au = 0.529 A).
Further density functional calculations were carried out by Dunlap et aI.l4 on
Pd6H2 and Pd4H2. Although they employed two separate energy funtionals, and
allowed for expansion of the Pd lattice they found no evidence for an increased HH
binding energy over free H2. The claim that the binding energy of HH is weakened
with a palladium lattice was again supported by Christensen et al.,l5 who carried out
calculations within the local-density approximation for H2 in a homogenous electron
gas.
Halley and Valles16 carried out molecular dynamics simulations on PdDn with n
= 1,3,4
and 5 in a static fcc lattice of 108 Pd atoms with periodic boundary conditions.
Using D-D and Pd-D potentials fit to experimental data, their simulations predicted a
low fusion rate on the order of 10-5091.
In Section II, we investigate a model interaction potential which, for certain
ranges of parameters, gives rise to an enhanced DD+ fusion rate. Then, in Section Ill
we use ab initio methods to look for states of De trapped within a palladium octahedral
hole which might give rise to a V'(R) similar to the model potential investigated in
Section 11. In Section IV a summary and discussion are presented.
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II. Calculated Fusion Rate for Model DD Intermolecular Potentials

In this section we illustrate how an alteration of the DD intermolecular potential
affects the DD fusion rate. These simulations have been carried out1' for the following
situations:
1. Collision energies from 300 OK, through 1 KeV, to 1 MeV. These energies relate to
the CF and conventional fusion regimes as well as to that of the D (D20)n cluster-ion
fusion observed by Brookhaven workers.18
2. For potentials V(R) consisting of a repulsive Coulomb term e2/R plus an attractive
potential Vel(R) appropriate to binding by two negative fermions such as D2.

3. For a model attractive potential V'(R), designed to simulate, in a parameterized
fashion, the binding that might exist within a metallic lattice. This potential V'(R) = e*/R
+ mVei(mR) is given in terms of the bare D+-D+ Coulomb repulsion plus an energy that
is more attractive (i.e., negative) at any R than VeI(R).
The model attractive potential mVel(mR) used in this work ranges from m times
the energy of He at R = 0.0 to m times that of D + D at R =
The parameter m
describes the enhancement in the attractive potential compared to that of D2.
00.

In Figures 1 and 2 are depicted the components e2/R, mVel(mR), as well as the
total V'(R), and a centrifugal potential I(l+l).tT2/2pR2for I = 1 for the m = 1 and m = 10
cases. In the numerical simulations a collision energy E, together with V'(R), determine
the turning point R* at which tunneling toward the united nucleus begins. It should be
emphasized that the resulting tunneling probabilities are much higher for such
"collisional" processes than for bound vibrational states. For bound states, the energy
E lies below the asymptote of V'(R) as a result of which the turning point R* is
significantly larger than for the collisional events considered here. We choose to
examine collisional processes because they more correctly represent the CF and ioncluster experiments toward which these simulations are aimed.
In Figure 3, we show how the fusion rate for DD varies with collision energy E
electronic environment parameterized by the quantity m. The value rn = 10 yields DD
fusion rates at collision energies characteristic of 300°K needed to be consistent9 with
the "excess heat" of reference 1. For m-values between m = 1 and m = 10, the rates
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vary over many orders of magnitude from a relatively narrow range of energies
between 1 eV and 100 eV. Moreover, for energies below approximately 500 eV, the
fusion rate varies by many orders of magnitude as the binding strength parameter (m)
ranges from 1 to 10. These data suggest that fusion rates are extremely strong
functions of collisional kinetic energy and electronic environment.
111. Electronic structure calculations

In the following sections, we consider the ab initio evaluation of V'(R) for DD
interaction within a palladium octahedral hole and with Pd3.
A. Method and Systems Studied

-

Choice of basis sets All of the calculations presented are of the ab initio
SCF level. For most of the systems studied the choice of basis sets was as follows: for
palladium, the (1s,l p,ld) Hay and Wadt ten electron pseudopotential basis with
relativistic corrections;20 for deuterium, the (6-3119") Pople basis.21-22 For our study
of Pd3D2 we chose to use the (2s,2p,2d) double zeta Hay and Wadt ten electron
pseudopotential basis with relativistic corrections.20 These calculations were
performed using the MESS Kit (Molecular Electronic Structure Kit) software
modules .24

-

Systems studied The molecular systems studied in this work are PdD,
Pd2D2, Pd3D2 and Pd&. PdD was chosen for study to assess the quality of our basis
set. Pd2D2 provided insight into the elementary interactions between palladium and
the D2 molecule. Pd6D2 was studied to model the nearest neighbor interactions
between the nuclei of two deuterium found within an octahedral hole of solid
palladium. The system Pd3D2 was chosen to model the interaction of two deuteriums
approaching each other from opposite sides of the (111) surface of the palladium
lattice.
DD cohesion energy

- We define the DD intermolecular potential, V'(R) by:

where E(PdmDn) is the total energy of the palladium lattice plus deuterium atoms,
E(Pdm) is the energy of the palladium lattice, and E(D) is the energy of one deuterium
atom. V'(R) is also known as the negative of the cohesion energy.12 In this work rn =
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1,2,3,6 and n = 1,2. The cohesion energy may be thought of as the free, or gas phase,
D2 interaction energy plus the perturbation to this interaction energy brought about by
the presence of palladium atoms.
Counterpoise23 corrections were included for the PdD, Pd2D2 calculations and
for the lowest singlet states of the Pd& systems. Counterpoise corrections were not
included for the Pd&
electronic excited states because, in lieu of carrying out
intractable multiconfiguration calculations on the systems studied, it is not obvious
what the dissociation products of the Pd6D2 electronic excited states are. On the other
hand, we have assumed that as the DD internuclear distance, R, goes to infinity that,
the lowest singlet state of the Pd& system dissociates to the closed shell ground
electronic state of Pd6 and the ground state of two deuterium atoms. This assumption
enabled us to carry out counterpoise corrections for our lowest singlet state
calculations. For Pd3D2 we used a double zeta basis set, which reduced the error from
basis set superposition to a relatively small value of a few hundredths of an electron
volt. Consequently, no counterpoise correction was applied to this system.
Counterpoise corrections were made to E(Pdm), but not to E(D). This is
because, at the level of calculation employed, the energy of the deuterium atom is
-0.4998 atomic units. Therefore, basis set superposition error of the deuterium atom
could at most account for 0.0002 atomic units of energy (approximately 0.005 eV),
which is not significant for our purposes.
B. Results
1. PdH

To assess the quality of our basis and the level of calculation, we compare our
calculation of the ground 2C+ state of PdH to the all-electron two-configuration MCSCF
nonrelativistic calculations of Bagus and Bjorkman of the same state;25 to the
complete active space/first-order configuration interaction followed by relativistic
configuration interaction calculations (RCI) on the 2&T2 state carried out by
Balasubramanian et al.;26 and to spectroscopic experimental results.27 To be
consistent with the above sources we enforce the dissociated state of palladium to be
of lC(dlo) symmetry. In Table I our results and those cited above for the equilibrium
bond distance, Re, and the dissociation energy, De, of PdH are listed. The tabulated
values of Re and De indicate that the present method which employs pseudopotentials
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has closer agreement with relativistic calculations and experimental results than does
the all electron two configuration MCSCF. This somewhat fortuitous result indicates
that the present calculations should be judged acceptable.

The primary aim of our investigation is to search for an arrangement of
palladium atoms which might increase the cohesion energy between the deuterium
atoms at short DD distances. Such an arrangement would decrease the classical
turning point, R*, and thus allow for greater tunneling than in free hydrogen, (or D2).
To simplify the problem, we start with a DD pair with a bond length fixed at R =
0.6 au. For free D2 the Born-Oppenheimer potential at this distance is repulsive. We
next consider two geometries with the palladium atoms equidistant from the center of
the D-D bond. In the collinear arrangement the D atoms lie along the D-D bond axis,
(Doohsymmetry). In the transverse configuration the palladiums are at right angles to
the D-D bond, (D2h symmetry). We then calculated the DD intermoleuclar potential as
a function of the distance RpdD between the deuterium and the nearest neighbor
palladium.
For the collinear geometry, the electronic state of Pd2D2 and the reference
lattice, Pd2, which include deuterium atom ghost functions was of 1x6 symmetry. For
the transverse geometry the electronic states of both Pd2D2 and the reference lattice
were of 'Ag.
The results, which are plotted in Figure 4,show clearly that at no distance do
the two palladiums lower the cohesive energy relative to the cohesive energy of free
D2. The effect of the palladiums only serves to create a greater repulsion between the
deuterium atoms.

Ground singlet states of Pd6D2 - We chose three different geometries to
study the ground electronic state of DD pair trapped within an octahedral hole. The
lattice constant of the fcc structure was taken to be 7.35au to match the experimentally
determined value.28 The deuteriums were allowed to approach each other along
either the (loo), (110),or ( 1 1 1 ) directions. For the (loo), (110)and ( 1 1 1 ) DD pair
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orientations we studied the closed shell ' A I g l 'Ag, and l A l g electronic states,
respectively.
We calculated the reference lattice energy, E(Pd6) appearing in Eq. (1) in the
closed shell 1A state.29 For bulk palladium, energy band calculations give valence d
populations of 9.63.30To approximate this large population, we chose the symmetry of
the molecular orbitals composing the single SCF Slater determinant, so as to
correspond to the thirty symmetry adapted basis functions arising from linear
combinations of the five d functions centered on each Pd atom in the lattice.
We tested this assignment of the orbital symmetries for the lowest energy singlet
configuration by calculating the SCF energy and wavefunction without explicit use of
symmetry, (i.e. the SCF algorithm assumed C1 symmetry for the cluster).
For the Pd6D2 we used the molecular orbital symmetry assignments for the
lattice, which was described in the preceding paragraphs, and also included one extra
doubly occupied orbital which transforms according to the completely symmetric
representation. Correctness of the resulting electronic configuration was again tested
via a parallel C1 calculation.
The intermolecular potentials of the Pd& clusters in their lowest singlet states
as a functions of DD internuclear distance are shown in Figure 5. This figure is
essentially the same as Figure 1 which appears in the work by Dunlap et al.14 in which
local density functional theory was used to study the same system. At large DD
internuclear separation, the cohesion energies in all three orientations is greater than
the cohesion energy of free D2. This is consistent with our knowledge that palladium
metal is able to absorb large amounts of hydrogen, and that saturated palladium has
less than one (approximately 0.6)hydrogen atoms per octahedral hole. That is, as
long as the hydrogens are far enough apart, they are energetically more stable within
the lattice than free and bound to each other. In the (100)direction the intermolecular
potential reveals a minimum at 1.7 fO.l au. This is in agreement with Sun and
Tomanek's'2 result in which they obtained a minimum at 1.76au.
Although it is dissociative, the path of least resistance at long distances (R 7 2.9
au) is along the ( 1 1 1 ) direction. This result is in accord with molecular dynamic
~imuIations,3~-32
which show that the favored path for diffusion of hydrogen in
palladium is from octahedral to tetrahedral to octahedral site. (The octahedral to
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tetrahedral path is in the (111) direction.) However, we observe that the value of R* for
free D2 is less than the value of R* for all three of the systems studied which include
palladium atoms.
Intermediate calculations showed that if the counterpoise corrections were not
included one would have quite contrary results. That is, one would observe that the
lattice-deuterium system was conducive to allowing deuteriums to approach closer
together than in the free D2 case. However, the BSSE is quite large - on the order of 2
eV.33
In Figures 6 through 8 we have plotted orbital energies as a function of DO
internuclear distance, R, of the (100), (1 lo), and (111) lines of DD approach. There are
several salient features common to each of these figures. First, the lowest lying
molecular orbital has dominant atomic orbital (AO) contributions from the 1sD+1s~
orbitals centered on the deuteriums. This is like the bonding CT molecular orbital in free
D2. The orbital of next lowest energy is dominated by the linear combination of AOs,
1 , ~- 1,~. This is like the antibonding CT+ LUMO in free D2. However, in this case the
orbital is doubly occupied, and so in a local picture of the D2 molecule inside of the
Pd6 lattice one could say that the D2 has a bond order of zero. As the DD bond length
is decreased the energies of the "o"and "o*"orbitals diverge rapidly, and the "ol'orbital
drops at a precipitous rate. At very short distances (e.9. R 2 0.6 au) the "cT*" orbital
begins to cross into the Pd lattice band.34 Interestingly, the LUMO in all cases shown
is of the same symmetry as the "o*"molecular orbital. Above the LUMO in energy, lies
an orbital whose dominant A 0 contribution is from 2sD + 2sD. While the other virtual
orbitals are increasing in energy as R decreases, the energy of this particular virtual
orbital decreases monotonically. At very short distances, (R 2 0.2 au), this orbital's
energy decreases so much that it eventually becomes the LUMO.

Triplet electronic states of Pd& - It is possible that there exists excited
states which will allow the DD pair in the octahedral hole to approach closer together
than in free D2. For this investigation we chose to limit our study to the (100) and (1 11)
orientations of the DD pair. We will consider two classes of triplet states. The first
arises from excitations of a single electron from the HOMO to the LUMO. For the (100)
and (111) orientation these are states of 3Alu and 3Blg symmetry, respectively. These
states were chosen simply because they are energetically easily accessible.
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A second class of triplet states involves excitation from the HOMO to the virtual
orbital dominated by the 2,D + 2D
,
combination of AOs. For the (100) and (111)
orientation these are states of 3Blg and 3A2g symmetry, respectively. For both of these
states the electron is excited to an orbital possessing a l g symmetry. These states are
attractive to our investigation for two reasons. First, at short DD distances the virtual
a l g orbitals in question become the LUMOs, so that for small R it should be least
energetically expensive to excite an electrons to these states. Second, investigation of
the shape of these molecular orbitals suggests that they have qualities conducive to
screening of the D+D+ interaction. Figure 9 is a cartoon which describes the
orientation of the hybridized orbitals for these two a l g orbitals in question. In both
cases one sees that there is a buildup of the electronic density between the two
deuteriums, and a node in the density between the palladium lattice and the
deuteriums. The increased density between the deuterium nuclei should provide
shielding to the D+D+ Coulombic interaction. By exciting an electron to the bonding
a l g orbital we improve the DD "bond order" from zero to one half.
The intermolecular potentials as a function of R for the above mentioned excited
states are shown in Figure 10. For the (100) orientation of the DD pair much of what
we expected can be observed in these figures. At large values of R the excited state
which arise from excitation to the azU LUMO has a greater DD cohesion energy than
those excited states resulting from a promotion of an electron to the bonding alg virtual
orbital. As R decreases this discrepancy in energy is reduced - this is expected as we
have seen that the a l g orbital energy declines as the DD distance is shortened. This
trend continues until at very short distances (not shown in the figure due to limitations
on the scale and the resolving power of the graph) the intermolecular potential of the
3Blg state becomes lower in energy than 382" state. For the (111) orientation of the
DD pair, the cohesion energy of the "bonding" 3Azg state is, surprisingly, everywhere
greater than the 3Alu state.
For the (111) orientation of the DD pair no minima are observed for either triplet
state. No minimum was observed for the (111) orientation of the DD pair in the ground
singlet state either. For the 3Bzu state of the cluster with DD pair oriented in the (100)
direction a minimum appears at 1.7 au, which is the same internuclear distance
obtained for the singlet state. The 3Blg state shows a minimum at 1.5 au. This bond
length shortening relative to the singlet state may be a result of the screening of the
nuclei from the electron in the a l g orbital discussed above.
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Even though in the (100) case we were able to screen the nuclei, so as to
reduce the DD bond length, the total energy of the excited state is significantly higher.
Therefore, at a given energy for the colliding deuteriums, the classical turning point for
the excited states maintains the deuteriums further apart than the classical turning
point of the ground state.
4. Pd6 lattice distortions

In the following two sections we consider states of the Pd& system in which
the palladium lattice has been distorted. Of course, lattice distortions should be kept
within reasonable thermodynamic accessibility. From Figure 4 in a paper on molecular
dynamics simulations of hydrogen in palladium by Gillan, we estimate that the root
mean square dispacement of the palladium lattice is approximately 0.2 au.32 Lattice
displacements of Pd much greater than 0.2 au are presented mainly for theoretical
curiosity. Also, since pseudopotentials have been employed in these calculations, the
distortions must be such that the outer electron density on one atom does not
penetrate too deeply into the core of a neighboring palladium atom. We tested the
pseudopotential for Pd2 and found that the electronic energy was well behaved when
the palladium to palladium distance was greater than 2 au. We also tested the basis
for PdD and found that the basis worked well when the palladium to deuterium
distance was greater than 1.5 au. None of the systems presented below had
geometries which transgressed these boundaries.

Static lattice distortion - We have investigated normal mode displacements
of the lattice palladiums. In particular, we have studied the breathing mode of the
lattice, (a mode in which each of the palladiums is displaced equally towards the
center of the octahedral hole), and the asymmetric stretching mode, (a mode in which
four palladiums contained in a plane are moved toward the center of the octahedral
hole, and the remaining two palladiums atoms are displaced an equal distance away
from the center of the octahedral hole, and vice versa). The (100) and (1 11)
orientations of DD pair were considered in both singlet and triplet electronic states.
These distortions are held fixed in time as the DD pair approach each other, so we
refer to it as a "static lattice distortion".
For brevity, we present only three representative results. In Figure 11 are shown
the singlet state intermolecular potentials for the DD pair in the (111) orientation in
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which each of the palladium atoms has undergone a breathing mode displacement of
either 0.2, 0.4 or 0.8 atomic units. One should notice that the cohesion energy is
everywhere negative. That is, the palladium lattice with deuterium atoms infinitely far
away is more stable than any possible arrangement of DD within the lattice. This result
held for all the lattice distortions investigated. This does not mean that such a
geometrical arrangement is impossible, however. In fact, the existence of a minimum
at about 1.2 au in all three cases indicates that should DD pair be found in such a state
there is an sizeable activation barrier to freeing the deuteriums from within the
octahedral hole. It has already been shown that if the deuteriums are far enough apart
in the undistorted octahedral hole, containment is energetically stable. So, if by some
catastrophe a region of the lattice were to be quickly distorted the deuteriums might be
found trapped within just such a distorted octahedral hole, regardless of
thermodynamic instability.
In agreement with the local density calculations of Wang et al., these
calculations suggest that significant bonding may be occurring between the
deuteriums and their nearest neighbor palladium atoms. From the point of view of a
single deuterium atom in the Pd6D2 molecule, bonding may occur with the
neighboring deuterium or with palladium atoms in the lattice. The bond strength of
PdD is not negligible compared to that of De. Our SCF study gave a dissociation
energy of 2.9 eV for PdD, which is comparable with the D2 dissociation energy of 4.75
eV.
One can make an educated guess as to what the equilibrium geometry of
bound states of the Pd6D2 cluster should be with respect to the position of the
deuteriums. Based on the two-body interaction energies of DD and PdD one would
predict the geometrical minimum should be one such that the distance from deuterium
to its nearest neighbor palladium, RpdD, is as close as possible to the equilibrium bond
length of PdD, and the DD separation, R, is close to the equilibrium bond length of free
D2.

For the lattice deformations of 0.2 au and 0.4 au the equilibrium value of the
deuterium to nearest neighbor palladium distance, RpdD, is 2.8 au and 3.0 au,
respectively. These values are comparable to the equilibrium bond length of 3.0 au
recorded earlier for PdD. By comparison RPdD for the 0.8 au breathing mode distortion
is geometrically restricted to be less than 2.85 au - this distance being possible only
when both deuteriums are situated exactly at the center of the octahedral hole.
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Instead, for the 0.8 au distortion, the need to keep the deuteriums far enough apart to
avoid strong nuclear repulsion of the deuterons forced RpdD = 2.5 au - an energetically
less favorable position with respect to the three nearest neighbor palladium to
deuterium two-body interactions. These observations explain why the cohesion
energy found for the 0.8 au distortion is so much weaker than for the 0.2 au or 0.4 au
breathing mode distortions.

-

Dynamic lattice distortion In the previous section we saw that the DD pair
appeared to be most stable in the octahedral hole when RpdD had values near 3.0 au,
the equilibrium bond length obtained for PdD. Additionally, in our study of the Pd6D2
ground state with the DD pair oriented in the (100) direction, we discovered a
minimum in the DD intermolecular potential at R = 2.8 au. This corresponds to a value
of RpdD equal to 2.8 au. And for the corresponding 3Blg excited state calculation the
deuterium to nearest neighbor palladium distance was discovered to be 2.9 au.
These observations motivated the next series of calculations in which we
moved the deuterium atoms closer together, and at the same time distorted the lattice
so as to maintain the "optimal" value of RpdD. The interaction we wanted to model
resembled that of a nut and nutcracker - the DD pair being the nut and the moving
palladium lattice resembling the nutcracker. Since the lattice distorts in time as the DD
pair approach each other we refer to this as a "dynamic lattice distortion."
In practice, we moved the two palladiums which lie on the (100) line towards the
center of the octahedron while moving two deuteriums in concert along this same line.
For the triplet state, we maintained the deuterium-to-moving-palladium-distance fixed
at 2.9 au, and for the singlet state this distance was held fixed at 2.8 atomic units.
These distances were chosen so as to coincide with the equilibrium RpdD values
obtained for the triplet and singlet Pd& calculations discussed above. The cohesion
energy was determined by calculating the lattice energy at each new geometry as the
DD pair were brought together.
The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 12. The potential energy
curves for these model systems shows no sign of increasing the D-D fusion probability.
At any given energy the classical turning points are such as to maintain the deuteriums
further apart than they would be able to approach in free D2. A weak attractive
minimum is seen at a D-D separation of 2.0 atomic units for the triplet state, and no
minimum is present for the singlet state.
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Electron Density of Pd& - A study of the one-electron density of a
representive state of the Pd6D2 system may shed some additional light onto some of
the results and observations of previous sections. Figure 13 shows the total oneelectron density35 of the ' A l g Pd6D2 system with the deuterium atoms aligned in the
(100) direction. The deuteriums are separated by 1.7 au - the energetic minimum.
One sees from the figure that there is a fragmentary nature to the cluster. That is,
there is a shared electron density between two PdD fragments, whereas the other Pd
atoms in the system appear not to share as much electron density with the DD pair.
Figure 14 shows a one-electron deformation density of the same system
described in the preceding paragraph in which the density of the Pd6 lattice, and the
density of two D atoms has been subtracted from the total Pd6D2 density. This
deformation should reveal changes in the electron density brought about by D.-D
and Pd-D interactions. One sees from the buildup of density between the deuteron
nuclei that this state should be conducive to a bonding situation for the DD pair. This is
the case, since we are at a local energetic minimum. One also sees from the figure that
there is a lobe-shaped decrease of electron density near each palladium, interior to
the octahedral hole. This depletion of density de-shields the palladium atom from the
deuterium nucleus, and may explain why the dynamic and static lattice distortion
expe riments we re unsuccessfuI.
Figure 15 shows a deformation density in which we have subtracted the
electron density of the lattice and the D2 molecule from the total electron density of
Figure 13. This deformation density should indicate the effect the palladium lattice has
on the bonding of the DD pair trapped in the octahedral hole - particularly with regard
to the observance of any electronic screening or de-screening of the DD interaction.
The depletion of density between the deuterium atoms indicates that the palladium
lattice does in fact de-screen the DD interaction. This result is consistent with our
above findings that the energetics of the DD interaction has a harder barrier than free
D2 in the presence of the palladium lattice.
5. Singlet and triplet electronic states of Pd3D2

Finally, we look at the molecule Pd3D2 in which the Pd3 moiety forms an
equilateral triangle with the same palladium to palladium distance as in the triangular
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face of an octahedral hole. The deuteriums are made to approach each other on a line
normal to, and through the center of the triangular face.
This system is attractive for study from a fusion perspective for more than one
reason. First, this trajectory is likely to be very probable for arranging two deuteriums in
close proximity within the bulk palladium. As mentioned earlier, previous studies have
shown that hydrogen hops from octahedral to tetrahedral to octahedral sites as they
diffuse through the palladium lattice. This system models the DD interaction which
arises when one deuterium resides in an octahedral hole, the second deuterium
resides in a neighboring tetrahedral hole, and the two deuteriums simultaneously
move toward each others site. Furthermore, if one is looking for a mechanism whereby
electron density from the lattice might screen DD interactions, this is a good one.
Whereas, in the Pd6D2 study the deuteriums were moving away from nearest neighbor
palladiums as they approached each other, the opposite is true for Pd3D2. As the
deuteriums approach each other they come closer to the shared electron density of the
Pd3 triangular face. Finally, this system also models the behavior of a deuterium
approaching the (1 11) surface of the metal with a second deuterium already absorbed
beneath the first layer of palladium atoms.
The lowest singlet electronic structure of the Pd3D2 system exhibited many
similarities to the lowest singlets state of Pd& . The symmetry of the system is D3h. it
was found that the occupied orbital of lowest energy was dominated by contributions
from the bonding 1 sD+1 s~ atomic orbitals. The second lowest occupied molecular
orbital was dominated by the antibonding combination of 1s orbitals centered on each
deuterium. As with Pd& the remaining occupied orbitals formed a band, and there
was a one-to-one correspondence between the symmetries of the orbitals in the band
and those orbitals in the set of symmetry adapted d functions centered on each of the
three palladiums. The symmetry of the HOMO was a,; and the symmetry of the LUMO
was e'. A few tenths of an electron volt higher in energy than the LUMO resided an a i
virtual orbital dominated by 2sD+2sD atomic orbital contributions. The energy of this
orbital decreased with decreasing DD separation.
We investigated both the lowest singlet state, and an 3A; excited state which
resulted from the promotion of an electron from the a; HOMO to the 2sD+2sD ai virtual.
These results are shown in Figure 16. For the singlet state, at a DD separation of 2.0
au, the DD cohesion energy is greater than for free D2 by more than one electron volt.
Even the 3A; excited state has a slightly positive value of the cohesion energy at large
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DD separation. Once again though, at short distance the intermolecular potential
indicates a longer classical turning point for the DD interaction than in free D2.

Pd3Di - As an alternative to occupying the 2sD+2sD a; virtual with an electron
promoted in energy from the HOMO, we considered the investigation of the 2Ai Pd3Di
state in which the anion is formed by occupying the bonding a; with an extra electron.
These calculations were designed to simulate fluctuations in the local electronic
environment in which excess electron density moves in the neighborhood of the DD
pair. The basis set was improved, so as to include an extra set of d-functions whose
orbital exponent were equal to one-half the value of the smallest exponent in the Hay
and Wadt double zeta basis set.
At the SCF level we discovered that the 2 A i anion state is approximately 0.5eV
higher in energy than the ' A i parent, and hence is electronically unstable. A
calculation which included correlation might show the Pd3Di anion to be stable with
respect to the neutral. However, for our purposes the correlation energy would also
have to raise the anion's cohesion energy several eV higher than the neutral's
cohesion energy to support fusion at room temperatures. This being an unlikely
outcome, we did not attempt such an expensive calculation.
IV. Summary and Discussion

Model intermolecular potentials have shown that if the DD interaction potential
is substantially modified, presumably through electronic screening by the palladium
lattice of neighboring deuteriums, then DD fusion rates at low temperatures consistent
with those reported for CF are possible. We have investigated palladium-deuterium
systems in an effort to find a palladium-deuterium interaction which might give rise to
such an intermolecular potential. Our investigation, guided in part by chemical
intuition, included a variety of singlet and triplet electronic states, anions and neutrals,
with and without lattice deformations. We found no systems which gave a satisfactory
modified intermolecular potential. For the arrangement of two deuteriums occupying
the same octahedral hole it appears that the hypothesis that the electron density from
the palladium lattice might screen the DD interaction is unlikely. This study suggests
the opposite. Namely, the palladium-deuterium bonding interactions in the octahedral
hole results in a buildup of electron density between the the palladium and deuterium
atoms and a subsequent depletion of density between deuteriums. As we have seen
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this de-screening of the DD interaction results in an intermolecular potential with a
harder” repuIsive wal I.
”

For the systems studied we found that simple DD fusion enhanced by lattice
screening of deuterium atom interaction is not a likely mechanism. Of course, there are
many more electronic states which could be investigated. Based on the previous work
of others in this field, it is not obvious to us which, if any, of the manifold of excited
states would be most likely to promote DD fusion. Other lattice deformations might be
considered as well. There are, however, only so many distinct ways to stretch a bond,
and our preliminary studies of Pd2D2 indicated that any palladium-deuterium
interaction will result in a less favorable rate of fusion.
One might consider the effect of adding additional deuteriums into neighboring
octahedral holes to more closely mimick the behavior of the bulk palladium deuterium
system. Preliminary investigations of these systems indicate still more negative results
with respect to the screening of the DD Coulombic repulsion energy.
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Figure 9:

a) Virtual alg orbital for the Pd& cluster with D2 oriented in the (100)
direction; b) Virtual alg orbital for the Pd& cluster with D2 oriented in the
(1 11) direction .
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Figure 14: Density of Pd6D2 minus the density of Pd6 and two D atoms. The
geometry and electronic state are described in Figure 13. Contour levels: 0.08 to -0.01 x 0.01 ; and 0.01 to 0.05 x 0.01.
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Equillibrium bond lengths and dissociation energies obtained for PdH.
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Abstract
Fusion rates for several hydrogen isotopes are computed within the BornOppenheimer approximation for collision energies ranging from 1 MeV to "room
temperature", for various collisional angular momenta, and for various attractive
interaction potentials. These potentials characterize binding of the two fusing nuclei
by one or two negative fermions with masses ranging from the electron mass me to
200 me. Trends in the fusion rates thereby obtained as functions of collision energy,
angular momentum, and binding fermion mass are analyzed. Two proposals put forth
to rationalize how cold fusion might be taking place, one involving 4He formation the
other producing tritium, are analyzed in terms of the fusion rates computed here and in
light of available experimental data. Both models are found to have difficulties, but the
tritium-forming model seems to be more plausible based on what is known
experimentally.
I. Introduction

The prospect of "cold fusion" carried out in Pd lattices has caused much
excitement and debate in the scientific world. The resolution of this matter depends on
careful experimental verification or refutation of the essential elements of the
Fleischmann, Pons, and Hawkins claims' of excess heat. However, because theory
guides the manner in which scientists view the plethora of data that is being generated
in numerous laboratories (and basements) throughout the world, we felt it useful to
summarize the results of certain model calculations that have been and still are being
used to explore the possibility that fusion may be taking place. It is our hope that
careful scrutiny of these models may suggest, to us or to others, alternative processes
that may have been overlooked to date.
In this manuscript, we report results of fusion rates (in sec-1 per fusing pair of
nuclei) that we have obtained by numerically integrating the Born-Oppenheimer
Schrodinger equation for the relative radial motion of two nuclei with respect to one
another. These calculations have been carried out for the following situations:
1. At relative collision energies appropriate to 300°K, 1 KeV, and 1 MeV. This

collisional model is more appropriate to high-energy scattering experiments and to the
nuclei as they are thought to exist in the Pd lattice; a bound-state treatment would be
more representative of the muon-catalyzed situation*. We have indeed performed
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such bound-state calculations and compared our results those of Monkhorst et al.2 to
verify our computational methods, but such results will not be further discussed here
because they do not pertain to the collisional phenomena thought to be taking place in
the Pd lattice.
2. For collisional (or rotational, for the bound vibrational states) angular momenta of

0 4 , lk., ...1W.
These calculations are designed to examine the penetration of
coulomb-plus-centrifugal barriers, either on the entrance channel during fusion or on
the exit channel as the united-nucleus undergoes fragmentation.
3. For attractive electronic potentials appropriate to binding by one or two negative
fermions (e.g., for both D2+ and D2). The electronic environment between the two
nuclei in the lattice is not entirely characterized; hence, it is important to examine all
reasonable possibiIit ies.
4. For negative-fermion masses equal to 1, 10, and 200 times the electron mass me. In
the muon-catalyzed situation, one has a single muon with m 200 me holding the two

nuclei together. Earlier work from this and other laboratories has shown that to
achieve a net rate of D-D fusion consistent with the claimed heat output of ref. (1)
requires m = 10 me within a model in which a single "heavy fermion" gives rise to the
attractive interactions between the two D+ nuclei.

II. Findings
A. Calculated Rates of Fusion

The methods used to carry out the solution of the requisite Schrodinger
equation and to calculate the fusion rates are described in Appendix A. Briefly, the rate
of fusion is expressed3 in terms of the square of the relative-motion radial
wavefunction F at a distance of r = 3 xIO-5 A (denoted F(0)) and the so-called A-factor
(in A3 sec-I) characteristic of each nuclear pair:
rate (sec- 1) = A IF(O)/rl2 /4x.

(1)

The dependence of the rates thereby obtained on the value chosen for the nuclear
radius r is discussed in Appendix A, where justification for the value used here is also
given.
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This form of the rate expression is most appropriate for low-energy processes.
At higher energies, the fusion reaction cross sections, and hence the A-factors,
decrease with increasing energy E (A varies as E-”2 at high energies). We have
chosen to compute all fusion rates reported here within the framework appropriate to
low collision energies because of our primary interest in room-temperatures. Because
the A-factors employed here were determined by extrapolating to energies of 10-8 to
10-3 of 1 MeV, our 1 MeV fusion rates are too large by at most four orders of magnitude
(because of the E-’/* dependence of A). On the other hand, our radial wavefunctions
are treated properly, so if one has available information about the high-energy Afactors appropriate a particular reaction, our F(0) values could then be used to obtain
more accurate fusion rate estimates.
Collisions taking place with different angular momenta will experience different
couloumb-plus-centrifugal repulsive potentials and will have different A-factors. The
A-factors appropriate to L = 0 (s-wave) collisions are well known; those applying to L 2
1 collisions are not routinely available to the best of our knowledge. The results of
high-energy reactions must be carefully analyzed to extract the A-factors for L 2 1
processes, which are generally found to be considerably smaller than their s-wave
counterparts except at very high energy. Because such L 2 1 A-factors are not known
to us for all of the reactions and at all of the energies studied here, we have chosen to
compute fusion rates for all L-values in terms of one set (the s-wave) of A-factors.
Because L 2 1 A-factors are considerably smaller than their s-wave counterparts, the
rates we compute for L 2 1 therefore represent upper bounds to the correct fusion
rates. It should once again be emphasized that our radial wavefunctions F(0) are
treated correctly even for L 2 1, so more accurate fusion rates could be obtained from
our results by simple scaling if A-factors appropriate to L 2 1 were in hand.
With these cautions in mind, the results of our model calculations are detailed in
Tables 1-111. Table IA gives, for 1 MeV coilisions, the total fusion rates appropriate to
each nuclear pair studied for collisional angular momenta of L = 0 and L = 1. Also
displayed is the value of the radial wavefunction F(0) at 3 x l O - 5 A (the distance at
which the strong nuclear forces are assumed to take over). In Table IB, these rates
and F(0) values are extended, for DD+ fusion, to higher collisional angular momenta.
All of the results of Tables I pertain to the m = me case; results for m = 10 me and m =
200 me are identical to within a few percent at this high collision energy (i.e., the
nature of the attractive binding potential is unimportant at collision energies near or
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above the coulomb-plus-centrifugal barriers; at 3 xl O-5
KeV).

A, the coulomb potential is 480

The primary observations to be made concerning Tables I are:
1. As the angular momentum increases, the fusion rate decreases. The rate of
decrease at this collision energy is little more than one order of magnitude for each
increment in L for low-L, although the rate decrease is stronger for larger L. Stronger
decreases would, of course, be realized if one were to use the smaller A-factors
appropriate to L 2 1 collisions.
2. Because the amplitude of the wavefunction at 3 x1O-5 A is attenuated little by the
repulsive coulomb-plus-centrifugal barriers at these high energies, the absolute fusion
rates are high. Differences among nuclear pairs reflect primarily differences in their A-

factors (see Appendix A) rather than differences in tunneling probabilities because
tunneling is unimportant at such energies. It turns out that the fusion rates for low-L
are within two orders of magnitude of these high-energy asymptotes at 50 KeV and
within one order of magnitude by the time 200 KeV is reached. In Fig. 1, we show how
the fusion rate for DD+ varies with collision energy for fermion masses equal to me and
10 me; in both cases, there is a marked shift in rates over a relatively narrow range of
energies. For our purposes, it is useful to think of collisions above approximately 50
KeV as "high energy" since they result in rates near the asymptotic values; energies
below 1 eV for m = me (or 50 eV for m = lome) can be classified as "low" and energies
between these low energies and 50 KeV are "intermediate".
In Tables IIA-IID corresponding results are presented for intermediate-energy
collisions at 1 KeV. The following observations can be gleaned from this data:
1. At these collision energies, the nature of the attractive potential, as embodied in the
mass of the binding fermion, is important. The rates for m = 200 me are several orders
of magnitude higher than for m = me. The number of binding fermions per nuclear pair
(1 or 2) is still not very important.
2. As the collisional angular momentum increases, the fusion rate decreases. At lowL the rates decrease approximately three orders of magnitude for each increment in L;
at higher L-values, the rates decrease even more rapidly with increasing L. Such
effects are stronger than were observed in the high-energy cases. The attenuation
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would, of course, be even stronger if A-values appropriate to L 2 1 collisions were
employed.
3. The F(0) values clearly show attenuation by the coulomb-plus-centrifugal barrier;
the attenuation is strongest for m = me and least for m = 200 me. Even for m = 200 me,
the attenuation is sufficient to cause the absolute fusion rates to be five to nine orders
of magnitude less than the corresponding high-energy values; the m = me values are
another seven to ten orders of magnitude smaller. There are also appreciable isotope
effects that arise from different tunneling efficiencies for different isotopic masses.
In Tables IIIA-IIID the very low-energy 300°K rates are given. Here, one
observes that:
1. The mass of the binding fermion and the number of such fermions per fusing

nuclear pairs causes the fusion rates to vary by seventy-six orders of magnitude.
Electronic environmental effects are thus expected to have much larger influences on
"cold fusion" rates than on rates of fusion at "high" energies.
2. For low-L values, fusion rates decrease by approximately three orders of magnitude
for each increment in L, except for the m = 200 me case for which the fall-off with L is

stronger. At higher L values, the decrease is even more pronounced. Comparison
with the 1 MeV and 1 KeV findings shows that attenuation of L > 0 can be expected to
be significantly stronger at 300°K than at high energies.
3. Very strong attenuation of F(0) causes the absolute rates of fusion to be many
orders of magnitude smaller than in the 1 KeV case. Isotope mass effects are also
much more apparent at these lower collision energies.

B. The Reverse Reactions
In Fig. 2 the energy levels of the 4He nucleus as well as energies of various
related fragments are stipulated. We focus on the 4He nucleus because it serves as
the intermediate species in DD+ fusion, which is believed to be the most likely
candidate for fusion in the experiments of ref. (1). When examining the outcome of any
fusion process, it is important to know the rate of fusion, the rate of fragmentation back
to the original nuclei, the rates of fragmentation to other nuclei, and the rates of y-ray
or other emission processes.
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The rates of fragmentation back to the original nuclei can be estimated using
microscopic reversibility. To do so, the forward (fusion) rate is multiplied by the ratio of
collision frequencies for the fragmentation and fusion events. The collision frequencies
are computed as the relative speeds for the pair of nuclei divided by the distance over
which they must travel. The speeds are proportional to the square roots of the
respective kinetic energies. For the fusion step, the kinetic energy is the collisional
energy and the distance is taken as 2.86 A, the distance between the octahedral
holes4 in the Pd lattice. For fragmentation, the kinetic energy is much higher. We
estimate it as the total energy above the ground state of the 4He nucleus. This is
probably an underestimate, but because of the square-root energy dependence
appearing in the rate expression, our results are probably in error by less than one
order of magnitude. For the reverse process, the transit distance is 3 x 10-5 A, the
nuclear diameter.
As an example, consider the fragmentation of nascent 4He back to D+D in the
Pd lattice with m = 10 me fermions present, estimated via microscopic reversibility. For

300°K collisions, where the forward rate from Table 111.8 is 10-13 sec-1, the reverse rate
is:
rate= 10-13 {23.848/2.59 x 10-8}l/2{2.86/3 x 10-5) = 2.9 x

sec-I.

In contrast, at collision energies of 1 KeV and 1 MeV, where the fusion rates are
102 sec-1 and 1015 sec-l, respectively, the fragmentation rates computed in like
fashion are 1.4 x 109 sec-1 and 4.6 x 1020 sec-l, respectively. Thus, at low collision
energy, fragmentation back to the original nuclei can be ignored; however, at higher
collision energies, back fragmentation may compete with fragmentation to other nuclei
or with y - ray or other emissions.
The consequences of competitive back fragmentation can be understood by
considering the following kinetic model:
a. A + B = > C ; kf
b. C = > A + B ; kb
C.

C=>D;kp
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Here, kf and kb represent the fusion and back fragmentation rate constants and
kp denotes the rate constant for all processes leading to other products (e.g., y emission, fragmentation to other nuclei, etc). If the rate of formation of the intermediate
C nucleus is slow compared to its total loss rate, then C will exist in small steady-state
concentration given by:

and the total rate of production of products D will be:
d[D]/dt = [A] [B] kp kf/(kb + kp).

(4)

This is a general expression for product formation.
If the rate constant for back fragmentation is much smaller than kp, then the rate
of production of products reduces to:

d[D]/dt = [A] [B] kf;
here, the (slow) fusion rate is the rate limiting step and product formation depends on
kf. In contrast, if the rate of back fragmentation is faster than that of product formation
(kb>>kp), then
d[D]/dt = [A] [B] kp kf/kb.
In this case, product formation is proportional to the rate constant kp and the
"equiIibrium constant" kf/kb describing the fusion-back fragmentation reaction.
As will become clear from the information presented below, most of the
situations considered here are characteristic of the first case in which the rate of
product formation is governed by the slow fusion step. Only at high collision energies
do fusion rates become high enough to make the corresponding back-fragmentation
rates fast enough to compete with product formation.
The possibility of back fragmentation is also important to keep in mind when
extracting fusion A-factors from experimental measurements of the rate of formation of
fusion products. At collision energies for which back fragmentation can be ignored,
the rate of product formation (e.g., tritium and neutron formation for D+D fusion) is
indeed a measure of the D+D fusion rate. However, at high collision energies (e.g., 1
MeV where D+D fusion rates are 1015 sec-I), the rate of product formation is not a
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direct measure of the fusion rate constant. In carrying out the calculations reported
here, we assumed that the A-factors reported in the literature and used here have
been extracted from experimental measurements either at energies low enough to
guarantee that back-fragmentation is negligible or by using the full k, k$kb as the
effective rate constant to extract the A-factor appropriate to kf.
The above observations serve to help distinguish the expected behavior in
absolute fusion rates, the rates of reverse reactions, isotopic tunneling differences, Ldependence, and electronic environment dependence for collisions that occur at high,
intermediate, and low (room temperature to several eV) energies. With these data in
mind, we now turn attention to examination of several proposals that have been made
to "explain" cold fusion.
111. Possibilities for Cold Fusion

-

Consideration of Various Models

A. The 4He Formation Model

An earlier papers involving one of the authors invoked a mechanism in which:
1. DD+ fusion is accelerated to approximately 10-11 sec-1 through screening of the
coulomb repulsion by the electrons in the Pd lattice. This fusion rate is needed for the
model to be consistent with the claimed rate of excess heat generation of ref. (1).
2. The low collision energies characteristic of the Pd environment cause

predominantly L = 0 events to be involved (the above estimates of Tables I l l indicate
that L = 1 can contribute up to one part in one thousand).

3. Symmetry of the nuclear wavefunctions, combined with the L = 0 nature of the
dominant collision channel, conspire to preferentially populate even parity states of
4He.
4. These same parity and nuclear-symmetry considerations cause decay into n+3He or
3H+H to be slowed to an extent that

5. Radiationless relaxation of the even panty O+ state of 4He to the ground state of 4He
takes place. The radiationless relaxation rates were estimated5 to be 109 sec-1.

This model predicts that copious amounts of 4He should be found and that the
n+3He and 3H+H channels should be suppressed (perhaps entirely) to approximately
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equal extents (because both are equally symmetry restricted). An alternative to this
model617in which electron-positron pair production (at rates estimated to be 10l1 1015 sec-1) is used to carry away the excess energy yields qualitatively the same
predictions. It has also been speculated9 that, instead of "heavy fermions" in the Pd
lattice screening the coulomb repulsion between D+ ions, strong local electric fields of
= l o 1 0 V cm-1 at or near the electrode surface might accelerate D+ ions to kinetic
energies near 10 KeV and thereby facilitate the initial fusion step.
In any such model, the initial fusion step is slow (10-l1 sec-l). Back
fragmentation to D+D can be ignored compared to subsequent decay to ground state
4He. Decay to neutrons or to tritium, which would normally be expected to occur
quickly given the 3.2 to 4.0 MeV of excess internal energy, is slowed by symmetry
constraint s.
There are difficulties with these models. Decay to n+3He and 3H+H, although
perhaps symmetry-constrained on the L = 0 surface, could occur with L = 1, although
doing so would require collisional-orbital angular momentum recoupling. Rates of
fragmentation with L = 1 to 3H+H can be estimated using microscopic reversibility as
follows:
1. The fusion rate for 3H+H with L = 1 at 4.03 MeV is computed, using the methods
detailed in Appendix A, to be 4.52 x 1010 sec-1; on the L = 0 channel, the rate is 2.83 x
1011 sec-1. In these calculations, the s-wave A-factor appropriate to 3H+H => 4He + y

was used. This A-factor, which is assumed to have been obtained by measuring the
yield of y - radiation at low 3H+H collision energies where back-fragmentation is
unlikely, is the proper measure of the rate of s-wave combination (fusion) of 3H+H to
produce 4He.
2. The rate of the back-fragmentation reaction 4He => 3H+H + 4.03 MeV with L = 1 is
equal to this fusion rate multiplied by the ratio of collision frequencies for the
fragmentation and fusion events.
rate=4.52 x 1010 {23.848/4.03}1/2{2.86/3 x 10-5) = 1.05 x 1016 sec-1;
for L = 0, the corresponding back-fragmentation rate is 6.6 x 1016 sec-1.
Thus, unless the collisional-orbital angular momentum coupling is weak
enough to reduce this rate by several orders of magnitude, or unless the L = 1 A-factor
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is less than the s-wave A-factor employed here by seven orders of magnitude, tritium
formation would be expected to outstrip radiationless relaxation or electron-positron
pair formation to yield 4He. Neutrons would also be expected to be produced at rates
similar to those for tritium formation. To date, neutron production at such high rates
have not been realized, although there seems to have been5 some evidence from the
Pons laboratory of 4He formation.

B. The Tritium Formation Model
Given the recent reports of high rates of tritium production by the Texas A&M
gr0ups8~9,with correspondingly small neutron counts, another possibility comes to
mind:
1. During or very soon after the fusion of the two deuterons, 3.75 MeV of collisional
energy could be dissipated to the lattice (e.g., by radiationless transfer to the
surrounding electrons, by electron-positron pair formation, or by quadrupole y emission from the J = 2 component of the colliding D+D) to produce the O+ state of 4He
at 20.1 MeV. This is the only O+ excited state of 4He lying below the D+D asymptote.
As in the first model, back fragmentation to D+D is unlikely at these low collision
e nergies.
2. This even-parity O+ state could then either fragment to 3H+H (yielding up to 0.285
MeV of "heat" per event) or radiationlessly relax to 4He. Fragmentation to n+3He would
not be energetically possible once the 3.75 MeV of energy is lost in step #1 because
the 4He state at 20.1 MeV lies below n+SHe. The fragmentation to 3H+H might involve
the L = 1 channel if orbital-collisional angular momentum recoupling is required as
specified in ref. (5).
To examine the possibility of fragmentation of 4He at 20.1 MeV into 3H+H plus
285 KeV of energy, we again use microscopic reversibility:
1. The fusion rate for 3H+H => 4He at a collision energy of 285 KeV was computed, as

detailed in Appendix A, to be 1.5 x 1010 sec-1 for L = 0 and 1.5 xlO8 sec-1 for L = 1.
These rates were found to be independent of the effective mass of the binding ferrnion.
2. Microscopic reversibility then gives the rate of the fragmentation reaction from the
20.1 MeV state of 4He as
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rate =1.5 x 1010 sec-1 (20.1/0.285}1/2{2.86/3 x l 0-5)= 1.2 x 1016 sec-1
for L = 0; the corresponding rate for L = 1 is 1.2 x 1014 sec-1. Once again, unless
collisional-orbital angular momentum mixing is weak enough to substantially reduce
this rate, fragmentation to produce tritium is expected to be faster than relaxation to
ground state 4He.
This model predicts that tritium should be formed in amounts related to the heat
output (between 0.285 MeV and 4.03 MeV of heat could be generated per 3H), that
little neutrons or 4He should be formed, and that particles or radiation in the 3.75 MeV
range should be ejected as the O+ state is formed in step #1 (some fraction of whose
kinetic energy might be converted to heat). The primary difficulty with this model lies in
identifying the mechanism by which the first 3.75 MeV of "excess" energy is dissipated.
IV. Summary

In this paper, fusion rates for various collisional angular momenta, collision
energies, and binding-fermion masses have been computed within the BornOppenheimer approximation. Possibilities of subsequent back-fragmentation and
fragmentation to produce other nuclei have been examined via microscopic
reversibility. Models for cold fusion which predominantly involve either 4He or tritium
formation have been examined; each is found to have weaknesses that are thus far
unresolved. Given the recent data that seem to indicate the presence of tritium in the
D20 solution external to the Pd electrode, the latter model must be favored at this date.
The tendency10 of cells that are claimed to produce excess heat to undergo "bursts" of
very strong heating followed by rather quiescent periods is not explained within either
of these models. The analyses presented here are not, of course, able to resolve the
many issues and questions surrounding "cold fusion". They can, we feel, help us and
other scientists think critically and imaginatively about possible interpretations of the
available data.
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Appendix A
1.

Numerical Solution of the Radial Schrodinger Equation

Our calculations have been performed in the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. The radial Schrodinger equation for the relative motion of two nuclei
having mass p has the form

(W /2p)d2F/dR2 + U (R) F = E F.

(A11

In the above equation F/R is the radial wavefunction, E is the total energy and U is the
potential for the nuclear motion. We have used the following nuclear massesll: M, =
1836.1527, Md = 3670.4806 and Mt = 5496.918 in performing those calculations. The
U(R) potential contains electronic, nuclear repulsion and angular momentum
components :

where L is the angular momentum quantum number. In the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, an electronic energy surface scales with the mass of binding negative
fermion as

where Uel is the electronic energy calculated for electrons and m is the ratio between
the mass of the fermion involved and the electron mass.
The Uel(R) potential for the hydrogen molecule was taken from ref. (12) and
supplemented (for R = 0.0) with the Pekeris result’3 for the ground state of the helium
atom. This resulted in a potential curve constructed with 56 points in the range 0.0 A 6.350 8. For the H2+ molecule we calculated the electronic energy in a range
0.529177 x
A to 9.5 A using an even tempered 17s5p3d basis set with a
geometrical progression factor equal to 2.0, and the smallest exponents 0.05, 0.1 25,
0.25 for s, p and d, respectively. For R = 0.0 A the exact non-relativistic He+ energy
was included. This resulted in a potential curve constructed with 68 points in the
range 0.0 A - 9.5 A. The electronic energy potentials have been interpolated using the
third-order cubic spline method. In the long-range region (R > 6.35 A for H2 and R >
9.5 A for H2+) the sum of the nuclear repulsion and electronic potentials was replaced
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by - C d R 6 and - 0 . 5 a ~ I R 4for H2 and H2+, respectively (where the c6 van der Waals
coefficient and the a~ hydrogen atom polarizability are 4.543 eV A6 and 9.714 eV A4,
respectively).
The relative importance of the components of U(R) for D2 and D2+ is displayed
in Figs. A I - A6 for fermion masses 1, 10 and 200 times me. For L = 1, the angular
momentum term surpasses the nuclear repulsion term for R = 2.88 x 10-4 A. In
comparison with the L = 0 case this barrier is responsible for an extra attenuation of
the F wavefunction for R’s in the nuclear size region. Change of the electronic
component with increase of fermion mass as given above leads to significant
shortening and deepening of the total potential, which is especially important in the
muon catalyzed fusion2, as illustrated by Figs A3 and A6.
We solved the Schrodinger equation numerically using the Cooley method14
with the Numerov integration’s. Third- and fifth-order algorithms have been
implemented. The results presented in Tables 1-111 have been found to be independent
of the choice of algorithm and the size of integration step for step sizes in the range of
10-5t o i 0-8 A.
2. Calculation of the Fusion Rate

The rate of fusion is proportional to the probability that the nuclei reach the short
distance r where strong nuclear forces can surmount the coulomb-plus-centrifugal
barrier3

where

v is the normalized wave function describing the relative motion of the nuclei

and A is the nuclear reaction constant16 equal to 5.2 x 102, 1.48 xlO8, 5.8 x 103 and
1.2 x 1010 A3 sec-1, for the H-D, D-D, H-T and D-T interactions, respectively. Using the
standard form of the wave function for the central-force problem

the expression for the fusion rate takes the form
A = (Al4.n) I F(r)/r 12 ,

where the factor 1/4n results from the angular part of the wave function.
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The value of r was taken to be 3.0 x 10-5 A for all the nuclear pairs. For
comparison, the radius of 4He, when estimated17 from the limiting density of nuclear
matter, is 1.75 x 10-5 A. Calculations were performed to investigate the dependence of
the fusion rate on the choice of r. Table A1 illustrates the fusion rates for DD+ at 300°K
for r chosen from 1.O x 10-5 to 1.O x 10-4 A. It should be noted that for L = 0 the fusion
rate is relatively constant whereas for L = 1 the rate changes by two orders of
magnitude for both m = 1 and m = 10. Hence the choice of r is relevant when
discussing the effect of a centrifugal barrier on the rate of fusion.
The radial function F fulfills the normalization condition

where the integration is carried out from R = 0 to R = Ro. For the unbound states, Ro
was assumed to be 2.86 A the distance between octahedral holes in the Pd lattice.
This choice of Ro is based on experimental results4 that in the deuterium-saturated
palladium, the ratio of H to Pd is nearly 1:I and that lattice swelling upon deuteration
does not exceed 7%. For the bound states, the integration is carried to infinity.
Table Captions
Table IA - Wavefunctions, F(0) (in A-1/2) at 3.0 x 10-5 angstroms, and fusion rates (in
sec-1) for the various isotopes with angular momentum L = 0 and L = 1 at E = 1
MeV.
Table I
6 - Wavefunctions, F(0) (in A-1’2) at 3.0 x 10-5 angstroms, and fusion rates (in
sec-l) for the DD+ isotope with angular momentum L = 0 to L = 10 at E = 1 MeV.
Table IIA - IIC - Wavefunctions, F(0) (in A-1I2) at 3.0 x 10-5 angstroms, and fusion rates
(in sec-1) for the various isotopes with angular momentum L = 0 and L = 1 at E =
1 KeV for fermion masses of 1 , 10, and 200.
Table IID - Wavefunctions, F(0) (in A-112 ) at 3.0 x 10-5 angstroms, and fusion rates (in
sec-l) for the DD+ isotope with angular momentum L = 0 to L = 10 at E = 1 KeV
for fermion masses of 1 and 10.
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Table IllA - lllC - Wavefunctions, F(0) (in a-1I2)at 3.0 x 10-5 angstroms, and fusion rates
(in sec-l for the various isotopes with angular momentum L = 0 and L = 1 at E =
300 K for fermion masses of 1, 10, and 200.
Table HID - Wavefunctions, F(0) (in A-112) at 3.0 x 10-5angstroms, and fusion rates (in
sec-1) for the DD+ isotope with angular momentum L = 0 to L = 10 at E = 300 K
for fermion masses of 1 and 10.
Table AI - Fusion rates (in sec-l) as a function of r for the DD+ isotope with angular
momentum L = 0 and L = 1, at E = 300 K, for fermion masses of 1 and 10.

Figure Captions
Figure 1 - Log of fusion rate versus log of energy for DD+ isotope (L = 0) and fermion
masses of 1 and 10.
Figure 2 - Energy level diagram for 4He and the two fragment channels 3H + H and
3He + n. All energies are in MeV. The symmetry labels refer to angular
momentum; J, parity; +/-, and isospin T: (J +/- ,T).
Figure A1-A3 - Total potential energy and its components for the DD isotope with
fermion masses of 1, 10, and 200.
Figure A4-A6 - Total potential energy and its components for the DD+ isotope with
fermion masses of 1, 10, and 200.
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Table IA

.

DD+(E-M~V)

L

m-1

F(O)

Rate

0

0.435DcoO

0.247B16

1

0.940D-01

0.116W15

5

0.5883)-05

0.452IkO6

0.408D-10

0.2181)-04

0.180D-11

0.422D-07
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Table IIA

L-1

1

Species

0.2243)-07 0.655Dto1

0.7533)-09 0.7423)-02

0.3313)-02 0.6183)-08

0.1763)-05

HD+

0.2683)-06

HT+

0.1381)-06 0.9791)-02

0.3553)-08 0.6483)-OS

DT+

0.6053)-08 0.389De02

0.241D-09

DT

0.6613)-08 0.464Dco2

0.2643)-09 0.7373)-01
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0.617D-01
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Table IIIB

I

Species

I

F(0)

I

Rate

HT+

I
I
0.392D-14 I 0.201D-12
I
0.6473)-17 0.4443)-16
I
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Table IIIC

O.506D-08

0.554Di-01

0.118D-05

HD

0.llOD-04

HT

0.1271)-04 0.832Di-02

0.4481)-08 0.103D-04

DT

0.614D-05

0.6463)-08 0.443Dc02

0.400D+O8

Table IIID

DD+( E-300K)

I

m - 1

m

-

10

Rate
~

~~~

0

0.574D-41

1

0.1861)-42 0.451D-69

2

0.1833)-44 0.439D-73

3

0.871D-47

0.4321)-66

0.9931)-78

0.2461)-49 0.79413-83
0.468D-52

*
0.117D-20

I 0.1793)-25

0.1533)-23 0.307D-31

0.2863)-88 0.1551)-27 0.3151)-39

0.6463)-55 0.5473)-94 0.987D-31

0.128D-45

0.690D-58

0.6233)-100

0.596D-61

0.4643)-106

9

0.43133-64

0.243D-112 0.891D-44

10

0.2660-67

0.929D-119 0.3643)-48 O.173D-80
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0.104D-71

Table AI

0.100D-04

0.3773)-66

0.468D-70

0.953D-13

0.932D-17

0.200D-04

0.404D-66

0.194D-69

0.102D-12

0.3863)-16

0.300D-04

0.4323)-66

0.45lD-69

0.109D-12

0.898D-16

0.400D-04
. 0.500D-04

0.4623)-66

0.830D-69

0.117D-12

0.1650-15

0.4930-66

0.134D-68

0.1253)-12

0.2673)-15

0.600D-04

0.526D-66

0.200D-68

0.133D-12

0.3981)-15

0.700D-04

0.561D-66

0.2823)-68

0.1421)-12

0.560D-15

0.800D-04

0.5991)-66

0.3803)-68

0.151D-12

0.7570-15

0.900D-04

0.638D-66

0.498D-68

O.161D-12

0.9910-15

0.100D-03

0.6793)-66

0.6360-68

0.172D-12

0.127D-14
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Abstract
The well known phenomenon of high energy particle emission from newly
created fractures in solid materials is seen to have a natural explanation in terms of
the ponderomotive forces exerted by the coherent e.m. fields associated with the
"superradiant" motions of the charged plasmas of solids. The possible role of these
fields to produce the neutron bursts that have been recently observed concomitantly
with "crack" formation in Ti-deuterides is briefly discussed.

It is a very long time that remarkable phenomena of high energy particle
emission are known to occur from solid state fractures. In 1953 Karassev, Krotova and
Deryagin [l] reported that concomitant with fractures at polymer-metal interfaces
energetic electrons could be detected, with energies of the order of several tens of
keV. It was later [2] discovered that compressed alkali halides give rise to similar,
intense emissions of high energy electrons. In the '80s a very vigorous research
program in this interesting field of solid state physics was pursued by many groups [341 yielding a rather clear experimental picture of the phenomenon. Many solid
materials, when tampered with mechanically, respond in the following way:
immediately after the perturbation intense emissions of electrons, photons and
positively charged ions are detected that slowly decay away and may last up to 2
hours. The observation (*) of radio-waves emitted from the fractures is highly
suggestive that considerable charge separation does occur across the fractures. This
latter experimental fact has been taken by most physicists to mean that all the complex
phenomenology of "fractoemission" can be entirely due to such charge separation and
in particular around the fracture tips, where the electric fields are more intense. The
observation of electrons with energies up to 200 keV [1,2] implies that the electric
fields involved must be in the range of 106 10' Vkm, a very remarkable value.
How is this possible? Searching the literature, I have not been able to find any
convincing explanation of how a mechanical shock can concentrate its sometimes
considerable energy in the small spatial regions of the fractures in the form of a large
electrostatic energy, and how this energy can relax in relatively so long times. But this
('1

See the first paper of Ref. 3.
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is what happens, and if it happens we must search for "reasonable" mechanisms that
produce these well established physical effects. However, the real problem is whether
this "lapalissian" truth can have its explanation within the conventional paradigm of
condensed matter according to which, as well known, the solid state is the result of the
action of purely electrostatic short range forces among its elementary atomic
compo nents.
It is the purpose of this paper to show that such explanation can be easily
gotten, at a semiquantitative level, within the framework of the "Superradiance" of
condensed matter [5] (**), which is able to take into account the important
electrodynamic interaction between the atomic systems and the quantized radiation
field, which in the conventional paradigm is completely neglected. As an interesting
consequence of this theoretical dent into the problem of "fractoemission", I shall further
elaborate on the idea [7,8] that the creation of fractures in deuterated materials may
catalyze fusion processes [8,9].
The main idea of Superradiance, when applied to the solid state, is that the
components of the elementary atomic systems lose somewhat their identity and
become part of a set of well defined plasmas, Le. fluids of charged particles performing
oscillations around their equilibrium positions with well-defined frequencies mp, the
plasma frequencies. Thus, in the solid state, the individual atoms or molecules fade
away to become part of new physical realities, the wave-fields [5] of the different
plasmas, electronic, nuclear, etc. The existence of a set of plasma frequencies OP,
and the "resonant" coupling to the corresponding modes of the quantized
electromagnetic field, implies, at least for simple plasmas [5], that the perturbative QED
ground state [field mode oscillators performing zero-point oscillations] is unstable and
that the state of minimum energy is "superradiant", i.e. all particles of the plasma
oscillate in phase with the e.m. field that gets coherently excited from the perturbative
QED ground state. The space-modulation of such e.m. field is determined by [5] the
typical size &j of the domain where the motion of matter and field is coherent, which
turns out to be equal to 2dop. Another crucial property of this e.m. field is that, due to
the strong interaction with the matter wave-field, its frequency o is considerably
smaller than its vacuum frequency cop. Thus, at the interface between matter and

r*)The ideas of superradiance in condensed matter have now been applied with success to different
problems ranging from superfluid 4He to a real explanation of the Mossbauer effect. In Ref. 6 the
reader may find some relevant bibliography.
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vacuum for most of its spatial modes the phenomenon of total reflection will occur,
trapping the field inside matter, leaving behind in the vacuum an "evanescent wave"
that exponentially decays over distances of size &d.
Let, then, a mechanical stimulation produce a "crack" in our material; the void
that gets so created will be occupied by a host of "evanescent waves" spilling over
from the different plasmas that are "superradiating" in the solid. If the crack width is
less than or comparable with hcd, the void will be filled by a coherent e.m. field of the
form

where the variation occurs over distances of the order of hcd/2. It is well known that
coherent e.m. fields of the type of (1) induce on particles of mass m and charge e
(static) ponderomotive forces of a well defined character. This can be readily
ascertained by writing the non-relativistic Hamiltonian for such a particle as:

p2 e2
H=+-+-(a)
2m 2m

2

.

Thus from (1) we get the ponderomotive potential

For a simple plasma the maximum of the ponderomotive potential is easily calculated

[GI

where mp is the mass of the particles of the plasma and do is the maximum amplitude
of oscillation of the plasma under consideration. Taking m=me =.5MeV, e the charge
of the electron,

()'

23

E I O cm-3, mp = 1OGeV
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and
-9

d o = 1 0 am-',
a very reasonable value, one gets
"(O)

pm,e

-160KeV
=

.

=

For a Pd nucleus the ideal plasma frequency is COP 1.4 eV, and the range of
variation of the field is WCO .3p. Similar values obtain for Ti, mp being smaller do
most likely compensates for it.
The dependence on the accelerated mass m of the ponderomotive potential (3)
implies that the maximum energy that a deuteron can acquire is about 4000 times
smaller than (9,Le.
V pm,d E 40 eV

This dramatic difference between the acceleration of negative particles, the electrons,
and that of positive particles, the ions, which is a distinctive feature of ponderomotive
forces, should be an important test of this proposed mechanism for fracto emission. As
for the experimental evidence in favor of charge separation, according to the present
picture it should be generated precisely by the different accelerations of positive and
negative particles, a consequence rather than a cause of the phenomenon of
f ractoemission.
Let us now turn our attention to the possible implications of this new mechanism
of charged particle acceleration in presence of a fracture for the phenomena that have
been attributed to "cold" nuclear fusion. Let us further suppose that in a Ti Dx
compound the deuterons are trapped in sites where they are screened by a compact
and coherent d-electron plasma to the point that the Gamow factor (p is the reduced
dd-mass)
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G-exp - 2 J r f m d r , / m

is enhanced by some 50 orders of magnitude over the D2 configuration. It has been
shown that in a steady situation such screening results in rates of the order of 10-23
sec-1 per d pair, compatible with observation 1113. What will happen if due to some
stimulation, thermal or mechanical, the titanium deuteride forms a system of cracks
that get filled with coherent e.m. fields of the type discussed? The effect will simply be
that the center of mass energy E in (7) will not be anymore thermal [a few meV] but
rather, according to (5), of the order of 20eV. This changes rmax from 1.4 10-9 cm to
1.2 10-9 cm, thus enhancing (7) by some 4 L 5 orders of magnitude. This admittedly
crude analysis might explain the phenomenon of neutron bursts in gas-phase Ti
loading, whose experimental evidence appears now very convincing [9].More
experimental and theoretical work, however, is necessary to ascertain whether these
ideas can really stand up, and become quantitative.
In particular, our analysis suggests in a rather decisive way that the "cold" fusion
process may be amplified by working with metals, Pd or Ti, whose internal structure
allows the easy formation of the cracks and voids where deuteron acceleration may
take place. Microcrystalline metal structures and peculiar alloys are the materials that
come to mind first.
To conclude, I have indicated how the long known phenomenon of
fractoemission can find a natural explanation in terms of the ponderomotive forces
that the coherent e.m. fields associated to the superradiant plasma oscillations of a
solid, spilling over into the newly created voids, exert over the charged particles,
electrons and ions, that are present in the solid. The advantage of this explanation
over the assumed effects of charge separation is quite clear, for no "easy" mechanism
can be conceived that would maintain such separation in place for the rather long
times that are involved in the phenomenon. On the other hand, the experimentally
observed charge separation can be well understood as a consequence of the strong
mass-dependence of ponderomotive forces, and represents a natural relaxation
mechanism for fractoemission. When applied to the emerging phenomenology of
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"cold" nuclear fusion, our analysis appears a promising and sound theoretical basis of
the process of "fractofusion", whose experimental evidence is definitely mounting [5].

I would like to thank Dr. Francesco Celani for bringing to my attention the
possible connections between fractoemission and "fractofusion", and for having
supplied me with some relevant literature. Interesting conversations with Drs. M.
Fleischmann, S. Pons, J. Rafelski and F. Will are gratefully acknowledged. Finally, I
wish to thank Dr. F. Will, Director of the National Cold Fusion Institute, for the
hospitality extended to me at the Institute, where this work was carried out.
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Abstract
A review is presented of the main theoretical attempts to describe the
phenomenology of "cold" fusion, whose general structure begins to clearly unravel.
The main conclusion is that the approaches that are likely to be of relevance must
invoke processes where the elementary components (nuclei and electrons) of

condensed matter act in a coherent fashion.
1. Introduction

March 23 1989 may go down in history as a fateful day: the announcement of a
completely new and unexpected class of phenomena by two electrochemists of the
University of Utah, Martin Fleischmann and Stanley Pons. The obvious scientific and
economic implications of their discovery, immediately corroborated by the related, but
different findings of another Utah group led by Steven Jones of Brigham Young
University, stirred profound emotions everywhere; ranging from uncritical enthusiasm
to irreducible skepticism.
Many scientists throughout the world tried to immediately reproduce the
uncanny phenomena that were being reported, often with poor equipment, copying
from bad newspaper photographs and with a totally unscientific impatience. The very
deluding results that followed, together with the struggle for survival of a very strong
and well funded scientific community, that of "hot" nuclear fusion, very soon
backlashed very violently, covering the whole subject with discredit, and worse,
making a serene, unbiased scientific debate more and more difficult. A fortunate
outcome, however, of this period of struggle is that most of the scientists that were
immediately engaged to make a "killing" have now dropped out, and the work is being
tenaciously, competently and even courageously carried out by a smaller number of
dedicated and, most importantly, unprejudiced scientists who, before closing the "cold"
fusion file, would like to be sure that all the necessary investigations have been
properly completed.
While many experimental colleagues in several different countries are pursuing
this important and fruitful work, and are establishing beyond any reasonable doubt that
new, unpredicted phenomena do happen when we charge with deuterium metal
matrices of palladium and titanium, it is perhaps worthwhile to try to make an
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assessment of the theoretical explanations that have been advanced of the different
phenomena that populate the complex landscape of "cold" nuclear fusion.
Even though it is only one and a half years since that fateful March 23 1989, the
amount of theoretical activity that has been devoted to "make sense" out of the
"positive" experimental reports is quite impressive; and any reviewer faces the
impossible task to put all this remarkable mass of scientific thought/information in a
rational, understandable perspective. In order to be as intelligible as possible, I
thought it necessary to select among the proposed ideas those that could be more
readily evaluated against a well defined set of ideas that I myself have been
developing since the very beginning of this fascinating intellectual adventure. Not
uncharacteristically, the course I decided upon is one that will not increase my
popularity with my theoretical colleagues, possibly creating hard feelings in those
whose work will not be mentioned, as well as in those whose work will be analyzed
and most likely criticized; and this is only human. But, as my main preoccupation is not
with personalities but with ideas and ultimately with truth, I submit to the attention of my
potential adversaries that, in so doing, I am supplying them with one of the most
valuable scientific goods: argumentative criticism, both to those whose work will not be
mentioned1 and to those whose work will be criticized. Arousing their reactions,
forcing them to respond and criticize in their turn will certainly make our understanding
deeper and stronger.
This review will then be organized as follows: in section 2 a brief outline of the
different "lines" of experimental findings, as I know them, will be presented. Section 3
will discuss the two main problems that experimental indications pose to the generally
accepted picture of condensed matter and nuclear physics. Sections 4 and 5 analyze
the different theoretical proposals to circumvent either of the two problems. Section 6
contains a summary of the review together with some conclusions.

2. The Experimental Landscape
In the year and a half that have elapsed since the Fleischmann-Pons
announcement of anomalous heat production in the electrolysis of heavy water with a
Pd cathode, the experimental activity in the field of "cold" nuclear fusion has been
steadily going on, so that today we can identify in the experimental landscape roughly

lUnfortunately this does not apply to those whose work I am not familiar with.
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five distinct lines, or broad categories of results, with which present day theoretical
efforts must confront themselves, namely:
1.

I h e Fleischmann-Pons fFP) line [l], where an excess heat of the order of a few
tens of W/cm3 (corresponding to ,1012 fusion sec-1 cm-3) is produced over
periods of time of a few days. The observed excess heat is at least 9 orders of
magnitude larger than the rate of production of both neutrons and tritium;

2.

The Jones (J) line [2],where the electrolysis of heavy water is performed with
both Pd and Ti cathodes, but with a very different choice for the electrolytes (in
FP case LiOD 0.1 molar). The 2.45 MeV neutrons of DD fusion have been
observed significantly above background, with rates typically 10-11 orders of
magnitude smaller than those implied by FP excess heat. We may attribute to
this line, due to the similarity in the fusion rates, also absorption experiments of
gaseous D2 on Ti or Pd such as Scaramuzzi's [3];

3.

The Texas A&M (TAM) Ih e [4],where the excess heat production in similar
electrolysis setups has been observed, accompanied by the occasional large
release of tritium (with rates only a few orders of magnitude smaller than the FP
rate) and of a much smaller number of neutrons (compatible with Jones' rates
= I02 - 103 fusions sec-1 cm-3).

4.

Jhe Rrookhaven (B) line [5],where a titanium deuteride is bombarded with very
small clusters of heavy water (of the typical size of a few hundred molecules)
with average D energy of the order of few hundred eV. DD fusion is detected in
the p-T channel with a cross section 10'Otimes or more bigger than expected.

5.

The Caltec h-Harwell-Yale fC HY) line [6], where FP types of experiment were
conducted with sophisticated equipment to detect nuclear fusion products. No
significant effects of any type have been observed.

Three of the four positive lines have received rather significant confirmation;
here is a very incomplete and rather arbitrary selection of the corroborating results:
The FP-liM
Contrary to widespread belief (due to misinformation) several groups have
reported the observation of excess anomalous heat of the size claimed by
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Fleischmann and Pons, among which are Huggins' [7], Minnesota [8], Appleby's [9],
Oak Ridge [lo], and McKubre's [ l 11. This latter group has also carried out a series of
interesting investigations on the correlation between the charge ratio x=D/Pd and the
production of anomalous excess heat, and they appear to confirm the initial
suggestion by Fleischmann and Pons that excess heat production is to be associated
with x-values well above the normal 0-phase (xn z .6) and close to x = l . We shall see
that this is a very significant constraint for cold fusion theories. Recently a different
kind of electrolysis, using high temperature molten salts with Pd anodes, has been
observed to produce large quantities of excess heat [12].

This line concerns the observation of small (10-23 sec-' per dd pair) but
significant neutron production rates in Ti-electrolysis in heavy water and Ti gas loading
experiments, which according to Scaramuzzi's suggestion should be performed by
following particular thermal cycles. Positive observations along this line have been
reported by groups working at the Gran Sasso Laboratory [13], at BARC in India [14],
at Los Alamos [15] and at the University of Torino [16]. Several new systems have
been recently tried out with interesting results such as that of Claitor's group at Los
Alamos [17] and Cecil's group at the Colorado School of Mines [18].
The TAM line
Besides anomalous heat production in bursts, the peculiarity of this line lies in
the observation of large tritium quantities, in large excess ( l o 8 - l o 9 ) over neutron
observations, and 2 or 3 orders of magnitude short of heat production. These
observations have been confirmed by several groups, among which are Gozzi's [18],
Oak Ridge [19], and BARC [ l l ] . The observed large asymmetry between the neutron
and the tritium channels is another highly disturbing feature of the "solid state" fusion
process, which runs completely contrary to the "vacuum" nuclear physics observation
of comparable rates for the two channels.
As for the B-line, no confirmation has been reported to this day, while the
"negative" CHY-line has received a large amount of support, including a number of
highly publicized "meta"-physical speculations about "cold" fusion belonging to a
special type of science, "pathological" science.
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To conclude this brief review it should be noted that one remarkable aspect
common to all four "positive" lines is their general lack of full reproducibility which, in a
sense, renders them totally compatible with the CHY-line.
3. The Two Problems of "Cold" Fusion

If we accept (as I shall do throughout this paper) the experimental evidence that
nuclear phenomena happen at room temperature (and below) in a metal, Pd or Ti,
charged with deuterium atoms or ions, and if furthermore we subscribe to the
do
prevailing ideas about condensed matter and nuclear physics (as I shall
throughout this paper), then two very serious problems are seen to emerge, which can
be phrased as follows:
i)

how does the Coulomb barrier, that inhibits DD fusion in the D2 molecule, get
suppressed in a metal (Pd, Ti) matrix so as to enhance the tunneling probability
by more than 50 orders of magnitude
to account for J-line rates)?

ii)

how can DD fusion take place in a Pd lattice differently than in vacuum, and with
a gain in rate of an extra ten orders of magnitude (to explain the FP rates)?

Before one attempts to tackle these problems it seems highly advisable to
clearly understand how serious are these serious problems, and fully appreciate the
difficulties that the "normal" scientists have in making them fit within the present
"paradigms"* of condensed matter and nuclear physics.
Let's analyze the first problem, which we can compactly phrase as: how
Penetrate the Coulomb barrier?
The "normal" scientists' objections are of several types, among which the most
convincing ones are:
(a)

by applying the well tested conventional theory of the electronic properties of
metals, one can compute the equilibrium positions of the deuterons (D-ions)
inside these metals,and the result is such that these ions lie at separations in
excess of 1 A [19] larger than the .72A of the D2-molecule. As a consequence

2l am obviously using these words in the acception of T.S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
(University of Chicago Press, 1962).
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the Coulomb barrier penetration probability gets further depressed, leading to
ridiculously small rates, about one hundred orders of magnitude smaller than
implied by typical J-line rates.
(b)

even admitting that some unconventional electronic structure is present in Pd
and Ti lattices, as Baym and Leggett [20] are ready to admit, they are able to
prove that this would have important consequences on the affinity of 4He for Pd
or Ti. And using the available experimental information they derive an upper
bound on the barrier penetration probability 27 orders of magnitude short of Jline rates.

I believe that these arguments are really very serious, and whoever has a
"theory" of J-line rates is very hard put to expose either their fallacy or their irrelevance.
Certainly these results Cannot be ignored.

Let's now turn our attention to the second problem, which boils down to the
* .
following devastatingly simple question: how is it possible to evade Asv mptotic

Freedom?
One must realize that the notion of Asymptotic Freedom lies at the very heart of
the "paradigm" that dominates today's physics. Its meaning is very simple, it just
stipulates that when dealing with a class of phenomena whose typical time- and
space-scales are much smaller than those of another class of phenomena, the
interference of the latter class with the phenomenology of the former becomes in the
limit totally negligible, Le. those phenomena become asymptotically free. Asymptotic
Freedom dominates our view of how matter is put together] a complicated game of
Chinese boxes (or matrioskas) the smaller box being "asymptotically free" from the
larger one, and so on in a sequence that, however, appears today to be stopping with
a very puzzling extremely small box, the confined quark. When applied to the "cold"
nuclear fusion phenomenology, Asymptotic Freedom poses the seemingly
unsurmountable problem of having the lattice interactions, with their typical times of
10-16 sec and spaces of 10-8 cm, tamper with the nuclear forces, with typical times of
10-21 sec and spaces of 10-12 cm! This completely defies our idea and perception of
reality. But, as we have been recently reminded by Julian Schwinger [21], already the
young Einstein [22] was fully aware that the initial phase of a novel investigation can
be hindered by an excess of realism.
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Be as it may, these are the two fundamental problems that any theory of cold
fusion phenomena must come to grips with before it can assert its right to a fair
hearing. It should also be clear from the above discussion that the possibility that cold
fusion may be accommodated in the prevailing "paradigm" is essentially nil, and
therefore that any theory that pretends to explain these phenomena should indicate in
which way the "paradigm" should be modified or, in the best case, complemented.
Unfortunately, as a rule, this intellectual need does not seem to be foremost in the
minds of those who so far have tried to give an explanation of this fascinating new
physics.
4. How to Penetrate the

Coulomb Barrier?

There are several different attitudes that cold fusion theorists have taken
regarding this difficult question, among which I can distinguish three main types: a)
ignore it, b) evade it, c) overcome it.

It is clear that this attitude cannot lead us too far toward making a believable
theory of cold fusion; nevertheless it has been pursued in several theoretical papers.
The one which is most notable is a massive recent work by R. T. Bush [23], who tries to
explain some of his interesting experimental findings together with the general
phenomenology outlined in section 2. The basic theoretical model is the Transmission
Resonance Model (TRM), which is extracted from the well known one-dimensional
quantum mechanical result of transparency of a periodic set of potential barriers for
certain well-defined de Broglie momenta of the incident particle [24], the "diffuson", as
Bush calls it. Whereas I have no objection to the model per se, I cannot understand
what has the transmissivity of the barrier got to do with the penetration of the Coulomb
barrier, which quantum mechanically we know to be very, very difficult to overcome if
we wish to access the region (a few Fermis) where nuclear attraction becomes
comparable to electrostatic repulsion. The answer one gets from Bush is that
"...resonant transmission... is assumed to result in a diffuson (e.9. a D) gettina close
enough3 to a particle in the lattice
This is equivalent to completely ignoring the
problem, for the Coulomb barrier is itself a very nasty infinite potential barrier
(diverging as l / r ) and to it the nice, one-dimensional quantum mechanical exercise
....'I

3My emphasis.
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does not apply. This fundamental difficulty is thus seen to preempt the impressive
amount of work that is reported in ref. [23].
Another example of a forgetful attitude is to be found in ref. [25], where, as I
could make out to the best of my ability, in the final important passage, which leads to
the estimate of the fusion rate by Fermi's golden rule, a laconic comment is added:
'This expression has been evaluated for a square well nuclear potential and a
Gaussian input wave pac ket4." And the Gamow factor coming from Coulomb
repulsion? No surprise that we can but admire in awe equations such as [Eq. (13) of
ref. 251
4D+ + 8Be*+ 2 a + 47.6 MeV !

How high a Coulomb barrier does one have to climb before one can reach the
mythical gBe*-nucleus? I believe that exposing these kinds of fallacies that are being
pursued in the field of "cold" fusion is absolutely necessary if we wish to prevent it from
becoming esoteric, thus drifting away from the scientific realm.
b) The barrier evaded

I will now describe two very ingenious, but to my mind quite unsatisfactory,
attempts to avoid coming to grips with the difficulty of Coulomb repulsion.
The first appears in a paper by J. Schwinger [26], where he wishes to exploit the
idea that the collective lattice motion of the deuterons trapped in stable (tetrahedral,
octahedral?) sites of the Pd host lattice can yield fusion rates well in excess of the
Leggett-Baym "theorem" [20] in order to explain observations. Note that the coherent
mechanism considered preempts in a definite way the mentioned theorem, as
admitted by the authors themselves. The detailed analysis of ref. [26], which clearly
shows a master at work, can be accepted thoroughly up to the equation where the
matrix element be >E, the overlap between two lattice-D's and a 4He virtual bound
state, is estimated. In such estimate the dimensions of 4He* (=10-13cm) are
considered together with the amplitude for two lattice D's to be in this nuclear-size
region, but no account is made of the Coulomb barrier suppression. It appears as

4My emphasis.
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though the lattice amplitude had that repulsion already built in, but this does not
transpire at all from the calculation, whence the keen impression that the problem of
the barrier has indeed been evaded.
The second is developed in ref. [27] by P. Hagelstein, who is fully aware of the
impossibility of penetrating the Coulomb barrier in usual fusion reactions without
bringing in novel features in the electronic structure of the relevant metals. it is for this
reason that he proposes reaction mechanisms that involve weakly interacting
neutrinos (see for instance Figure 1). The point is that, discounting for the moment the
dismally small value of the Fermi coupling constant that provides the size of the
amplitude for the electron capture by a deuteron to yield N o off-and a
ve, the nuclear interactions proper involve the interaction of neutrons with either
protons or deuterons, thus avoiding the barrier. The problem is, however, that in fact
the Coulomb barrier is not avoided at all, for the virtual neutrons are off-shell by a few
MeV, and the Heisenberg principle allows them to travel for no more than a few tens of
Fermis, thus showing that the evasion of the barrier is only illusory. The author seems
to be aware of this fact, however he believes that somehow a "superradiant" process'
of neutrino emissions can provide the necessary huge enhancement of amplitudes of
the type in Figure 1 to account for observations. In the absence of even a
semiquantitative estimate of such enhancement, I think it is fair to conclude that the
barrier difficulty has not been solved at all.

Figure 1

The reaction 2p + d + e + Ve
considered in Ref. [27).

%ee the discussion in the next section.
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+ d + d "aided" by the lattice,

c) The barrier overcome
I shall now discuss a few of the attempts that have been made to overcome the
barrier. As well known, the overlap amplitude of two fusing nuclei is given

where p is the reduced dd-mass, rN is a typical nuclear distance (rN = a few Fermis)
and r, is the classical turning point, where V(r,) equals the center of mass energy.
Thus if one wishes to make q larger there are two possibilities: either lower V(r) from its
Coulomb value V, = a/r, or promote E from thermal values to about -100 eV, needed
to get J-line rates. This latter option is what is chosen in "hot" fusion, where E is
boosted to a few KeV by temperatures of the order of 108K.
Let me first analyze two works where the barrier is overcome by some kind of
electron screening, Le. by adding to the Coulomb potential alr a (negative) electronic
potential Ve(r).
In ref. [28]an appropriate electronic charge is just postulated to produce the
necessary screening of the Coulomb repulsion. The question is whether this
postulated electronic screening is compatible with the extensive experimental
information available on the system metal-deuterium, and the answer from the
Leggett-Baym theorem is definitely negative. The lesson we learn is that one cannot
tamper with electronic charge distributions without at the same time having the D ions
go to a kind of collective state that would preempt the applicability of the Leggett-Baym
bound. This argument also applies to the calculation of ref. [29], where, however, the
effort is made to provide a realistic picture of the electron screening in terms of the
action of localized 4d-electrons. We shall see momentarily that this picture is very
close to the ideas that Bressani, Del Giudice and myself have been advancing since
the very beginning of the "cold fusion craze" [30, 311. I should note here that the same
criticism, based on the Leggett-Baym theorem, applies to the "plasmon" screening
proposed in ref. [32].
One should mention at this point a totally different mechanism for weakening
the barrier. In ref. [33] the hypothesis is made that new, very heavy (the mass is .02 - 5
PeV) stable and negative particles exist, called CHAMPS, that according to some high
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energy particle theory should have been left over from the Big Bang. Their coming
through the metal deuteride concomitant with some cosmic shower would certainly act
as a catalytic agent, much in the same way as in p-catalyzed fusion. Though a logical
possibility, I do not believe this explanation to be very likely.
Let me now turn to the discussion of possible mechanisms to boost the center of
mass energy E. In ref. [34] an interesting analysis is performed of the possibility of
using the mechanical energy that is deployed in certain conditions of high stress,
known to occur in the relevant metal deuterides in extreme non-equilibrium situations.
However, even though that analysis of bubble formation and implosion can be
accepted, no mechanism is suggested as to how the produced mechanical energy can
be effectively transferred to the deuteron so as to accelerate them to energies of a few
hundred eV! As it stands, the explanation proposed is definitely unrealistic.
A more realistic approach to deuteron acceleration has been proposed, through
the notion of "fracto-fusion," which is based on the experimental fact, known for a long
time, of fractoemission, i.e. high energy charged particle emission from newly created
voids and cracks in solids. The experiments of gas-phase D2 loading of Pd and Ti
seem to definitely support this mechanism. However, the problem is to find physical

processes that can sustain strong electric fields across cracks for the relatively long
times that are known to be involved. The proposed mechanism of charge separation
[35] is in my mind hardly believable [36].
I shall finally mention another mechanism that has been proposed to generate
strong electric fields to accelerate deuterons to the required energy (approximately a
few hundred eV). In Ref. [37] the dendritic structures, that are known to form at the
cathode surface during the electrolytic process are suggested to generate at their tips
such large electric fields. Unfortunately, no reliable estimates can be supplied neither
of the size of the accelerating fields, nor of their relaxation times.

Does all this mean that the very fundamental problem of barrier penetration still
lies in complete theoretical darkness? I hope I shall now convince you that the
explanation offered in Refs. [30] and [31] goes a long way towards providing a sound
theoretical solution.
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As explained in Refs. [30, 311 the key notion of this approach is the
"superradiant behavior" of plasmas, whose emergence in simple plasma systems has
been discussed at length in a set of lectures [38].
A plasma is, as usual, a system of N charged particles, of charge Q and mass M
in a volume VI oscillating around their equilibrium positions, immersed in a fluid of
opposite charge that insures overall neutrality. Such a system is characterized, as
well known, by a plasma frequencv (I shall use throughout the natural units h = c = 1)
Q

cop=-(-)

N

112
9

(M)"'
the frequency of small amplitude oscillations of the charged particles around their
equilibrium positions. The "Superradiance" program describes a plasma by a
-8

quantum wave field Vf(Ztit)7

denoting the equilibrium position and E, the small
-8

+E.

deviation therefrom (obviously the particle position is x = 2
possible to show that:

For large N it is

(a) the wave field can be written as

where q(a,5,t, is a complex c-number wave function such that

while q(%

t,

++
, the field of quantum fluctuations, is in general O[ I w0(x ,E, ,t> I /

n];

(b) the wave function vo(Z5 t, is x-independent within space domains of at least the
size of the e.m. field wave length h, associated with the plasma frequency cop,

2n

(4.5)
such space regions shall be called "coherence domains" ;
(c) at temperature T=O within a coherence domain all charges oscillate in phase
performing oscillations of well defined amplitude, depending on the anharmonicities of
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the real system. These coherent charge oscillations are also in phase with a peculiar
coherent mode of the e.m. field, of wave length h,and frequency oca,, that remains
trapped in matter;

(d) the coherent e.m. field interacts also with the quantum fluctuations
creating energy gaps in their spectrum. When T increases the quantum fluctuations
get excited with a Boltzmann spectrum up to the point when the condensed phase
q ( a 7 5 7 t ) ,

described by

YJo(c%

t,

is totally depleted, thus leading to a phase transition.

In the following these results shall be applied to the three plasmas of a Pd
deuteride:

(a)fhe electron plasma of the 10 peripheral d-electrons, with plasma frequency
0, z

3oev7

(4.6)

implying that the minimum size of coherence domains is

hp= 2.n g400A;
O,

(

p) fhe Pd nuclei Plasma

whose plasma frequency is
cow z .85eV

with coherence length
3Lw = 1 . 5 ~

(4.10)

and

h,

i5 10

x-1/2p;

where x denotes the ratio D/Pd.
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(4.1 1)

Before proceeding I should sound the warning that in real life T # 0, and the
different systems may considerably deviate from the behavior of an ideal plasma.
However, I shall assume that these factors do not qualitatively change the picture.
Incidentally, the very fact that the deuterons are organized in a superradiating
plasma (differently from 4He which does not penetrate in large quantities in Pd) clearly
exposes the irrelevance of the Leggett-Baym theorem for our situation.
Let's consider a plane of the Pd lattice (see Figure 2). Suppose that the delectrons oscillate coherently in one of the direction connecting nearest Pd neighbors
(MY 5);

9

Figure 2

0'

9

4

0

0

A plane of the Pd-lattice. The sites denoted by a circle are
occupied by the Pd-nuclei, while those denoted by a square
are occupied by D-nuclei. 5 and q are the two orthogonal
directions linking nearest Pd neighbors. The dashed lines
shall be called 5-lines, the dash-dotted q-lines.

then from Thomas-Fermi theory we have approximately the situation depicted in
Figure 3. We can imagine in fact the d-electrons concentrated in a spherical shell at
about 1.5
(a, is the Bohr radius) from the Pd nucleus, performing coherent
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oscillations of amplitude approximately a, in the 6-direction. It is clear that in the
hatched region of Figure 2 a static negative charge distribution will be seen by any D
nucleus moving along the orthogonal direction q.6 A simple application of the Gauss
theorem to the disc-like region around the positions denoted by squares in Figure 2, of
height (in the k-direction) a,and radius R, together with symmetry considerations [the
electric field in the (6-) direction vanishes for symmetry reasons on the circles at

6 = * aJ2

(Figure 3)], yields (e is the electron charge;
e V(R) Z Z

where

Ro=fiao

a R~
-a~ R2

a=-e2
47t

-

-- 1

- 137

)

(4.12)

(the maximum radius of the disc within which the stationary

-

10

electron plasma is contained) and ' d = 7 is the charge contained in the disc. Thus
along any q-line we have the potential profile reported in Figure 4(a).

Figure 3

The d-electrons' plasma oscillations between nearest Pdneighbors. a, is the Bohr radius (.52A)

Suppose a D2 molecule of the approximate size of 2% enters the lattice, the
electrostatic forces will be strong enough to tear it apart and send the deuterons into
contiguous minima, thus modifying the potential profile as depicted in Figure 4(b). The
6The lattice of these regions is equal to the lattice of octahedral positions, but for a slight overall
displacement. There is now evidence from neutron scattering that those are the sites where the
deuterons in the p-phase are found.
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modification of the nearest wells (by about 10 eV at the bottom) is then, presumably,
strong enough that molecular D2 cannot be dissociated there. This would explain
easily and naturally why the p phase of D2 absorbed in Pd, in a wide span of
pressures and temperatures, is at x 2/3.

-

eV

Figure 4

(a) The potential profile along r\ that a

02

molecule sees in an empty Pd-

lattice.
(b) Same, when two contiguous square-sites are occupied by a D-nuclei.
The arrows indicate the modification of the deep holes close to the D's.
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This physical situation does not apply to the D nucleus (which is presumably the
form in which deuterium enters the lattice in appropriate electrolytical conditions), and
its wandering around will bring it to fill one of the vacant deep holes. In the process it
may be trapped in one of the shallow holes (Figure 4(b)), but it will have no chance to
tunnel toward the D nucleus sitting close, for there are around empty deep holes that
are better accessible. The situation will clearly change when all the deep holes are
filled, i.e. when
(4.13)

x = 1,

for then the D nucleus trapped inside the lattice will evolve to a stationary state, and its
tunneling amplitude can be computed by the well known semiclassical formula:

(4.14)
where

(4.1 5)
the classical turning point ro is given by
To=--

a

VO

= 1.4

1 0 - ~ ~ ,

and r, is the distance between the two deuterons where Yukawa attraction overtakes
Coulomb repulsion. A simple calculation yields:
Dy2 Eexp

{ - (2par0) ‘[zn - 2 (rn7 )
11

}I

112

=

I12

.3(rn)

= 1 0 - ~ .10
~.

-

for r n

X(r, in fermis)

20F7

(4.16)
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thus realizing an enhancement of some 30 orders of magnitude over the tunneling
amplitude for molecular deuterium. For titanium deuteride similar mechanisms can be
envisaged, but an explicit analysis has still to be performed.
In addition to such effective screening by the plasma of the d-electrons,
"Superradiance" provides also a realistic mechanism for D-acceleration, or "fracto
fusion" [36]. The idea is rather simple; soon after the creation of voids and cracks, the
empty space gets invaded by the "evanescent" waves of the e.m. coherent fields
associated to the different plasmas. It can be shown that accelerations up to 50 eV
can be achieved for D's, that can enhance the probability amplitude (4.16) by 2 - 3
orders of magnitude, thus yielding a realistic mechanism for the neutron bursts that
have been detected in situations of mechanical stress [39].
5. How To Evade "Asymtotic Freedom"?

We have just seen that a high degree of coherence in the motion of the delectrons of Palladium (and presumably also of Titanium) may be able to generate a
screening of the Coulomb barrier to the extent that rates of fusion of the order of lO-*310-24 sec-1 per d-pair become possible (J-line rates). Furthermore, transient
phenomena associated with the formation of cracks and voids in the metal matrix have
the capability, as we have just discussed, to enhance those rates by the extra 4 - 5
orders of magnitude that may explain the well-established occurrence of neutron
bursts. Such conclusions are based on the assumption that, once the Coulomb barrier
is penetrated, the usual nuclear physics takes over and the reactions that take place
are those observed at high temperature (Le. in the plasmas of "hot" nuclear fusion)
D + D + sHe(l.01 MeV) + p(3.02 MeV),

(5.1a)

D + D + T(0.82 MeV) + n(2.45 MeV),

(5.1 b)

with a relative probability

- 1.

It should be stressed at this point that the fact that the kinetic energies of the D's
in the "cold" fusion (a few tens of meV) are much smaller than those of the D's of "hot"
fusion (a few tens of keV), from the point of view of nuclear physics is totally irrelevant
for, barring unlikely dynamical accidents (very narrow resonances, etc.), the typical
nuclear "yardstick" is the MeV, and compared to it the energy differences between
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"cold" and "hot" fusion is really unimportant. Thus, if nature is showing us, as strongly
suggested by the experimental results discussed in section 3, that DD-fusion in the
metal matrices and at room temperature does not proceed according to (5.1), the
inescapable conclusion is that the metal matrix deeply influences nuclear physics.
And this clashes violently with "Asymptotic Freedom," as argued in section 3.
I shall now describe three attempts to overcome Asymptotic Freedom that have
appeared in the literature.

The first one is described in Ref. 1261, where the problem Schwinger wishes to
solve is the observed large excess of Tritium over neutrons, that contradicts (5.1). The
crucial observation is the existence of an excited O+state of 4He with a binding energy
of 8.2 MeV (to be compared with the binding energy of the ground state equal to 28.3
MeV) and a width r R z .3 MeV. Thus if one could envisage a first step reaction
DD + 4He* + 3.8 MeV,

(5.2)

where the excess energy is absorbed coherently by the lattice in a very short time
(=lo-*' sec, comparable with typical nuclear times), the subsequent decay
4He* + T (.075MeV) + p (.225 MeV)

(5.3)

would produce only tritium, the 3He-n channel being .5 MeV below threshold. This
conclusion would certainly be correct if the distance of the threshold for the 3He-n
channel from the resonance energy were much larger than its width r R . Unfortunately,

.5 MeV is not much larger than .3 MeV. A simple calculation based on the BreitWigner factor 1/ ( E - E R ) - ~ ~and
R / ~a constant phase-space factor yields an estimate for
the suppression of the 3He-n channel about a factor of ten, much smaller than the
observed l o 6 - lo8. Naturally the reaction step (5.2) requires some coherent
mechanism for overcoming Asymptotic Freedom and, as argued in section 4, in this
approach no consistent mechanism seems to be at hand.
In Ref. [27] processes of the type reported in Figure 1 are analyzed, namely
D + 2p + e + u, + 2D + 2.05 MeV
or
2D + p + e +ue

+ D + T + 6.2 MeV,
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(5.4)

as candidates for explaining the observations of the FP- and TAM-lines. As already
remarked, the obvious difficulty with (5.4) and (5.5) is the charged current weak
interaction process that turns the initial electron e into the final ve,whose rate is greatly
suppressed by the square of the Fermi constant GF. In order to overcome this obstacle
Hagelstein envisages a superradiant mechanism for q,emission that might supply a
large factor (=N, the number of deuterons in the lattice) to enhance the rate, provided
the process maintains a space-time coherence, i.e. energy and momentum is
transmitted to the lattice during times comparable to the nuclear times (-1 0-21 sec).
How is this possible? The best the author is able to do is to suggest some toy-models
that might have some relevance for this problem. While waiting for an explicit and
more realistic implementation of the necessary overcoming of Asymptotic Freedom, we
should remark, once again, that the avoidance of the Coulomb barrier by neutronexchange is yet another problem of this approach whose solution is wanting. Unless
the still hypothetical coherent mechanism is capable of putting the neutrons on the
mass-shell (or at virtualities smaller than
eV, that would allow the neutrons to
travel distances of the order of the lattice constant) one would have no choice but to
reject reactions of the type (5.4) and (5.5) as possible sources of "cold" fusion.
Let us now turn to the discussion of Ref. [31]. If the coherent electron plasma
oscillations, described at the end of section 4, were the whole story, that part (10-40) of
all the D nuclei in excess of xN
,
(x, z 1) that tunnels beyond rn would undergo usual
(in vacuo) DD fusion with an incoherent fusion rate (r= 1021 sec-1)

some ten orders of magnitude smaller than the rate of excess heat production. This,
however, may explain the results belonging to the J-line. Furthermore, the incoherent
fusion will yield the same fusion products as hot fusion, namely p-T and n-3He in an
approximately fifty-fifty proportion.
Where then can one find the factor of about ten billion that we need to account
for the observed excess heat, not to mention the large asymmetry between p-T and n3He? Let's suppose that xo has been reached and therefore no "deep hole" is
accessible to the extra (x - x,)N deuterons that are jammed into the lattice. Then the
plasma of deuterons in the deep holes within a coherence domain (lop across) will be
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in a collective state and will be "seen" by the incoming excess deuteron as a single
quantum mechanical system, described by a single quantum mechanical wave
function. This simply means that the DD fusion amplitude will be constructed
coherently by summing over all N d (Nd is the number of D's in a coherence domain)
"classical paths of fusion." However in order for coherence to hold up we must require
that very little or no energy be transferred to the D plasma. As a consequence we must
have somebody else in the metal to carry away the several MeV involved in a fusion
process.
We shall now see how the electron plasma can do this job most efficiently. By
applying perturbation theory, we need compute the diagram in Figure 5,

Figure 5

The perturbative amplitude for the electro-magnetic cooling
of the initial DD,-state by the electron plasma.

according to which the fusion amplitude at the time T, for an energy release E to the
plasma is given by

A,(E,T) = - ijoTdt(.inla

g(t)le ),

(5.7)
where d is the electric dipole operator for the electron plasma [38],
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and the electric field $(t) is given by the matrix element
(final state,-Elg(t)

-- =(final
E

I DD, ) =

state, - E

Is, (0)lDD

),

where use has been made of the Maxwell equations and the fact that, due to the
condensation of the plasma of deuterons Dp, no substantial x-dependence can arise
in the problem. Thus in order for the matrix element (18) to be non zero beyond r, we
must have nuclear configurations that allow for the large e.m. current needed in the
cooling process. A look at Figure 6

T: CONFIGURATION

Figure 6

The preferred configuration for DDp-tunneling (p n facing
each other) evolves toward a p-T state in order to maximize
the am. current necessary to couple the electron plasma.

immediately shows that the most favorable configuration for the long range Yukawa
interaction (that requires a neutron and a proton to "face" each other) in order to give
rise to large e m . currents (through the rapid motion of the peripheral proton) must
evolve into a p-T* configuration. The n-sHe* configuration being clearly suppressed
for in this case it is the neutron that is rapidly moving. Thus we can write
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- ie-'Et
where

bpI E .

Y

(5.9)

for E G 5 MeV. The probability for an energy release E after the time T

can be easily calculated from (17). We obtain:
(5.10)

where N e is the number of "condensed" electrons contained in a coherence domain of
the D plasma (with volume v& z hp3):
N
N,GlO-V,
V

14

* f ~ 6 - 1 f0,

(5.1 1)

f I1 being the fraction of the correlated component of the electron plasma. In order to

determine the "coherent" fusion rate we must evaluate the energy E that the electron
plasma can absorb in a cycle ET = n. From the classical equation (Ve is the velocity of
the electron plasma)

dE = e2
dt

-

?,N,sin (Et ),

(5.12)

and Eq. (5.9) one obtains

E3 = 2e2(G,.Te)-N,
N
V

,

(5.13)

and putting numbers in one gets
E

3.6f"3MeV.

(5.14)

The time in which this energy is released is given by

n - f-ln.5 . 10-21 sec
T =E

very short indeed! We can now estimate the coherent fusion rate
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(5.15)

(5.16)

(5.1 7)

some ten orders of magnitude larger than

Rinc.

For x - xo

.1 and f

1, we obtain a

power output
W

(5.1 8)

20 Wattkm?

In spite of the definite crudeness of the calculation reported here, we seem to obtain
rather naturally numbers in the right ball park.
Postponing to the final section the discussion on the ability of the theories so far
proposed to describe the experimental landscape outlined in section 2, I would like to
conclude this section by stressing that the only theoretical chance that we have to
avoid the difficulties of Asymptotic Freedom lies in the coherent behavior of the
constituents of condensed matter, a characteristic that any theory of "cold" fusion must
be able to justify and incorporate.
6. Conclusions
Let me first summarize the main points of this paper. After having reviewed the
published experimental work on the "cold" fusion phenomena, and organized its main
findings in five experimental lines, I have enunciated the two main problems that the
reality of those results pose to the generally accepted picture of both condensed
matter and nuclear physics: the penetration of the Coulomb barrier, and the evasion of
Asymptotic Freedom.
The gravity of these problems is discussed in detail in section 3, where they are
shown to definitely clash with general ideas such as those embodied in the LeggettBaym [20] theorem, and in the general structure of a quantum field theory of matter that
incorporates only electrostatic short-range forces, which leads to the property
generally known as Asymptotic Freedom. We thus identify two major problems that
any theory of the phenomena of "cold" fusion must be able to overcome, namely the
penetration of the Coulomb barrier 50 orders of magnitude more efficiently than
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previously expected, and the violation of Asymptotic Freedom property of a metal so as
to modify in a most dramatic fashion the way nuclear physics works in a metal matrix.
In section 4 I have analyzed a number of theoretical proposals as to their ability
to effectively penetrate the Coulomb barrier. I have shown that one can group those
proposals into three main categories according to whether they ignore, evade or
overcome the Coulomb barrier. A detailed analysis shows that so far the only
consistent approach is that proposed by T. Bressani, E. Del Giudice and myself [30],
which makes explicit use of the recently proposed Quantum Field Theory of
Superradiance [38], whose coherent dynamical structure is able to avoid the
dangerous straits of the Leggett-Baym theorem.
Various attempts to evade the constraints of Asymptotic Freedom are reported
in section 5, where it is concluded, once more, that the only consistent theoretical
framework is the one proposed in Refs. [30, 311.
On the basis of this theoretical attempt we may now ask ourselves whether a
consistent theoretical map of the experimental landscape is seen to emerge. I shall
address this question by assuming that superradiant behavior sets in in all plasmas of
the metal-deuteride under consideration. Then for the various lines, sketched in
section 2, the following is a possible scenario arising from the previous discussion:
The CHY line, that reports consistently negative results, can be explained by the
failure of the groups involved to reach the obligatory threshold value xo 1.7 The
threshold condition may also be a convincing explanation for the universally
observed erratic reproducibility of the cold fusion phenomena.
The 6 line: if the kind of potential wells (= 100 eV) that surround D in the Pd
lattice also hold in the Ti lattice (we have not been able to work this out yet,
however) then the enhancement by 10 orders of magnitude of the DD fusion
cross-section, observed in [5], can be easily explained.
The J line: the conditions prevailing in this line of experiment are most likely
non-stationary, so that the incoherent fusion processes with rate (5.6) is the only

7From discussions with M.C.H. McKubre and F. G. Will I have learned that there is now good evidence that
such a threshold exists.
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possible. This agrees with observation, including the neutron burst phenomena
concomitant with the formation of cracks and void.
(d)

The F P Iine: the substantial excess heat of the order of a few tens of Wattskm3
observed by Fleischmann and Pons is just in agreement with (5.16). The lack of
observation of both neutrons and tritium can be understood if we make the
hypothesis that they have reached almost ideal conditions (f z 1). In this case,
after the coherent interaction with the electron plasma has cooled the DD
system, according to (24) by about 3.6 MeV, the successive cooling steps will
occur with rates

[see Eq. (5.15)], competing in principle with the rate of a p-T* configuration to turn into
a p T state with a Q value of about 400 KeV. It is reasonable that in this condition the
latter width will be much smaller than 1 MeV (or 1.5 x 1021 sec-I).
(e)

The TAM line: abundant production of tritium in a late stage of excess heat yield
may be attributed to some aging effect of the electron plasma, which
substantially lowers f by the presumable creation of vortices in the cooling
electron plasma. If this is the case for, say, f 10-2, according to (5.14) the

=

cooling steps carry away about 800 KeV each, and their rate is [see Eq. (5.15)]
about 0.5 x 10-21 sec-1 (or 250 KeV). This means that after about 5 steps the
system p-T*, having consumed all its Q(= 4MeV), will be close to a p-T
configuration where both nuclei are at rest, thus decoupling from the electrons'
plasma. Coulomb repulsion will then succeed in producing, some of the times, a
(almost) zero-energy p-T final state at a rate between two and three orders of
magnitude smaller than the FP-rate, as observed. Obviously much more
theoretical work is needed to turn this plausible argument into a quantitative
description.
In conclusion, the "strange" phenomena of "cold" fusion after a year and a half
since their first report not only have not disappeared at all (actually their evidence has
become quite stronger) but their reality has forced a number of theorists to have a new
look at the potentialities of condensed matter. It is in fact a general characteristic of the
more serious theoretical attempts to stress the importance of previously neglected
collective behaviors of the constituents of condensed matter. As remarked by M.
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Fleischmann [40],whatever the final theory(ies) of these fascinating phenomena will
be, we can say already with good confidence that it all will involve putting to work in
some way or another the inexhaustible and wonderful patterns of collective behavior
of the minuscule atomic constituents of condensed matter.
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